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Preface 
 
 
“There is a higher court than the court of justice and that is 
the court of conscience. It supercedes all other courts.” 
 
                                                                         - Mahatma Gandhi 
 
Fruit vendor beaten to death by Police for not paying 
"Hafta”: Delhi (Case No.951/96-97/NHRC) 
 
The Commission initiated proceedings in this case on the basis of a 
report received from the Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Shahadra, Delhi 
indicating that the death had occurred of one Matloob Hussain on 13 
July, 1996 following a severe beating inflicted on him by two 
policemen of Police Station, Geeta Colony, Delhi on 11 July, 1996.  
 
Year 1998-99 
 
Death of Punjabhai Somabhai Thakor due to Police 
beating : Gujarat (Case No.6123/95-96/NHRC) 
The deceased, Shri Punjabhai Thakor aged 55, was a suspect in a 
case of theft of an article worth Rs.14,695/- from the house of a 
resident of Napa. An offence was registered under sections 457, 380 
of IPC on 18 September 1995. The inquest Panchnama report stated 
that there were dark spots of beating on the back, buttocks and the 
back of the thighs and legs. The Magisterial enquiry found that the 
interrogation was conducted without arrest warrant and proper 
remand; no doctor was present in the hospital…  
 
 
III 
These are the news stories that appear almost daily in the 
newspapers and other mass media.  Reading in the newspaper and 
viewing such news stories on the television, I was inclined to know 
more about these kinds of incidents and life security at the police 
station and their rights to deal with detainees and arrested persons. 
During this period, I had an opportunity to join the course of human 
rights, where I learnt more about it. I also realized that the mass 
media play an important role in publishing and broadcasting such 
news stories of injustice. It was also found by me that the media can 
inform and educate people of this country and can play a vital role in 
creating awareness about their rights and unite and resist against 
violations of human rights. Newspapers and other media including 
books, magazines, films, television and the internet may promote 
and protect human rights. With the idea of how far it would be 
realistic and true, keeping this in mind, I decided to make a critical 
study on the subject: 
 
“The Role of Mass Media in Promotion and Protection of 
Human Rights in India”   
 
It has been observed that human rights awareness in India is very 
poor. The level of education and literacy level too affects the 
understanding of civil liberties and freedoms. It is important to 
increase the literacy level with citizens of India, training 
programmes for police and other government departments and 
agencies, establishing State Human Rights Commissions in each and 
every state and importantly to start Human rights Courts for 
immediate disposal of rights cases and prompt justice to people. My 
focusing is on newspapers, magazines, television, and Internet for 
details of human rights violations and other details.  
 
I thank, Dr. Yasin Dalal, for his cooperation and valuable guidance.  
I also appreciate his valuable time that he spent with me on 
discussions of this research project. 
 
My sincere thanks to my late wife Hira, my children Kuntal and 
Jatan, daughter-in-law Dipti and nephew Prakash who helped me in 
my research and printing work. 
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Chapter I 
 
Definition of the Problem and Explanation 
 
The main idea of Human Rights is centered around the Idea of 
Liberty - to do what you want with the minimum of state 
interference.  Liberty can be defined as freedom, which consists 
in the absence of external restraint. 
 
Dignity 
Every individual has his/her own dignity. The principles of 
human rights were drawn up by human beings as a way of 
ensuring that the dignity of everyone is properly and equally 
respected with mutual understanding with each other, that is, to 
ensure that a human being will be able to fully develop and use 
human qualities such as intelligence, talent, skills and 
conscience and satisfy his or her spiritual and other needs in 
every respect. 
Dignity gives an individual a sense of value and worth. The 
existence of human rights demonstrates that human beings are 
aware of each other’s worth. Human dignity is not an individual, 
exclusive and isolated sense. It is a part of our common 
humanity and understanding. 
 
Respect for Human Rights and Peace 
Human rights enable us to respect each other and live with each 
other peacefully. In other words, they are not only rights to be 
requested or demanded, but rights to be respected and be 
responsible for. It is obvious that the rights which apply to you 
also apply to others. Therefore these rights must be respected 
mutually. 
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The denial of human rights and fundamental freedoms is not 
only an individual and personal tragedy, but it also creates 
conditions of social and political unrest and disturbance in the 
country, sowing the seeds of violence and conflict within and 
between societies and nations. 
Human rights are set out as principles in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights introduced by United Nations 
Organization. However, the declaration is not legally binding to 
member nations; but it lays out principles and objectives to be 
followed by member nations and carries moral weight on the 
countries. 
 
Incorporation of Human Rights in Constitutions 
However, a large number of laws and legal documents are 
based on the principles set forth by the Universal Declaration on 
Human Rights. Many countries have cited the Declaration or 
included its provisions in their basic laws or constitutions. And 
many human rights covenants, conventions and treaties 
concluded since 1948 have been built on its principles. 
Incorporation of human rights in respective constitutions by 
many nations was an important achievement of Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.  
 
Fundamental Rights in Indian Constitution 
The architects of Indian Constitution too incorporated 
international human rights in Part III of the Indian Constitution 
successfully and directive principles were also included to be 
followed by various states in India. Articles 1 to 32 in Part III of 
Indian Constitution are Human Rights, defined as Fundamental 
Rights. Our courts and particularly the Supreme Court of India 
are very serious and specific in judgments related to human 
rights issues. Supreme Court of India has played and is playing 
a very important role in establishing the importance and 
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implementation of human rights in our country. Of course, there 
are now special Human Rights Courts and Human Rights 
Commissions at National level and state level. However, there 
are still some state governments, who have neither formed 
Human Rights Courts nor State Commissions so far. Promises 
have been given, but yet to be fulfilled. 
A covenant, convention or treaty, unlike a declaration, has the 
force of law. Those who sign the document, known as the 
signatories, have not only a moral obligation but a legal 
obligation to respect its terms. A covenant, convention or treaty 
is signed between states. Once it is signed, it must be ratified 
by the signatories. This means, that the treaty must be 
accepted by the country’s own parliament or equivalent 
legislative body. Then it becomes the law. 
Countries become answerable to International Court of Justice.  
One of the greatest achievements of the United Nations is the 
creation of a comprehensive body of human rights legislation. 
This body implementing it is known as United Nations Human 
Rights Commissioner’s Office. For the first time in history, there 
exists a universal code of human rights one to which all nations 
can subscribe and to which all people can aspire. 
 
Importance of Human Rights awareness  
It is indeed important for the citizens of a country to be aware 
of their rights and this awareness leads the civilized society to 
exist with a dignified life and the quality of being worthy in this 
world. If there is no proper understanding and knowledge of 
their civil rights and citizenship concepts, it is likely that they 
have to face problems relating to the violation of human rights 
and be the victims of inhuman treatment in their own country. 
In India, we have a large population of more than 100 crores 
and it is the second country after China to cross one billion 
marks. The sex ratio i.e. number of females per thousand 
males, of population was 933, rising from 927 as at the 1991 
census. The literacy level in India was 65.38% during this 
period. 
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 Persons :   1,027,015,247 
Males :      531,277,078  
Females :      495,738,169     
(Source: Provisional Population Totals: India. Census of India 2001) 
 
India’s vast population live in rural areas 
India accounts for some 2.4 percent of the world's landmass but 
is a home to about 16 percent of the global population. Almost 
40% of Indians are younger than 15 years of age. About 70% of 
the people live in more than 550,000 villages, and the 
remainder in more than 200 towns and cities. 
Religion, caste, and language are major determinants of social 
and political organization in India today. The government has 
recognized 18 languages as official; Hindi is the most widely 
spoken.  
Although 83% of the people are Hindu, India also is the home of 
more than 120 million Muslims--one of the world's largest 
Muslim populations. The population also includes Christians, 
Sikhs, Jains, Buddhists, and Parsis. 
 
Varnas system in India 
The caste (varnas) system reflects Indian occupational and 
religiously defined hierarchies. Traditionally, there are four 
broad categories of castes, including a category of outcastes, 
earlier called "untouchables" but now commonly referred to as 
"dalits." Within these broad categories there are thousands of 
castes and sub castes, whose relative status varies from region 
to region or state to state. Despite economic modernization and 
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laws countering discrimination against the lower end of the class 
structure, the caste system remains an important source of 
social identification for most Hindus and a potent factor in the 
political life of the country. Probably, caste system in India is a 
rare system all over the world. 
  
Illiterates in Parliament and State Assemblies    
It is a fact that higher the literacy level leads to more 
understanding and knowledge of civil rights among the people. 
Many of our Legislators and Members of Parliament are 
inadequately educated and so the people, persons working in 
Police Department, military and in general. The behaviour and 
attitude of our elected representatives in the Houses is a perfect 
example of the above.    
The Indian Constitution guarantees human rights to all its 
citizens. Human Rights are known as Fundamental Rights in the 
Indian Constitution. Fundamental Rights, Directive Principles 
and Fundamental Duties are important parts of the Constitution 
of India. The Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties of 
the citizens of India address freedom and democracy in the 
country, and the Directive Principles guide the Government 
making laws and policies. 
 
Gross Violation of Human Rights in India 
However, in actual fact, a number of these rights are being 
violated everyday in India. The Government generally respects 
the human rights of its citizens; nevertheless, numerous serious 
problems continue occurring. Police and security forces are 
often responsible for extrajudicial killings, including dramatic 
encounter killings, police atrocities, torture and custodial 
deaths. 
Government officials frequently use special antiterrorism 
legislation to justify the excessive use of force while combating 
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active insurrections in the state of Jammu and Kashmir and 
several northeastern states. At the same time certain individuals 
are involved in activities of revolt against civil authority or the 
established government and they commit terrorist activities 
killing thousands of innocent people. Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, 
Chattisgarh and Northeastern states are facing many terrorist 
problems.  
 
Security Forces, Officials enjoy legal impunity  
Various security forces and government officials, who committed 
human rights abuses, generally enjoyed de facto legal impunity, 
despite there were many reports of investigations in number of 
individual abuse cases as well as punishment of some 
perpetrators. Other violations included: very poor prison 
conditions; torture and rape cases  by police and other 
government agents; lengthy pretrial detention without charge; 
prolonged detention while undergoing trial; occasional limits on 
freedom of press and freedom of movement; harassment and 
arrest of human rights activists and monitors; extensive societal 
violence and legal and related to society discrimination against 
women; forced prostitution; child prostitution and female 
infanticide; forcible tradition of making ‘sati’  to the of wife a 
dead men; trafficking in women and children; discrimination 
against persons with disabilities; serious discrimination and 
violence against indigenous people and scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes. Forcible, bonded child labour is a very 
common problem in the country.  
 
Politicians Motivated Communal Violence* 
Widespread interstate violence, communal violence and 
religiously motivated communal violence against Muslims and 
Christians with the involvement of politicians to secure their 
vote bank for elections as reported by International and 
National Non-Governmental Organizations. The main culprits of 
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massacres committed in 2002 are still roaming free in the state 
of Gujarat. An international NGO, Human Rights Watch 
organization (HRW) has urged the Central Government to take-
over cases of large-scale state-supported massacres of Muslims 
during February and March 2002. The Government’s failure to 
redress massacres in Gujarat, examines the record of state 
authorities in holding perpetrators accountable and providing 
humanitarian relief to victims of state-supported massacres. 
 
Misuse of POTA – No Hindus Charged under the ACT? 
More than one hundred Muslims have been charged under 
India’s much-criticized Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) for 
their alleged involvement in the train massacre in Godhra. 
Contrary to these measures, no Hindus have been charged 
under POTA in connection with the violence against Muslims, 
which the state government continues to dismiss as 
spontaneous and unorganized reaction. However, the 
government initially boasted of thousands of arrests following 
the attacks, most of those arrested has since been acquitted, 
released on bail without any further action against them or 
simply allowed to go. Police downgraded serious charges to 
lesser crimes – from murder or rape charges to rioting, for 
example – and altered victims’ statements to delete the names 
of the accused.  
Even when cases reach trial, Muslim victims face biased 
prosecutors and judges. Hindu and Muslim lawyers representing 
Muslim victims, and doctors providing medical relief to them, 
have also faced harassment and threats. Many times victims 
faced the discrimination from communal lawyers and judges. 
This was a clear violation of their human rights.   
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STATE PARTICIPATION AND COMPLICITY IN COMMUNAL  
 
VIOLENCE IN GUJARAT. 
 
State Officials of Gujarat were directly involved in the killings of 
hundreds of Muslims since February 27, 2002 and are now 
engineering a massive cover-up of the state’s role in the 
violence according to media and NGO reports released. The 
Indian Parliament was scheduled to debate the situation in 
Gujarat, and may vote to censure the Indian Government for its 
handling of the violence. 
 
“We Have No Orders to Save You” 
The police were directly implicated in nearly all the attacks 
against Muslims saying “We Have No Orders to Save You”. In 
some cases police were merely passive observers but in many 
instances police officials led the charge of murderous mobs, 
aiming and firing at Muslims who got in the way. Under the 
guise of offering assistance, some police officers led the victims 
directly into the hands of their killers. Panicked phone calls 
made to the police, fire brigades, and even ambulance services 
generally proved futile. 
* Details collected from HRW internet.  Index No.: C1403 
 
Child Prostitution 
Child Prostitution and trafficking in children, widespread 
exploitation of indentured, bonded, and child labor are also 
commonly found in India. 
The Indian Government is failing to protect the rights of 
hundreds of thousands of children who toil as virtual slaves in 
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the country’s silk industry, carpet industry, as reported by 
Human Rights Watch.  
The 85-page report, “Bonded Child Labour in India’s Silk 
Industry” calls on the Indian Government to implement its 
national laws to free and rehabilitate these bonded children. 
Bound to their employers in exchange for a loan to their 
families, they are unable to leave while in debt and earn so little 
they may never be free. A majority of them are Dalits, so-called 
untouchables at the bottom of India’s caste system.  Human 
Rights Watch interviewed children, employers, government 
officials and members of non-governmental organizations in 
three states that form the core of India’s sari and silk 
industries: Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. At every 
stage of the silk industry, bonded children as young as FIVE 
YEARS old work for TWELVE HOURS or more hours a day, SIX 
and a HALF or SEVEN days a week.  Children making silk thread 
dip their hands in boiling water that burns and blisters them. 
They breathe smoke and fumes from machinery, handle dead 
worms that can cause infections and guide twisting threads that 
cut their fingers. As they assist weavers, children sit at cramped 
looms in damp, dim rooms. They do not go to schools and are 
often beaten by their employers. By the time they reach 
adulthood, they are impoverished, illiterate and often crippled 
by the work, the report said. HRW index No. C1502 Jan. 23, 
2003. 
 
Do doctors refuse to treat/touch HIV+ patients? 
 
As reported by Human Rights Watch, many doctors refuse to 
treat or even touch HIV positive patients. Certain schools 
separate or even sometimes expel children because their 
parents are HIV positive. Children from families those affected 
with HIV infection have been denied to house them by some 
residential institutions and many orphanages. They have been 
pushed onto the streets, forced into worst forms of child labour 
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or otherwise exploited resulting in greater risk of getting 
infected with HIV. Index: 156432326 
 
Police Harassment of HIV/AIDS Patients 
Widespread police abuse of front-line AIDS prevention workers 
in India is undermining efforts to contain one of the worst 
epidemics in the world, Human Rights (HRW Index No.: C1405) 
 watch reported. Several organizations in India have succeeded 
in empowering women in prostitution to demand condom use of 
their clients. One such organization, Sangram in Sangli, 
Maharashtra State, helped AIDS educators distribute 350,000 
condoms per month in twelve districts among sex workers and 
others at risk. But in recent months, police abuse of Sangram’s 
Workers as well as of others in Bangalore city and Tamil Nadu 
State has sabotaged their life-saving work. In Bangalore, 
HIV/AIDS peer educators working with women in prostitution 
were beaten severely by the police. One AIDS worker had hot 
chili powder rubbed into her eyes and vagina. Police 
perpetrators of these crimes have gone unpunished. 
      
Separatist activities in Kashmir and the Northeast regions in 
India by guerrilla activities committed numerous serious abuses, 
including killing armed forces personnel, police, government 
officials, and civilians in a very large quantity. They are also 
engaged in torture, rape, and other forms of violence, including 
kidnapping, beheadings and extortion. 
 
Indian Army violates Human Rights 
Local as well as international observers, non-governmental 
organizations have frequently accused the Indian Army of 
human rights violations in Jammu and Kashmir; the police have 
been accused of custodial deaths and treacherous or perfidious 
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encounters with terrorists. Areas prone to communal violence 
also report human rights violations by the authorities. 
Legislations to counter terrorism, Indian Government enacted 
laws such as Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act 
(TADA) and Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance (POTA) have 
been receiving criticism from various NGOs and human rights 
activists, who have cited many incidents when these laws have 
been misused by the authorities to cover up their own lapses.  
Apart from these, sections of society who are vulnerable to their 
rights being violated are indigenous tribes, women and children. 
Fortunately, there are now a fair number of local organizations 
that keep a strict watch and surveillance on such violations. 
There are numerous public interest litigations (PIL) in Indian 
courts, which have taken up strict measures against human 
rights violations in India. 
 
Indian Government’s Failure in Protecting Christians 
The Indian government has failed to prevent increasing violence 
against Christians and is exploiting communal tensions for 
political ends, Human Rights Watch charged in a report. The 37-
page report details violence against Christians in the months 
ahead of the country's national parliamentary elections in 
September and October 1999, and in the months following 
electoral victory by the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party 
(Indian People's Party, known as the BJP) in the state of 
Gujarat. Attacks against Christians throughout the country have 
increased significantly since the BJP began its rule at the center 
in March 1998. They include the killings of priests, the raping of 
nuns, and the physical destruction of Christian institutions, 
schools, churches, colleges, and cemeteries. Thousands of 
Christians have also been forced to convert to Hinduism. The 
report concludes that as with attacks against Muslims in 1992 
and 1993, attacks against Christians are part of a concerted 
campaign of right-wing Hindu organizations, collectively called 
the sangh parivar, to promote and exploit communal clashes to 
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increase their political power-base. The movement is supported 
at the local level by militant groups who operate with impunity. 
 
Untouchables (Dalits) 
Some 160 million people in India live a precarious existence, 
shunned by much of society because of their rank as 
"untouchables" or Dalits—literally meaning "broken" people—at 
the bottom of India's caste system. Dalits are discriminated 
against, denied access to land, forced to work in degrading 
conditions, and routinely abused, even killed, at the hands of 
the police and of higher-caste groups that enjoy the state's 
protection. Dalit women are frequent victims of sexual abuse. In 
what has been called India's "hidden apartheid," entire villages 
in many Indian states remain completely segregated by caste. 
National legislation and constitutional protections serve only to 
mask the social realities of discrimination and violence. Caste 
clashes, particularly in the states of Bihar and Tamil Nadu, but 
also in Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Gujarat, 
reflect patterns which are common to many parts of the 
country: a loss of faith in the state machinery and increasing 
intolerance of their abusive treatment have led many Dalit 
communities into movements to claim their rights. In response, 
state and private actors have engaged in a pattern of repression 
to preserve the status quo. The report documents the 
government's attempts to criminalize peaceful social activism 
through the arbitrary arrest and detention of Dalit activists, and 
its failure to abolish exploitative labour practices and implement 
relevant legislation. As reported by HRW Index ISBN 1-56432-
228-9 
 
Child Labour 
At least eighteen million children live or work on the streets of 
India, laboring as porters in railway stations or bus terminals, as 
rag pickers, and as vendors of food, tea, or handmade articles. 
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These street children are routinely subjected to arbitrary and 
illegal detention, torture, and extortion, and on occasion, 
murder at the hands of police who engage in these violations of 
international and Indian law with impunity. Based on interviews 
with more than one hundred children during a one-month 
investigation in India, this report details police abuse and 
killings of street children in Bangalore, Bombay, Madras, New 
Delhi, and the state of Andhra Pradesh. Human Rights Watch 
spoke with more than one hundred street children, as well as 
representatives of nongovernmental organizations, social 
workers, human rights activists, human rights lawyers, and 
other individuals who work with street children in Bangalore, 
Bombay, Delhi, and Madras. Human Rights Watch calls on the 
Indian government to put an immediate end to police violence 
against street children, to prosecute the police concerned, to 
implement the recommendations of the National Police 
Commission, to ratify the United Nations Convention against 
Torture, and to invite the U.N. Special Report on Torture and 
the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention to India to 
investigate police mistreatment of street children This report 
documents police abuse of Indian street children and deaths of 
children in police custody. It is based on investigations 
conducted in India during February and March 1995 and 
December and January 1995-96. HRW Index No. ISBN 1-56432-
205-X. 
At least fifteen million children work as bonded laborers in India. 
Whether chained to carpet looms, sweating in silver smithies, or 
working in the field from dawn until dusk, these children endure 
miserable lives. They earn little and are beaten often. They do 
not go to school. From the age of four or five, many work for 
years in appalling conditions in often futile attempts to pay off 
family debts. Based on interviews with over one hundred 
children during a two-month investigation in India, this report 
details their plight in the silk, beedi (hand-rolled cigarettes), 
synthetic gems, silver, leather, agricultural, and carpet 
industries. Bonded child labor is outlawed by international and 
Indian law, but the Indian government has failed utterly to end 
it. Human Rights Watch calls on the government of India to end 
bonded child labor by establishing independent bodies to inspect 
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work sites and identify bonded child laborers, prosecuting and 
suspending licenses for employers using bonded child labor, and 
implementing a comprehensive rehabilitation program to ensure 
that bonded child laborers are sent to school. Human Rights 
Watch also calls on the international community to pressure the 
Indian government to release and rehabilitate these children. 
HRW Index ISBN 1-56432-172-X 
 
Death of over 1000 Muslims in 1993 Mumbai Violence 
 
Three years after the deaths of more than 1,000 people in 
Bombay’s worst incident of communal violence since 
independence, the government of the Indian state of 
Maharashtra unexpectedly terminated the commission of inquiry 
that had been set up to investigate the riots. The focus of the 
Srikrishna Commission’s investigation was the violence that 
broke out in January 1993 and that was directed primarily 
against Bombay’s Muslims. The riots followed weeks of attacks 
on Muslims in north India in the aftermath of the destruction of 
a 16th-century mosque in Ayodhya. Labeled as “communal” 
because the violence involved communities identified by 
religious differences, the riots were in fact orchestrated events 
which depended on the connivance or outright participation of 
police and other officials and political leaders. 
Hundreds of thousands of women and children are employed in 
Indian brothels—many of them lured or kidnapped from Nepal 
and sold into conditions of virtual slavery. The victims of this 
international trafficking network routinely suffer serious physical 
abuse, including rape, beatings, arbitrary imprisonment and 
exposure to AIDS. Held in debt bondage for years at a time, 
these women and girls work under constant surveillance. Escape 
is virtually impossible. Both the Indian and Nepali governments 
are complicit in the abuses suffered by trafficking victims. These 
abuses are not only violations of internationally recognized 
human rights but are specifically prohibited under the domestic 
laws of both countries. The willingness of Indian and Nepali 
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government officials to tolerate, and, in some cases, participate 
in the burgeoning flesh trade exacerbates abuse. Even when 
traffickers have been identified, there have been few arrests 
and fewer prosecutions. Rape for Profit focuses on the 
trafficking of girls and women from Nepal to brothels in 
Bombay, where they compose up to half of the city’s estimated 
100,000 brothel workers. HRW Index 1-56432-155-X 
 
Human Rights violation by Indian troops in Kashmir 
 
With the bloody conflict in Indian-controlled Kashmir since more 
than half the decade, Indian troops have embarked on a “catch 
and kill” campaign against Muslim militants, resulting in a sharp 
escalation of human rights abuses, including summary 
executions of hundreds of detainees in the custody of security 
forces. Troops have also engaged in reprisal attacks against 
civilians, assaults on medical workers, rape, torture and arson. 
Masroof Sultan was detained by security forces in April 1993, 
beaten, tortured with electric shock, then shot and left for dead. 
His testimony follows: “They stood me up against a tree and 
told me, ‘Now we will release you forever.’ I heard them cock 
their guns. Someone said, ‘One, two, three,’ then they fired. I 
was shot in both legs. I heard someone say, ‘Make sure he’s 
dead.’ One of them kicked me in the head and said, ‘he’s still 
alive.’ The officer said, ‘Shoot him in the heart.’ Then the soldier 
shot me in the chest and arm. Someone kicked me again and 
said, ‘He’s still alive.’ Then a voice said, ‘Shoot him in the head.’ 
A bullet grazed the back of my neck. I held my breath. 
Someone kicked me again, then shouted, ‘He’s dead.’” The 
Human Rights Crisis in Kashmir provides comprehensive 
documentation of the consequences of India’s abusive policy in 
Kashmir. It also documents violations by armed militants, 
including killings, rape and indiscriminate attacks in populated 
areas, and concludes that these abuses and India’s policy of 
impunity toward its own security forces has helped fuel the 
conflict and create a human rights disaster in Kashmir. HRW 1-
56432-104-5 
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Since January 1990, the north Indian state of Jammu and 
Kashmir has been the site of a brutal conflict between Indian 
security forces and armed Muslim insurgents demanding 
independence or accession to Pakistan. This report documents 
the use of rape as a means of targeting women whom the 
security forces accuse of being militant sympathizers, and in 
raping them, how the forces attempt to punish and humiliate an 
entire community. 
 
Massive search-and-arrest in Assam  
 
The Indian army has conducted massive search-and-arrest 
operations in thousands of villages in Assam, located south of 
Bhutan, and the site of separatist movements and violent 
insurgencies since India’s independence. Many victims of 
abuses committed during these operations are civilians, often 
relatives or neighbors of young men suspected of militant 
sympathies. Villagers have been threatened, harassed, raped, 
assaulted and killed by soldiers attempting to frighten them into 
identifying suspected militants. 
 
The Indian state of Assam located south of Bhutan and east of 
Bangladesh, is geographically almost cut off from the rest of 
India, with its only physical link a narrow land corridor to West 
Bengal. Home to a number of tribes and ethnic groups, Assam 
has been the site of separatist movements and violent 
insurgencies since India's independence in 1947. The most 
serious has been the campaign waged by the United Liberation 
Front of Asom (ULFA) since 1979. In attempting to crush the 
ULFA organization and several other groups, the Indian 
government has launched counterinsurgency campaigns that 
have been fraught with widespread human rights violations. 
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Police Killings in Andhra Pradesh 
In Andhra Pradesh, one of India’s poorest and least developed 
states, conflict between government forces and an armed 
insurgent group known as the Peoples’ War Group, has resulted 
in massive human rights violations. In its campaign to crush the 
insurgency, the state government has condoned the torture and 
murder of suspected militants and ordinary civilians in 
dramatic encounters” with the police. Journalists or human 
rights activists who have investigated these killings and other 
abuses have also been murdered by the police, and militants in 
the state have attacked and killed civilians. HRW 1-56432-072-5        
 
Abuses of Human Rights and the Environment  
This report is the result of an unprecedented joint effort 
between two leading citizen advocacy organizations, Natural 
Resources Defense Council an environmental group, and a 
human rights group, Human Rights Watch. Abuses of human 
rights often exist in tandem with environmental degradation. 
Suppression of dissent -- often violent -- is frequently employed 
by governments to silence opposition to harmful political and 
social policies and development schemes that could not 
withstand public scrutiny, and to forestall public concern about 
environmental decay. The case studies in this report 
demonstrate a linkage between human rights and 
environmental abuses that is global in scope, occurring in both 
industrialized and developing countries. Issuing this joint report 
at the time of the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro will focus 
attention on the relationship, often causal, between human 
rights and environmental abuses. We also hope that it marks 
the start of future exchanges between the two groups of 
advocates, so that both causes will benefit from an expanded 
constituency for their concerns. 
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Punjab in Crisis 
Violence between separatist Sikh militants and government 
forces in Punjab has escalated to unprecedented levels, claiming 
thousands of civilian lives. Since 1984, the security forces have 
adopted increasingly brutal methods to stem the militant 
movement, resulting in widespread human rights violations. 
Countless civilians and suspected militants have been summarily 
executed in staged “encounter” killings or have “disappeared” 
while in police custody; thousands have been detained without 
trial and subjected to torture. The evidence Asia Watch gathered 
indicates that these abuses are not random but have been 
carried out as a matter of state policy. At the same time, Sikh 
militants have pursued their campaign for a separate state 
through acts of violence against Hindu and Sikh civilians. The 
killings include assassinations of civil servants, political 
candidates, and journalists. Militant groups have also engaged 
in indiscriminate attacks designed to cause extensive civilian 
casualties and some operate as criminal gangs, profiting by 
extortion and arms smuggling. HRW 1-56432-032-4 
 
Kashmir under Siege 
Since the partition of India in 1947, Kashmir, with a 
predominantly Muslim population, has been the site of militant 
unrest and a cause for war with Pakistan. Despite numerous UN 
proclamations calling for a plebiscite, the Kashmiri people have 
never been given a direct opportunity to voice their preference 
on the question of accession, and many within the state claim 
the central government of India has retreated from its original 
support for autonomy and democracy. The only up-to-date 
human rights reporting available on this conflicted region, 
Human Rights in India examines the past year of civil war and 
abuses committed by both sides. Government security forces 
have massacred large numbers of unarmed civilians, conducted 
warrantless house-to-house searches, seized youths, beat 
protestors, and destroyed whole neighbourhoods. The militants 
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have flagrantly violated international rules of war by summarily 
executing numerous civil servants and suspected government 
informers, throwing explosive devices at buses and government 
buildings, sowing terror through death threats and assassinating 
members of the minority Hindu community and Muslims thought 
to be insufficiently supportive of the insurgency. HRW 1-56432-
010-3 
 
Prison Conditions in India 
Despite the checks and balances inherent in India’s democratic 
structure designed to curb government lawlessness, the 
institutional basis for the prison system has become grossly 
unfair. In some major cities, anyone unlucky enough to be 
arrested faces a far greater likelihood of torture or worse at the 
hands of the police than in many countries entirely lacking in 
the protections for civil liberties available in India. Prisons are 
supposed to be leveling institutions in which the variables that 
affect the conditions of confinement are expected to be the 
criminal records of their inmates and their behavior. In Indian 
prisons, however, there exists a rigid class system that is 
explicitly mandated by law, where special privileges are 
accorded to the minority of prisoners who come from the upper 
or middle classes, irrespective of the crimes they may have 
committed or the way that they comport themselves in prison. 
As this report shows, it is a system filled with contradictions not 
unlike those permeating Indian society as a whole. 
  
 
India’s Failure Reconstruction Following the 2004 Tsunami 
This report examines the Indian government’s response to the 
tsunami and documents several systemic and potentially 
enduring failures. Human Rights Watch applauded the Indian 
government’s overall response to the tsunami, but found that 
government recovery efforts did not adequately take into 
account the needs of different vulnerable segments of the 
affected population, particularly women, children, the disabled, 
Dalits (so-called untouchables) and tribal groups. Human Rights 
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Watch, NGO wrote an interesting letter to the Prime Minister of 
India on the issue as reported in its index no. C1703. 
 
A Letter from Human Rights Watch to Dr. Manmohan 
Singh on Human Rights Status in India 
 
 
July 15, 2005 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 
Government of India 
New Delhi, India 
Dear Prime Minister Singh: 
As you travel to the United States this weekend to promote 
India’s image abroad and to seek a greater role for India on 
the world stage, this is an opportunity for your government 
to demonstrate to the world that it takes its human rights 
obligations seriously. India has gained significant influence 
in the region, and as an emerging power, your foreign 
minister will soon be meeting with his G-4 colleagues and 
other states to discuss the possibility of India gaining a 
permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council. India’s human 
rights record, both at home and in international affairs, will 
be a significant factor in India’s suitability for such a seat.  
 
We understand India and the United States will launch a 
democracy initiative during your visit to Washington. We 
hope that this initiative will contribute to the promotion of 
pluralism and other rights in South Asia and beyond. We 
also note with appreciation India’s strong support for a 
return to democracy after the King of Nepal seized power in 
February. 
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India’s human rights record, both at home 
and in international affairs, will be a 
significant factor in India’s suitability for a 
[U.N. Security Council] seat.   
 Brad Adams, Asia director for Human Rights 
Watch 
 
 
In a letter on May 28, 2004, Human Rights Watch congratulated 
you on assuming the office of Prime Minister and called your 
attention to the fragile human rights situation in India. We 
welcome the efforts of your government in addressing some of 
these issues, particularly the repeal of the Prevention of 
Terrorism Act (POTA) and a review of the oft-abused Armed 
Forces Special Powers Act.  However, as you well know, many 
other critical issues still require action. These include threats of 
further sectarian violence, prevalent child labor, widespread 
caste discrimination, impunity for the armed forces, and judicial 
and legal reform.  
 
HIV/AIDS in India 
The initiatives by your government to address the burgeoning 
HIV/AIDS crisis in India and has participated in consultations 
with the planning commission to frame fresh policy on this 
issue. However, there is an urgent need for an immediate and 
robust response from your government in reforming the 
country's health care system to address the HIV/AIDS crisis. 
Your government is pursuing a peace process to resolve the 
conflict in Kashmir, but human rights violations are continuing in 
the region, as well as in other parts of the country where there 
is unrest.  India's legal system, in the past a pillar of India’s 
democracy, is no longer as strong as it once was, and there is 
urgent need for reform. 
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As you meet with President George W. Bush, we urge you, 
therefore, to treat the promotion and protection of human rights 
as a primary goal of your government. We suggest the following 
eight issues as matters of priority: 
Impunity: While the Prevention of Terrorism Act has been 
repealed and the Armed Forces Special Powers Act is being 
reviewed, there are many other laws that also allow security 
forces to operate with virtual impunity from prosecution for 
criminal acts. For instance, Indian law requires permission from 
a relevant government department before a civil servant can be 
prosecuted for a crime. 
Impunity continues to facilitate human rights abuses by the 
armed forces. Unless those responsible are promptly and 
prosecuted in public trials, such acts will continue. The armed 
forces insist that their personnel are disciplined through internal 
procedures, but such cases appear to be rare. Public trials, vital 
in the many cases of unlawful “encounter killings” and other 
extrajudicial executions, torture, “disappearances,” and other 
abuses by India’s armed forces, are rarer still. 
 
Empowerment to NHRC Important 
To reestablish the rule of law, we urge your government to 
make accountability for the armed forces the highest priority. 
This is also the view of the many Indian nongovernmental 
organizations, lawyers, and human rights activists we work with 
on a daily basis in India. It is important that accountability take 
place with transparency, without which it is difficult for the 
victims to be convinced that justice has been served. We also 
ask you to work to empower the National Human Rights 
Commission to investigate cases of alleged human rights abuse 
by the armed forces. 
Protect the rights of minorities and combat communal violence: 
We congratulate you in the prompt and effective handling of the 
situation after the recent attack in Ayodhya to prevent 
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retaliations against the minority community. However, in many 
states, groups pursuing communally divisive policies are still 
operating freely. We urge you to bring to account those 
responsible for orchestrating or inciting violence against 
religious and ethnic minorities. It is crucial to launch a public 
campaign to prevent future communal violence like that in 
Godhra or in the riots that followed in other parts of Gujarat 
state. This campaign should include public service 
announcements aimed at educating the population through 
efforts to raise awareness of minority rights, and unequivocal 
condemnation of religious violence and extremism. 
In states like Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and Chattisgarh, there 
has already been a relentless campaign by some groups like the 
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh and the Vishwa Hindu Parishad 
to engage in violence and communal attacks against minority 
Christians and Muslims. It is important that your government be 
particularly vigilant against violence by extremist organizations 
who preach religious hatred whether they are Muslim or Hindu. 
Accountability for those responsible for the mass killings in 
Gujarat, Punjab, and Bombay: We urge you to do everything in 
your power to end impunity for past campaigns of violence 
against minorities, prosecute and punish those responsible for 
criminal offenses during the anti-Sikh violence in 1984, the post 
Ayodhya violence in December 1992 and January 1993, and the 
attacks in Gujarat in 2002. 
 
Punish the responsible 
In Punjab in the 1980s, hundreds of people were illegally 
detained and executed by security agencies trying to end the 
secessionist conflict. Those responsible have still not been 
punished despite recommendations from the Supreme Court 
and the National Human Rights Commission to investigate 
serious and credible allegations of extrajudicial executions. 
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The recommendations of the Srikrishna Commission on the 
post-Ayodhya violence in Bombay also should be implemented 
without delay. Your party as the opposition took positive action 
to support the rights of those killed or injured in the 2002 riots 
in Gujarat. However, there continue to be inordinate delays in 
the investigation of cases to bring those responsible to trial and 
those pursuing justice need continued protection. 
In all these cases, we urge you to appoint independent 
investigators who will examine all the cases and bring those 
responsible to trial. Police officers and officials responsible for 
the excessive use of force should be prosecuted; those with the 
power and duty to stop the violence but who stood by and 
allowed the violence to take place should be punished. Your 
government should also vigorously pursue those officials 
responsible for the planning and implementation of the violence 
in each of these cases. 
We also encourage you to protect witnesses to prevent them 
from being threatened for providing evidence to the police or 
courts. In a September 2004 report, Discouraging Dissent:  
 
Protect Human Rights Activists 
Intimidation and Harassment of Witnesses, Human Rights 
Activists, and Lawyers Pursuing Accountability for the 2002 
Communal Violence in Gujarat, we documented how those 
campaigning for Gujarat riot victims have come under attack. 
Their safety should continue to be an important concern for your 
government. 
 
Congratulations for Kashmir efforts 
Continue work toward ending the conflict in Kashmir: We 
congratulate you on your recent efforts in Kashmir, including 
initiation of the bus service between Srinagar and Muzzafarad 
that will allow greater freedom of movement and allow 
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separated families to meet with each other.  However, serious 
violations of human rights have remained a constant feature in 
Kashmir over the last decade. Gunmen who have targeted 
civilians should be brought to trial. At the same time, your 
government should investigate credible reports of Indian 
security agencies involved in torture, arbitrary detention, and 
summary executions. Some 3,000 people are still missing in 
Kashmir after they were detained by security forces. We urge 
you to ensure that security agencies respect human rights law 
in Kashmir, and punish those found guilty of violations. 
Promote the rights of Dalits, tribes and economically 
marginalized: Your government has initiated discussions with 
local Dalit rights groups to address the issues of caste-based 
discrimination. But as we documented in a May 2005 report 
After the Deluge, India’s Reconstruction following the 2004 
Tsunami, caste-based discrimination remains a major problem 
in rural India despite over five decades of legislation banning 
such acts. It was not government officials, but survivors of the 
upper caste communities who survived the tsunami, who 
refused to share emergency shelters and relief material with 
their Dalit neighbors after the tsunami. Tribal communities faced 
similar discrimination. 
The experience after the tsunami proves that there is urgent 
need to vigorously enforce laws against discrimination. Your 
government should routinely inform communities that such 
discrimination is illegal, promote dialogue with the ultimate aim 
of encouraging all caste groups to live together with mutual 
respect, and monitor and respond quickly to conflicts between 
caste groups, including those encouraged by organizations and 
individuals with political agendas. 
Protect the rights of children: Your government is pursuing a 
policy to ensure universal education for children. These ideas 
need to be urgently and effectively implemented. Millions of 
children are going to work instead of learning at school. The 
Indian government should protect children from engaging in the 
worst forms of child labor. Hundreds of thousands of children 
are bonded laborers who toil as virtual slaves, particularly in the 
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silk industry. Your government should acknowledge the 
existence and extent of bonded child labor and take immediate 
measures to enforce the Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 
1976, and other relevant laws regarding bonded child labor. 
India should ratify ILO Convention No. 182 concerning the 
Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the 
Worst Forms of Child Labour. 
 
Half the children in India are out of School 
It is also important to encourage parents to send their children 
to school, but they can only do so when education is accessible 
to all. Currently almost half the children in India are out of 
school. Discrimination on the basis of caste and religion has to 
end in schools. India should ratify the 1960 Convention Against 
Discrimination in Education. 
Prevent discrimination against those with HIV/AIDS: India is 
soon expected to have the largest number of people in the 
world living with HIV/AIDS. Stigma and discrimination against 
them is widespread in India, connected in large part to fear and 
misinformation about how the virus is spread. Despite the entry 
of HIV into the general population in many places, it continues 
to be associated with already-stigmatized people, such as 
commercial sex workers, men who have sex with men, and 
migrants. Many such persons often have to cope with violent 
assault upon them. Many living with HIV/AIDS are denied 
employment and hundreds of thousands of children who have 
been born with HIV face discrimination from birth. 
We urge you to advance legislation, proposed by your party 
while in opposition, to prohibit discrimination against persons 
vulnerable to the HIV/AIDS virus. We also urge you to repeal 
section 377 of the Indian Penal code, which effectively 
criminalizes sex between men and is frequently used as 
justification for harassment of HIV/AIDS educators. Your 
government should encourage public statements and 
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appearances from high level government authorities to protect 
the rights of those vulnerable to HIV/AIDS. 
 
Judicial and legal reform 
 It is essential that the judiciary plays its proper role in 
addressing the culture of unlawful “encounter killings” and other 
illegal summary executions of criminal suspects. To address 
widespread torture by the police and other security forces, we 
also urge your government to ratify the Convention against 
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment, which India signed in 1997. We strongly urge you 
to immediately implement the recommendations by the National 
Police Commission that call for mandatory judicial inquiry in 
cases of alleged rape, death or grievous injury of individuals in 
police custody.   
The Committee on Criminal Justice Reforms headed by Justice 
V.S. Malimath has suggested better training of police, judges 
and prosecutors to end corruption and incompetence. These 
should be accepted. We urge your government to provide 
training and appropriate forensics and technical capability to the 
police so that they can better investigate crimes and human 
rights abuses. However, many of the recommendations value 
expediency over the fundamental right of the accused to a fair 
trial, and pose a serious threat to the basic guarantees of due 
process in the criminal justice system. We suggest a careful 
examination of these recommendations in order to ensure that 
judicial reforms satisfy Indian and international human rights 
standards. 
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to a fruitful 
dialogue with you and your government on these and other 
matters.   
  
Sincerely,   
  
Brad Adams 
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This is indeed an alarming situation for our country that it is 
being watched so closely and minutely in regards to human 
rights violation issues. The impact of reporting and lobbying by 
such international NGOs is really enormous and affects India in 
many ways. 
 
 
India: After Gujarat Riots, Witnesses Face Intimidation 
State Government Fails to Provide Protection; Time for New 
Delhi to Step In 
Bombay, September 24, 2004) -- As the courts hear cases 
stemming from the anti-Muslim riots of March 2002, the 
authorities in Gujarat are intimidating rather than protecting 
witnesses who seek to bring the perpetrators of the violence to 
justice, Human Rights Watch said in a new report released 
today. The central government in New Delhi must take 
immediate steps to ensure the protection of the victims and 
witnesses of the riots and their advocates. 
 
Two years after the Gujarat 
riots, witnesses are being 
threatened and sometimes even 
attacked. Not only has the Gujarat 
government failed to pursue those 
responsible for the riots, it is 
obstructing justice by its failure to 
protect witnesses.  
 
 
 
 
 
Brad Adams, executive director of 
Human Rights Watch’s Asia 
Division. 
 
 
Discouraging Dissent: Intimidation and Harassment of 
Witnesses, Human Rights Activists and Lawyers, documents how 
Hindu extremists have threatened and intimidated victims, 
witnesses and rights defenders who are fighting for the 
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prosecution of those responsible for the killing and injury of 
Muslims during the riots. Instead of pursuing the perpetrators of 
violence, the state government—formed by the Hindu nationalist 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) under Chief Minister Narendra 
Modi—has nurtured a climate of fear. Officials have targeted 
those seeking justice with selective investigations by state tax 
authorities or the police. 
“Two years after the Gujarat riots, witnesses are being 
threatened and sometimes even attacked,” said Brad Adams, 
executive director of Human Rights Watch’s Asia Division. “Not 
only has the Gujarat government failed to pursue those 
responsible for the riots, it is obstructing justice by its failure to 
protect witnesses.” 
The violence in 2002 started with an attack in Godhra on a train 
carrying Hindus. Fifty-nine people died when a train carriage 
caught fire. In a retaliatory spree by Hindu mobs, hundreds of 
Muslims were slaughtered, tens of thousands were displaced, 
and their property was destroyed. Two years later, Muslims still 
live in fear because their attackers remain free and continue to 
make threats, particularly against those involved in 
prosecutions. 
While investigations in the Godhra case preceded rapidly, with 
several indicted Muslims charged under the recently repealed 
Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA), investigations into cases 
related to the anti-Muslim riots that followed were deliberately 
slow. The lower courts dismissed many cases for lack of 
evidence after public prosecutors effectively acted as defense 
counsel or witnesses turned hostile after receiving threats. 
Human Rights Watch praised recent decisions of the Indian 
Supreme Court to move some trials out of Gujarat to allow for a 
more impartial atmosphere and greater protection for 
witnesses, victims and lawyers. State governments should give 
adequate protection to witnesses and victims, order the 
appointment of a new public prosecutor, and order fresh police 
investigations into the case, Human Rights Watch said. 
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The Supreme Court said that members of the Gujarat state 
administration “were looking elsewhere when…innocent women 
and children were burning, and were probably deliberating how 
the perpetrators of the crime can be saved and protected.” The 
Court rebuked both the Gujarat High Court and the local justice 
system, stating, “Judicial criminal administration system must 
be kept clean and beyond the reach of whimsical political wills 
or agendas.” 
  
To address these problems, Human Rights Watch urged the 
Indian government to set up a credible witness-protection 
program and provide more aid to the thousands of Muslims who 
are still living in squatter camps since being displaced by the 
riots. 
“The behavior of authorities in Gujarat during the riots and 
afterwards have given Muslims in India, a good reason not to 
trust the police or justice system,” said Adams. “The new 
government in New Delhi has a chance now to show that it is 
serious about justice. It should instruct the Central Bureau of 
Intelligence to take charge of investigations, and it needs to 
provide protection to people facing attacks and threats.” 
In previous reports on the 2002 Gujarat riots, Human Rights 
Watch has noted the failure of the court system to prosecute 
even known abusers and the authorities’ lack of political will to 
identify those who planned and executed the attacks. 
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Amnesty International Findings 
In India, the Hindu-chauvinist government detained 
hundreds of Muslims in the state of Gujarat on allegations 
of terrorism and anti-state conspiracies. In 2002, Gujarat 
experienced riots—led by Hindu fundamentalists and 
facilitated by the Gujarat State government—that resulted 
in the murder of hundreds of Muslims. 
 
 
Amnesty International Report 2004 on India  
 
(Covering events from January – December 2003) 
There was increasing concern at the erosion of human rights 
protections in the context of “anti-terrorism” measures against 
armed political groups, and continuing communal tensions. 
Systemic discrimination against vulnerable groups – including 
women, religious minorities, dalits and adivasis (tribal people) – 
was exacerbated by widespread use of security legislation, 
political interference with the criminal justice system and slow 
judicial proceedings in a continuing climate of impunity. 
Tensions remained high in the state of Gujarat in the aftermath 
of widespread communal violence in 2002. Witnesses to the 
violence and human rights defenders were threatened and 
concerns grew about the impartiality of institutions of the 
criminal justice system in the state, including the police, 
prosecution service and elements of the judiciary. A committee 
constituted by the Ministry of Home Affairs suggested 
recommendations for the reform of the criminal justice system 
which could potentially undermine human rights protections 
even further. 
 
 
 
Background 
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The National Democratic Alliance, led by the Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP), remained in government. Some state elections 
were marred by political campaigns that fuelled inter-caste or 
inter-communal tensions.  Bomb attacks targeting civilians were 
reported during the year. On 25 August 52 people were killed 
and around 150 injured by two car bombs in Mumbai, 
Maharashtra state. No group claimed responsibility. However, at 
least six Muslims accused of involvement in the attacks were 
arrested and charged; they remained in custody at the end of 
the year awaiting trial. Human rights protections were further 
eroded, ostensibly in response to security considerations. 
 
Relations between India and Pakistan improved in some 
respects, although underlying tensions remained. Security 
concerns continued to dominate foreign policy discussions, 
including in the context of the US-led “war on terrorism” which 
continued to be supported by the Indian government.  In the 
northeast, a cease-fire between the National Socialist Council of 
Nagaland (Isaac-Muivah) and the central government was 
extended in July for one year. 
There were reports of collective expulsions by the Indian 
authorities of Bangladeshi nationals accused of being illegal 
immigrants. However, the Bangladeshi authorities were 
reluctant to allow them to return. The incident resulted in a 
stalemate where 213 people were trapped between the two 
borders. 
 
Heightened Tensions in Gujarat 
Following widespread communal violence in the state of Gujarat 
in February and March 2002, the state continued to witness 
sporadic incidents of communal violence. More than 2,000 
people had been killed in early 2002 in the wave of violence 
targeting the Muslim community. These killings followed an 
attack on a train in Godhra in February 2002 in which 59 Hindus 
were killed by a mob. Reports implicated police officers and 
members of Hindu nationalist groups, including the Vishwa 
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Hindu Parishad (VHP) and the ruling BJP in the violence against 
Muslims. 
There was increasing concern about the failure of the state 
government of Gujarat to ensure that those responsible for 
widespread communal violence in early 2002 were brought to 
justice. In many cases, attempts to hold the perpetrators 
accountable were hampered by the highly defective manner in 
which police recorded complaints. Victims complained that 
police failed to register complaints, or recorded details in such a 
way as to lead to lesser charges, omitted the names of 
prominent people who were pivotal in the attacks, and did not 
take appropriate action to arrest suspects, particularly where 
they were supporters of the BJP. Reports indicated that out of 
4,252 complaints filed by individuals regarding the communal 
violence, 2,032 were closed even though the alleged abuses 
were found to have occurred. One of the reasons given by the 
police for closing the cases was that they were unable to 
identify the individual perpetrators. 
Concerns about the impartiality of institutions in the state and 
the government’s commitment to ensure justice for the victims 
of communal violence were brought to the fore in June when 21 
people accused of the murder of 14 people burned to death in 
the Best Bakery in Baroda on 1 March 2002 were acquitted. 
Following the acquittal, key witnesses indicated that they lied in 
court because they had been threatened with death unless they 
did so. Following a public outcry, the National Human Rights 
Commission (NHRC) carried out an investigation and 
subsequently filed a petition in the Supreme Court. The petition 
asked the court to provide protection to witnesses, to ensure a 
retrial of the case in a court outside Gujarat state, and to order 
the transfer of other ongoing key cases to courts outside 
Gujarat to ensure fair proceedings. During the proceedings the 
Supreme Court severely criticized the state government of 
Gujarat for failing to provide justice to victims of the communal 
violence and pointed to the possible collusion between the state 
government and the prosecution in subverting the cause of 
justice. Following the criticism, the Gujarat government 
amended its original appeal, this time seeking a retrial of the 
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Best Bakery case. This was dismissed by the Gujarat High Court 
in December. 
Following the investigation into the killing on 26 March of Haren 
Pandya, the former Home Minister of Gujarat, police reported 
that they had unearthed a series of conspiracies to target 
Hindus and prominent officials held responsible for the 
communal violence. From March onwards, scores of Muslims 
were reported to have been illegally detained in Gayakwad 
Haveli Police Station in Ahmedabad by Crime Branch police, 
reinforcing concerns about the breakdown in the rule of law in 
relation to the Muslim minority in the state. Many of those 
formally arrested were charged under the Prevention of 
Terrorism Act. Police routinely resorted to arbitrary and 
incommunicado detention, denied detainees access to lawyers 
and medical attention, and used torture or ill treatment to 
extract confessions. There were concerns that patterns of illegal 
detention may have been replicated in other areas of the state 
following a statement by a senior police officer, which endorsed 
such actions. The widespread use of incommunicado detention 
by police against members of the Muslim minority in 
Ahmedabad is reported to have intimidated members of the 
Muslim community who were too scared to make official 
complaints. 
Following comments in which the Chief Minister alleged that 
foreign-funded “five star activists” were maligning Gujarat and 
attacking India’s democratic system for the sake of their vested 
interests, there were reports that a committee had been set up 
to monitor the activities of those foreign funded non-
governmental organizations which were active in the 
reconstruction of the state after the January 2000 earthquake. 
 
Violence against women in Gujarat 
The specific targeting of Muslim women in the communal 
violence of early 2002 remained unacknowledged by the state 
government and criminal justice system. Witnesses reported 
that a large number of women were beaten, stripped naked, 
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gang raped and stabbed. Many of the victims were mutilated 
before being burned alive by mobs, allegedly led by Hindu 
nationalist groups. The stigma associated with sexual violence 
impeded many women from making formal complaints. Those 
who did lodge complaints were often faced with wholly 
inadequate responses from the police and the health, 
rehabilitation and justice systems. In some cases victims were 
asked to file their complaints with officers who had allegedly 
colluded with the attackers. Nearly two years after the attacks, 
the survivors still had no access to rehabilitation packages or 
procedures geared to their needs. 
 
Discrimination 
 
Socially and economically marginalized groups, such as dalits, 
adivasis, women and religious minorities, including Muslims, 
continued to face discrimination at the hands of the police, the 
criminal justice system and non-state actors. 
In April a government-appoint a committee under the direction 
of Justice Malimath published its recommendations for reforms 
of the criminal justice system in India. There were concerns that 
the Committee’s recommendations threatened to weaken 
protection of women’s rights in law. For example the Committee 
recommended that in cases where the offence of cruelty is 
committed against a woman by her husband or his relatives, it 
should be possible to settle the case out of court and bail should 
be available to the accused. The Committee’s reasoning for this 
proposal was that it would facilitate forgiveness of the husband 
and the return of the woman to the matrimonial home. 
 
The Malimath Committee was silent on issues related to 
protecting the rights of the poor, dalits, ethnic and religious 
minorities and other disadvantaged communities who face daily 
abuse and violence. The criminalization of poverty coupled with 
the complete inability of the poor to negotiate the criminal 
justice system and retain competent legal counsel, remained a 
major human rights problem as such individuals were at risk of 
mistreatment without redress. 
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There were continuing reports of police inflicting cruel, inhuman 
or degrading treatment on members of adivasi communities in 
the context of land disputes and evictions. Other abuses 
reported included arbitrary detentions and the destruction of 
homes and livelihoods. 
On 21 July, members of an adivasi community were forcibly 
evicted from their homes in Puntamba village and surrounding 
areas in the Ahmednagar district of Maharashtra. Around 50 
huts and several acres of crops were destroyed by officials of 
the Maharashtra State Farming Corporation (MSFC), 
accompanied by up to 100 police officials. An appeal regarding 
their rights to the land, which was pending, was ignored by the 
officials carrying out the evictions. During the action, at least 
one activist of the Adivasi Bhoomi Hakka Andolan (Tribal Land 
Rights Movement) was placed in preventive detention by police. 
The findings of a police investigation into the complaints filed by 
adivasis concerning the destruction of their homes remained 
unknown at the end of the year. In recent years a number of 
incidents have been reported where adivasis and activists 
working with them have faced harassment from local 
landowners and officials of the MSFC, including destruction of 
their property, verbal and physical abuse, arbitrary arrest and 
beating in police custody. While police have registered 
complaints against adivasis by officials and landowners, they 
have regularly refused to register complaints made by adivasis 
or to investigate their allegations of harassment. 
 
Security Legislation 
The Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) continued to be used to 
detain political opponents and members of minority populations. 
The lapsed Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act continued to 
be used to arrest people in Jammu and Kashmir by linking them 
to cases filed before 1995. Preventive arrest and detention 
provisions contained in other security laws as well as in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure were also misused against political 
and human rights activists. 
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There were grave concerns about recommendations of the 
Malimath Committee to incorporate into criminal law several 
provisions of the POTA that violate international human rights 
standards or which, if implemented, would lead to a heightened 
risk of human rights violations. For example, the Committee 
recommended that confessions recorded by a Superintendent of 
Police (or higher rank) that was also audio or video recorded 
should be admissible as evidence. Concerns that the provisions 
of the POTA could encourage the use of torture and ill treatment 
by admitting such confessions appeared to have been realized in 
practice. In Gujarat several detainees alleged in court that their 
confessions were extracted under duress. Preventive arrests and 
detention continued to be used against political opponents using 
state legislation similar to the POTA in a number of states 
including Jammu and Kashmir, Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal 
Pradesh, Karnataka and New Delhi Union Territory. Only a 
handful of high-profile releases had been made by the end of 
the year despite a promise to review all cases of detainees held 
without trial for long periods under security legislation made 
under the Common Minimum Programme adopted by the new 
state government in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
Human Rights Commissions 
The government failed to consider the recommendations made 
by the NHRC in 2002 for amendments to the Protection of 
Human Rights Act 1993 under which the NHRC operates. These 
amendments would have permitted the NHRC to investigate 
allegations of human rights violations committed by the army or 
paramilitary forces, as well as those committed by the police, 
and incidents that took place more than a year before the 
complaint was made. The government’s failure to deal with 
these amendments served to strengthen impunity for human 
rights violations. State human rights commissions, established 
in 13 of the 28 states, continued to suffer from lack of resources 
and expertise. 
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Impunity 
Members of the security services continued to enjoy virtual 
impunity for human rights violations. 
In Punjab a culture of impunity, developed within the criminal 
justice system during the period of widespread-armed political 
opposition in the mid-1990s, continued to prevail. This was 
strengthened by provisions contained in special security laws 
and the Protection of Human Rights Act, and by the frequent 
failure to implement recommendations issued by various 
commissions of inquiry. 
In 1996 the Supreme Court had ordered the NHRC to examine 
the findings of the Central Bureau of Investigations that police 
officials in Amritsar district had illegally cremated 2,097 people. 
The cremations took place following widespread 
“disappearances” in police custody and possible extra judicial 
executions in the mid-1990s. Seven years after this decision, 
the state of Punjab had only just begun to file its affidavits on 
cases under examination by the NHRC. 
In Jammu and Kashmir the state government kept its promise 
made in the Common Minimum Programme to assimilate the 
Special Operations Group (SOG), a paramilitary division of the 
police accused of human rights violations, into the regular 
police. However, the SOG continued to operate as a cohesive 
unit and despite disciplinary action being taken against a few of 
its members, there continued to be regular reports of human 
rights violations being committed by the SOG. In May, the 
NHRC asked the Chief Secretary of Jammu and Kashmir for 
specific information on the systems used by the state authorities 
to record and investigate allegations of “disappearances” and on 
measures taken to prevent further “disappearances”. A 
substantive response to the Commission’s request remained 
outstanding at the end of 2003. 
Civilians continued to be targeted for gross human rights 
violations in Jammu and Kashmir and scores of allegations of 
human rights violations were made against the security forces, 
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paramilitaries and “renegades” (former members of armed 
opposition groups working with the security forces). 
 
Abuses by opposition groups 
There were continuing reports of human rights abuses by armed 
opposition groups against civilians. In Jammu and Kashmir 
human rights abuses by militants persisted at a high level with a 
reported 344 civilians killed in targeted or indiscriminate 
violence by armed groups in the period from January to the end 
of November. On 24 March armed men shot dead 24 Kashmiri 
Pandits, including 11 women and two children, in the village of 
Nadimarg. In the states of the northeast, abuses included the 
torture and killings of non-combatants and attacks on civilians 
by naxalites (armed left-wing groups) in areas of Andhra 
Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal. 
 
Human rights defenders 
Human rights defenders continued to face accusations of “anti-
national” activities, harassment by state agents, political groups 
and private individuals, including threats, preventive arrest and 
detention, and violence.  There were reports that following an 
assassination attempt on the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh 
in October, allegedly by naxalites, retaliatory harassment was 
initiated against human rights defenders. At least six members 
of the Andhra Pradesh Civil Liberties Committee (APCLC) were 
detained for questioning in October in connection with the 
assassination attempt and APCLC activists were put under 
constant surveillance and were repeatedly detained for 
questioning. In November there were growing concerns the 
APCLC could face a ban following statements by the Director 
General of Police indicating that the organization was 
sympathetic to the naxalites. 
 
Death Penalty 
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At least 33 people were sentenced to death in 2003. No 
executions were reported. India’s highest courts have ruled that 
the death penalty can only be applied in the “rarest of rare” 
cases. In the absence of any more detailed definition, the 
interpretation of this phrase by judges varied greatly. The 
majority of those sentenced to death are poor and illiterate. The 
government of India does not publish statistical information 
about the implementation of the death penalty. Politicians 
continued to make statements favouring the extension of the 
death penalty. In mid-2003 the Law Commission issued a 
questionnaire asking citizens to indicate which mode of 
execution should be used when executing those on death row. 
As reported by PUCL website on human rights 2004. 
Looking to above and innumerable other cases of human rights 
violations published as news stories, articles in the Indian mass 
media, this investigator decided to make a research study on 
the following subject: 
 
“The Role of Mass Media in Protection and Promotion of 
Human Rights in India”   
Details of human rights violation published in the Indian Mass 
Media are given in chapter 6 and the interpretation of these 
details in chapter 7.  Gathering of these details is from various 
national and regional newspapers, some local newspapers, 
various television channels, magazines and special publications 
on human rights.The interpretation is based on the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights introduced by United Nations 
Organization and Fundamental Rights in the Indian Constitution.  
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Chapter II 
 
Meaning of Human Rights
 
Human rights are rights possessed by people simply as, and 
because they are human beings. The term has only come into 
existence and as a common currency during the last century 
only. 
  
The idea of 'human rights' is not universal - it is essentially the 
product of 17th and 18th century, a European thought. Even the 
idea of 'rights' does not necessarily exist in every society or 
advanced civilisation. Rights are not the same thing as 
standards of behaviour punishable or required by rules, which 
can be fundamentally unfair to individuals, or used to oppress 
minority interests. 
The world’s great Religions generally accept the basic Golden 
Rule: 
“Do unto others what you would want others do to you”. 
The good behaviour that you expect from others with you, the 
same behaviour is expected from you by others. 
Here is an effort to define Human Rights. 
Being a member of the human society, an individual is 
entitled to get those minimum rights from the state without 
any discrimination. * 
The term "Human Rights" is a relatively modern invention. It 
covers under its umbrella three different types of rights:  
1. The Fundamental Freedoms or Classical Civil Liberties. 
2. Ethnic and Religious Rights.  
3. Socio-Economic Rights. 
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* Human Rights in Constitutional Law – D. D. Basu 
Some constitutions have enumerated the first or the first and 
the second and attempted to set up judicial enforcement of such 
rights. The third category has not been stated in a constitution 
in an enforceable form, but some constitutions refer to them as 
directive principles of state policy.  
The more important rights may be said to include the right of 
each individual to: 
● Civil Liberties 
● Freedom of Speech and Expression. 
● Freedom from arrest or detention except under the  
authority of law. 
● Freedom from cruel, inhumane or degrading punishments  
and the right to a fair trial by a competent and 
independent court. 
● Freedom to enjoy lawfully acquired property. 
● Equality of persons before the law. 
● Freedom of assembly and association (including public  
meeting and withdrawal of labour) 
● Freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 
● Freedom of contract. 
● Freedom to engage in a trade, profession or occupation. 
● Freedom of movement within a nation and across national  
borders. 
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Natural Law 
Natural law is not some far away and long ago golden age myth 
imagined by Locke three hundred years ago, but a real and 
potent force in today's world, which still today forcibly 
constrains the lawless arrogance of government officials. 
Aristotle and others argued that each kind of animal has a 
mental nature that is appropriate to its physical nature. All 
animals know or can discover what they need to do in order to 
lead the life that they are physically fit to live. Thus, humans 
are naturally capable of knowing how to live together and do 
business with each other without killing each other. Humans are 
capable of knowing natural law because, in a state of nature, 
they need to be capable of knowing it. Natural law derives from 
the nature of man and the world, just as physical law derives 
from the nature of space, time, and matter. 
 
Ethnic Rights  
The idea of these rights has arisen in multi-linguistic, multi-
cultural, multi-racial and multi-religious populations. The notion 
of equality before the law and equal protection of the law 
underlies the above rights and is generally included in 
constitutions which have bills of rights, though in a particular 
situation it may be available in conjunction with some other 
right. The idea of equality before the law implies that persons or 
groups must not be discriminated against without justification. 
The words "without justification" are relevant. Discrimination is 
both inevitable and proper in human affairs because of the 
differences between human beings, accidents (both natural and 
man induced) and many factors which affect the nurture and 
development of individuals. 
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Social Welfare Rights  
These rights by their nature are not justifiable in the courts. 
Among topics which are placed in this category are alleged 
duties of the state: to secure full employment for all people of 
working age, to provide adequate standards of living and 
education to all citizens, to rapidly develop the country, to 
distribute the social product equitably, to eliminate economic 
and social privilege and disparity, to ensure social security and 
welfare, to develop the culture and languages of ethnic groups, 
to protect the environment, to safeguard the independence, 
sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of the country and to 
promote international peace and co-operation.  
The analysis above refers to three types of rights:  
1. The traditional rights primarily involving protection of  
    individuals from government 
2. Ethnic and religious rights 
3. Social welfare rights 
It is important to distinguish between the different historical and 
conceptual bases of these three categories of rights which are 
loosely termed "human rights". Such differences between them 
are often blurred or ignored, with serious consequences for the 
operation of fundamental freedoms. 
Since the Second World War, there has been a great emphasis 
on human rights other than the classical civil liberties: on socio-
economic rights, and on the rights of groups or classes or 
nations. The recognition that the promotion of socio-economic 
rights, as rights to benefit from the state, stand in great tension 
with civil liberties may be often deliberately obscured, but it is 
nevertheless widespread and it is, of course, a correct 
recognition. The traditional civil liberties, many have correctly 
recognized, require institutional settings, historical traditions, 
and a sense of community. The socio-economic rights can, in 
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principle, be granted by the state, even by a state which 
suppresses all non-state organisations and institutions. Very 
different kinds of societies may be involved. 
The attempt to elevate human rights, in any particular 
formulation, uncritically, as urgent, unhistorical, abstract 
demands is not only based on intellectual error, but is like most 
propaganda and moral indoctrination inherently unstable and 
unable to cope with genuine criticism. Human rights can only be 
understood, and therefore must be taught, in the concrete 
contexts in which they arise and have to be implemented. This 
is the social context of concrete history and real politics. There 
is also, in an important sense, a concrete human context. This is 
best portrayed by world literature, or at least by the great 
literature of the world, and not by shallow declarations and 
proclamations. 
 
(E Kamenka, “What are Rights?” paper presented at the 
Conference on "Teaching Human Rights", University of Sydney, 
November 1978, p 11). 
The third category commonly included within the term "human 
rights", namely "socio-economic rights", raises basic questions 
regarding the meaning and operation of human rights. The 
recognition of this category as rights has created certain 
contradictions within the concept, leading to the weakening of 
civil liberties. The consequences of such recognition and the 
conflict that arises between civil liberties and socio-economic 
"rights" creates many problems. See LJM Cooray’s, Human 
Rights in Australia, Sydney (1985) Chapter 5. Such "rights" are 
not recognized as rights properly so called by those who believe 
in the primacy of civil liberties. There are human needs. Yet 
where a need exists, however compelling, a right cannot be said 
to automatically spring into existence. 
Types of human rights 
Human rights are typically divided into two categories: 
Negative human rights (rights to be free from) and Positive 
human rights (rights to), although other categorizations exist. 
Negative human rights, which follow mainly from the Anglo-
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American legal tradition, denote actions that a government 
should not take. These are codified in the United States Bill of 
Rights, the English Bill of Rights and the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms and include freedoms of speech, religion 
and assembly. 
Positive human rights follow mainly from the Rousseauian 
Continental European legal tradition, denote rights that the 
state is obliged to protect and provide. Examples of such rights 
include: the rights to education, to a livelihood, to legal 
equality, and to alter forms of consciousness. Positive rights 
have been codified in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
and in many 20th-century constitutions. 
A categorization offered by Karel Vasak is the three generations 
of human rights: first-generation civil and political rights 
(right to life and political participation), second-generation 
economic, social and cultural rights (right to subsistence) and 
third-generation solidarity rights (right to peace, right to clean 
environment). Out of these generations, the third generation is 
the most debated and lacks both legal and political recognition. 
Some theorists discredit these divisions by claiming that rights 
are interconnected. Arguably, for example, basic education is 
necessary for the right to political participation. Unless 
politicians or the elected representatives of people in a 
democracy are properly educated, they may not be in a position 
to fulfill their duties in the right perspective of various technical 
issues as well as human rights matters. 
 
There are certain debatable issues: 
? Human Rights Are Not Absolute 
? Restrictions On Rights Required 
? The Clash Of Rights  
? Exaltation of Particular Rights 
? Restriction on Rights 
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Natural Rights are those minimal rights of an individual 
which must be guaranteed by every society which claims 
to be civilized. 
 
In countries, which have bills of rights there is a basic statement 
of freedoms subject to permitted abridgment of such freedoms. 
Freedoms are restricted in the public interest on grounds of 
national security, to preserve public order, to protect public 
health, to maintain moral standards, to secure due recognition 
and respect for the rights and freedoms of others or to meet the 
just requirements of the general welfare of a democratic 
society.  
The United States Supreme Court has over the years qualified 
the rights in the constitution. Any statement of rights is not 
absolute and must of necessity be subject to limitations on the 
above lines. The right of free speech and expression does not 
extend to sedition, slander, defamation and obscenity. The 
principle of equality before the law cannot deny a legislature the 
power to classify persons for legislative purposes and to 
legislate affecting them, provided that the classification is not 
arbitrary and is based on a real and substantial distinction 
bearing a reasonable and just relation to the objects sought to 
be achieved. 
Thus the legislature could enact legislation regulating the 
activities of money lenders. This would amount to a singling out 
of money lenders and would be prima facie in conflict with the 
principle of equality before the law. But provided the 
classification is reasonable and there is a legitimate object to be 
achieved the legislation would nonetheless be valid. 
 
The above are instances of legitimate restrictions of rights. They 
are intended to illustrate that no right available to an individual 
or group is or can be absolute. This seems to be obvious, but is 
often not appreciated by many people. 
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The Clash of Rights 
    The reality that human rights are not absolute, and are subject 
to reasonable restrictions, does not mean that the rights can be 
arbitrarily curtailed according to legislative or bureaucratic 
discretion. The manner in which restrictions are to be 
determined and imposed and the criteria which apply to the 
formulation of restrictions are crucial. If human rights are to be 
meaningful they cannot be subject to crude majoritarian 
dictates. What distinguishes a human right from any other right 
is that a human right is available to and enforceable by a 
minority, however small, even against the wishes of a majority. 
If human rights were to become subject to ordinary 
parliamentary control they would be no different from any other 
statutory right which parliament is free to confer and withdraw 
at its pleasure. The restriction of human rights is therefore a 
crucial and delicate question. They cannot be based on 
ideological perceptions of parliamentarians, bureaucrats or the 
Human Rights Commission but must be grounded on objectively 
ascertained and comprehended criteria. 
An article in the National Times, week ending 25th August, 1979, 
referred to "the right to march demonstrations" and by way of 
example: 
"Senator George Georges was goaled yet again for upholding 
the principle of the right to democratic protest in Brisbane 
streets".  
 
Right to democratic protest has limitations   
What are these rights? There is no absolute right to democratic 
protest or to march. There are rights of speech and expression 
and assembly. But these rights are subject to limitations. The 
right to freedom of association must be exercised so as not to 
interfere with the rights of others to move about the streets or 
go about their business. Where there is a clash of rights, 
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methods must be devised through rational analysis, political 
avenues and the courts so that the rights of all parties could be 
exercised so as not to inconvenience each other. If this is not 
possible (as it often is not) there must be a compromise or one 
must be restricted and give way to the other. 
The clash of rights is a factor which the United States courts and 
citizens are very familiar with. An example of a conflict of rights 
is where the right of free expression of the press to coverage of 
news stories may clash with the right of an accused in a criminal 
case not to be prejudiced by adverse publicity of allegations 
made against him prior to trial or in a pre-trial hearing. This 
shows that the citizens have certain maturity in using their right 
to expression or speech.  
American journalists generally would not show such an obvious 
lack of understanding of the basic principles underlying 
fundamental rights as is demonstrated by the above quotation. 
The above article is just one of numerous examples in 
contemporary Australia where so called rights are claimed 
without reference to conflicting rights and basic common sense. 
The sense of mutual understanding is an important factor in 
developed countries.  
 
Exaltation of Particular Rights 
One of the real problems in the human rights arena today is the 
failure by the Human Rights Commission and many who profess 
to be concerned about human rights to appreciate that human 
rights are complementary to each other. The pursuit of one 
particular right without regard to others is self defeating and 
destructive of the overall framework of rights which is essential 
to the operation of specific rights. Human rights activists 
overlook this dimension. Some rights such as the right to 
equality of persons before the law, freedom of speech and 
freedom of person and property are more important than other 
rights. If one right must prevail over another a rational basis 
must be provided. This involves an examination of the two 
rights, an evaluation of the importance of each and the context 
within which they operate.  
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Rights without Duties 
Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld (1879-1918) who was the author of the seminal 
Fundamental Legal Conceptions, published a handful of law journal articles. 
Hohfeld, the legal philosopher, emphasized the relationship 
between rights and duties and also the difference between right 
and privilege. Hohfeld emphasised that there cannot be a right 
without a duty. Right in one person presupposes a duty in 
another. The concept of a right without a duty is meaningless. 
Likewise he also distinguished between rights and privileges. A 
privilege is available on sufferance. It is a discretion vested in 
the person granting it. A right is an entitlement. On this analysis 
what are commonly called rights to employment, welfare, etc, 
are not rights. A right to employment is meaningless because 
there is no person who is under a duty to employ. Welfare is not 
a right. It is a privilege which is given to certain persons. 
Whether one agrees with this analysis or not, it is undeniable 
that at the commonsense level a right involves a duty in 
another person or institution. As an essential commonsense 
corollary, it must also involve an acceptance of that duty by the 
person who is subject to it. It is ironic in society today that 
while more and more people are demanding rights, fewer and 
fewer people are concerned about duties, least of all those who 
are most vocal in the assertion of rights. Governments, the 
Human Rights Commission and many other government 
agencies provide doubtful leadership in this regard. They are 
educating people about their rights and are attempting to make 
more and more rights available with no reference to logic and 
commonsense. But they seem unconcerned about the need to 
educate people about duties and the importance of a sense of 
responsibility. 
A dangerous byproduct of the welfare state and the growth of 
government is a profound attitudinal change in society which 
makes people demand more and more and contribute less and 
less. This transformation of the social psyche has taken place 
imperceptibly to the point that it unconsciously pervades the 
entire society. The preoccupation with rights (particularly state 
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created social and economic rights) has become an obsession. 
Although this is not an intrinsic evil, the pursuit of rights 
becomes self defeating when it is unaccompanied by the 
commitment to duties. The pressures exercised by interest 
groups have become the dominant feature of the modern era. 
These demands come not only from the poor and the 
underprivileged, but also from privileged academic, 
bureaucratic, social and business groups. At the same time 
there is a deafening silence on the question of individual 
responsibility. 
The interventionist welfare state has become a super patriarchal 
entity from which individual members have come to expect 
solutions to all problems. Rights are being demanded and duties 
forgotten. 
The Bible emphasizes duties and responsibilities (not rights). 
The Ten Commandments are duties. Duties have been more 
important than rights in the Australian Achievement. The 
emphasis on rights to the near exclusion of duties and 
responsibilities in modern society is a challenge. There is a 
grave danger in the push towards legislative recognition of 
subjective (so-called) rights in response to the demands of 
politically influential pressure groups. 
 
Right – conscious society recognizes a few rights and neglects 
many 
A duty-centred society is preferable to a right-centred society. If 
individuals are concerned about their duties, responsibilities and 
obligations, they cannot but be concerned about the rights and 
freedoms of others. A right-centred society is one in which 
individuals assert their rights. They are encouraged by the 
Human Rights Commission and like Commonwealth and State 
bodies, to demand rights, with no consideration for the effect of 
those demands on other people, for example: the right to 
protest and demonstrate conflicts with the right of pedestrians 
and motorists to use the public roads for the purpose for which 
roads is built. 
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Governments and pressure groups which focus on rights, give 
no thought to how rights can operate in the absence of a 
climate in which the importance of duties is emphasised. 
There is no end to the so-called rights which can be demanded. 
A right-conscious society, in effect, recognizes a few rights and 
neglects many others. The rights that are recognized are those 
which are demanded by the powerful, the aggressive and the 
nasty. 
 
No right if no duty 
There cannot be a right without a duty. An endless cacophony of 
demands by interest groups for rights has become a dominant 
feature of the modern Australian State (fed by legislation which 
encourages these demands). At the same time there is a 
deafening silence on the question of individual responsibility. 
The time has come to realize and to emphasize that rights, 
whether material or political, depend on the discharge of duties. 
Wealth and prosperity are created by effort. Only continuing 
effort can sustain them. Western societies through effort have 
achieved a level of prosperity unparalleled in history. 
History has continually demonstrated that the greatest of 
civilizations decline and fall when they succumb to indulgence at 
the expense of discipline and endeavor. The fate of Egyptian 
and Roman civilizations are prime examples. It is not too early 
for Western Civilization to heed the supreme lesson of human 
experience. 
A missing dimension in public debate is an emphasis on 
achievement and what goes with it - pride. Pride (without 
complacency and with an awareness of imperfections) is 
important in spurring individuals and a society on to greater 
achievement. The loss of faith in the achievements of the past, 
history and traditions can be an important factor in the decline 
of a culture or a civilization. 
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Human rights refers to the concept of human beings as having 
universal rights, or status, regardless of legal jurisdiction or 
other localizing factors, such as ethnicity and nationality. 
The existence, validity and the content of human rights continue 
to be the subject to debate in philosophy and political science. 
Legally, human rights are defined in international law and 
covenants, and further, in the domestic laws of many states. 
However, for many people the doctrine of human rights goes 
beyond law and forms a fundamental moral basis for regulating 
the contemporary geo-political order. For them, they are 
democratic ideals. 
 
Natural Rights 
The term "human rights" has replaced the term "natural rights" 
in popularity, because the rights are less and less frequently 
seen as requiring natural law for their existence as referred in 
Encyclopedia Britannica Online, p.2.  
Towards the end of the 18th century, according to the 
philosopher John Locke, it was argued that it was part of God's 
natural law that no-one should harm anybody else in their life, 
health, liberty or possessions. These rights could never be given 
up. The existence of this natural law also established the right 
to do whatever was necessary to protect such rights.  
  
This view limited the role of government. No-one could be 
subjected to another's rule unless they consented. A 
government's responsibility became the duty to protect natural 
rights. 
Natural Rights are those minimal rights of an individual 
which must be guaranteed by every society which claims 
to be civilized. 
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Post-1945 
Reactions to the atrocities of the Second World War can be said 
to mark the start of the current 'era of human rights', for it 
ended the view that it was up to the individual state to 
determine how to treat its citizens. 
On 26 June 1948, after a series of meetings, the signing of the 
Charter of the United Nations placed human rights firmly within 
the sphere of international law. All of the UN member countries 
agreed to take certain measures to protect and promote human 
rights, as can be seen by a close examination of the UN Charter. 
In 1946, the UN Commission on Human Rights was established 
and less than two years later it had drafted a Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) which was adopted by the 
UN General Assembly (UNGA) in 1948. 
Subsequent membership of the UN was made conditional upon 
endorsement of the UDHR, thereby increasing the sphere in 
which human rights operated. 
Further documents expanding upon the UDHR have since been 
created; in particular, the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESC). Together with the 
First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and the Second Optional 
Protocol to the ICCPR on the Abolition of the Death Penalty, 
these five documents comprise the International Bill of Human 
Rights (IBHR). 
 
World War II 
As a result of the horrors of the Second World War and 
Holocaust the United Nations General Assembly adopted the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. While not legally 
binding, it urged member nations to promote a number of human, 
civil, economic and social rights, asserting these rights are part of 
the "foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world". The 
declaration was the first international legal effort to limit the 
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behaviour of states and press upon them duties to their citizens 
following the model of the rights-duty duality. 
Many states wanted to go beyond the declaration of rights and 
create legal covenants which would put greater pressure on 
states to follow human rights norms. Because some states 
disagreed over whether this international covenant should 
contain economic and social rights (which usually require a 
greater effort to fulfil on the part of individual states), two 
treaties were prepared. 
In 1976, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights came into force. With the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights these documents form the International bill of rights. 
Since then several other pieces of legislation have been 
introduced at the international level: 
With the exception of the non-derogable human rights (the four 
most important are the right to life, the right to be free from 
slavery, the right to be free from torture and the right to be free 
from retroactive application of penal laws), the relationship 
between rights and duties and also the difference 
between right and privilege. Hohfeld emphasised that there 
cannot be a right without a duty. Right in one person 
presupposes a duty in another. The concept of a right without a 
duty is meaningless. Likewise he also distinguished between 
rights and privileges. A privilege is available on sufferance. It is 
a discretion vested in the person granting it. A right is an 
entitlement. 
A modern interpretation of the original Declaration of Human 
Rights was made in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of 
Action, adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights in 
1993. The degree of unanimity over these conventions, in terms 
of how many and which countries have ratified them vary, as 
does the degree to which they are respected by various states. 
The UN has set up a number of bodies to monitor and study 
human rights, under the leadership of the UN HIGH 
COMMISSIONER for Human Rights(HCHR). 
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History of human rights 
Ur-Nammu, the king of Ur created what was arguably the first 
legal codex in 2050 BC. Several other sets of laws were created 
in Mesopotamia including the Code of Hammurabi, (1780 BC) 
which is one of the best preserved examples of this type of 
document. It shows rules and punishments if those rules are 
broken on a variety of matters including women's rights, 
children's rights and slave rights. 
 
Cyrus Cylinder
The Persian Empire established unprecedented principles of 
human rights in the 6th century BC under the reign of Cyrus the 
Great. After his conquest of Babylon in 539 BC, the king issued 
the Cyrus Cylinder, discovered in 1879 and recognized by many 
today as the first human rights document. The cylinder declared 
that citizens of the empire would be allowed to practice their 
religious beliefs freely. The Cylinder also abolished slavery, so 
all the palaces of the kings of Persia were built by paid workers 
in an era where slaves typically did such work. These two 
reforms were reflected in the biblical books of Chronicles and 
Ezra, which state that Cyrus released the followers of Judaism 
from slavery and allowed them to migrate back to their land. 
The cylinder now lies in the British Museum, and a replica is 
kept at the United Nations headquarters. 
 
Ashoka the Great 
Three centuries later, the Mauryan Empire of ancient India 
established unprecedented principles of civil rights in the 3rd 
century BC under the reign of Ashoka the Great. After his brutal 
conquest of Kalinga in circa 265 BC, he felt remorse for what he 
had done, and as a result, he adopted Buddhism. From that 
point, Ashoka, who had been described as "the cruel Ashoka" 
eventually came to be known as "the pious Ashoka". During his 
reign, he pursued an official policy of nonviolence (ahimsa). 
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Even the unnecessary slaughter or mutilation of animals was 
immediately abolished, such as sport hunting and branding. 
Ashoka also showed mercy to those imprisoned, allowing them 
outside one day each year, and offered the common citizen free 
education at universities. He treated his subjects as equals 
regardless of their religion, politics or caste, and constructed 
free hospitals for both humans and animals. Ashoka defined the 
main principles of nonviolence, tolerance of all sects and 
opinions, obedience to parents, respect for teachers and priests, 
being liberal towards friends, humane treatment of servants or 
employees as they were considered as members of the 
employer’s family (slavery was non-existent in India at that 
time), and generosity was prevailing towards all. These reforms 
are described in the Edicts of Ashoka. 
 
Religious Documentation 
Elsewhere societies have located the beginnings of human rights 
in religious documents. The Vedas, the Bible, the Qu'ran and the 
Analects of Confucius are some of the oldest written sources 
which address questions of people’s duties, rights, and 
responsibilities. 
 
Magna Carta 
In 1215 King John of England issued the Magna Carta, a 
document forced upon him by the Pope and English barons, 
which required him to renounce certain rights, respect certain 
legal procedures and accept that the will of the king could be 
bound by law. Although the document did not itself limit the 
power of the king in the Middle Ages, its later reinterpretation in 
the Elizabethean and Stuart periods established it as a powerful 
document on which constitutional law was founded in Britain 
and elsewhere. 
In the 18th century in Europe several philosophers, most 
notably John Locke, proposed and debated the concept of 
natural rights that belong to a person by nature and because he 
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was a human being, not by virtue of his citizenship in a 
particular country or membership in a particular religious or 
ethnic group. 
U.S. Declaration of Independence ratified by the Continental 
Congress on July 4, 1776
Two major revolutions occurred that century in the United 
States (1776) and in France (1789). The United States 
Declaration of Independence includes concepts of natural rights 
and famously states "that all men are created equal, that they 
are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, 
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen was 
approved by the National Assembly of France, August 26, 1789. 
Similarly, the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen 
defines a set of individual and collective rights of the people. 
These are held to be universal - it sets forth fundamental rights 
not only of French citizens but acknowledges these rights to all 
men without exception. 
Philosophers such as Thomas Paine, John Stuart Mill and Hegel 
expanded on the theme of universality during the 18th century. 
A contemporary, Henry David Thoreau, who wrote about human 
rights in his treatise On the Duty of Civil Disobedience [8] may 
have been the first to call them by that name. 
Many groups and movements have managed to achieve 
profound social changes over the course of the 20th century in 
the name of human rights. In Western Europe and North 
America, labor unions brought about laws granting workers the 
right to strike, establishing minimum work conditions and 
forbidding or regulating child labor. The women's rights 
movement succeeded in gaining for many women the right to 
vote. National liberation movements in many countries 
succeeded in driving out colonial powers. One of the most 
influential was Mahatma Ghandi's movement to free his native 
India from British rule. Movements by long-oppressed racial and 
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religious minorities succeeded in many parts of the world, 
among them the civil rights movement in the United States. 
These are codified in the United States Bill of Rights, the English 
Bill of Rights and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
and include right to life and security of person; freedom from 
slavery; equality before the law and due process under the rule 
of law; freedom of movement; and freedoms of speech, religion 
and assembly. 
Positive human rights mainly follow from the Rousseauian 
Continental European legal tradition and denote rights that the 
state is obliged to protect and provide. Examples of such rights 
include: the rights to education, to a livelihood, to legal 
equality. Positive rights have been codified in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and in many 20th-century 
constitutions. 
 
Justification of human rights 
Numerous theoretical approaches have been advanced to 
explain how human rights become part of social expectations. 
The biological theory considers the comparative reproductive 
advantage of human social behavior based on empathy and 
altruism in the context of natural selection. Other theories hold 
that human rights codify moral behavior, which is a human, 
social product developed by a process of biological and social 
evolution (associated with Hume) or as a sociological pattern of 
rule setting (as in the sociological theory of law and the work of 
Weber). This approach includes the notion that individuals in a 
society accept rules from legitimate authority in exchange for 
security and economic advantage (as in Rawls). 
On the other hand, natural law theories set human rights on the 
“natural” moral order that derives from religious precepts such 
as common understandings of justice and the belief that moral 
behavior is a set of objectively valid prescriptions. Some have 
used religious texts such as the Bible and Qur'an to support 
human rights arguments. 
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Yet others have attempted to construct an "interests theory" 
defence of human rights. For example the philosopher John 
Finnis argues that human rights are justifiable on the grounds of 
their instrumental value in creating the necessary conditions for 
human well-being. Some interest-theorists also justify the duty 
to respect the rights of other individuals on grounds of self-
interest (rather than altruism or benevolence). Reciprocal 
recognition and respect of rights ensures that one's own will be 
protected. 
Ultimately, the term "human rights" is often itself an appeal to a 
transcendent principle, without basing it on existing legal 
concepts. The term "humanism" refers to the developing 
doctrine of such universally applicable values. 
 
Criticism and debate 
One of the most powerful arguments made against the human 
rights agenda is that it suffers from cultural imperialism. In 
particular, some see human rights as fundamentally rooted in a 
politically liberal outlook which, although consensually accepted 
in Western Europe and North America, is not necessarily taken 
as standard elsewhere. An appeal is often made to the fact that 
influential human rights thinkers, such as John Locke and John 
Stuart Mill, have all been Western and indeed that some were 
involved in the running of Empires themselves. The cultural 
imperialism argument achieves even greater potency when it is 
made on the basis of religion. Some histories of human rights 
emphasise the Judeo-Christian influence on the agenda and 
then question whether this is in keeping with the tenets of other 
world religions. 
In reply the cultural imperialism argument, if taken too far, can 
itself be accused of engaging in cultural relativism. If one 
accepts that all viewpoints and moral frameworks are equally 
valid then one cannot condemn any behaviour, however 
outrageous or horrific, with conviction. Those who support 
human rights often recount a history of the agenda that 
emphasises the influence of many cultures and religions. They 
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explain how human rights can in practice be used as a defence 
against imperialism and a tool for self-determination. 
One way out of the cultural imperialism and relativism debate is 
to argue that the body of human rights exists in a hierarchy or 
can undergo derogation. The relationship between different 
rights is complex since it can be argued that some are mutually 
reinforcing or supportive. For example, political rights, such as 
the right to hold office, cannot be enacted without a decent 
education. Whether the latter should therefore be included as a 
first-generation right is a debated point. 
Another important philosophical criticism of human rights is 
their presumed basis in morality. If moral beliefs are 
fundamentally expressions of individuals' personally held 
preferences then the objective morality upon which human 
rights are founded is rejected. Richard Rorty has argued that 
human rights are not based upon the exercise of reason but a 
sentimental vision of humanity (even though he does support 
human rights in law on the basis of interests theory). But 
without care this criticism can become an apology for all 
behaviour as it aligns closely with moral relativism. Although 
there was no human rights law in South Africa at the time of 
apartheid, human rights were used as norms to be aspired to. 
 
Human Rights definition in Indian Perspective 
The right to life, freedom, equality and dignity, which are 
guaranteed by Indian Constitution included in International 
Covenants and those are enforceable in Indian Courts are 
known as Human Rights. They are referred as Fundamental 
Rights in Indian Constitution.* 
A final set of debating points revolves around the question of 
who has the duty to uphold human rights. Human rights have 
historically arisen from the need to protect citizens from abuse 
by the state and this might suggest that all mankind has a duty 
to intervene and protect people wherever they are. But some 
argue that state sovereignty is paramount, not least because it 
is often the state that has signed up to human rights treaties in 
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the first place. Commentators positions in the argument for 
against intervention are influenced by whether they believe 
human rights are largely a legal or moral duty and whether they 
are of more cosmopolitan or nationalist persuasion. 
*Law Relating to Protection of Human Rights- Narayan & 
Sharma 1st Edition 
 
Abuse of Human rights 
Human rights abuse is abuse of people in a way that violates 
any fundamental human rights. It is a term used when a 
government violates national or international law related to the 
protection of human rights. 
According to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
fundamental human rights are violated when: 
A certain race, creed, or group is denied recognition as a 
"person". (Article 2)  
Men and women are not treated as equal. (Article 2)  
Different racial or religious groups are not treated as equal. 
(Article 2)  
Life, liberty or security of person are threatened. (Article 3)  
A person is sold as or used as a slave. (Article 4)  
Cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment is used on a person 
(such as torture or execution). (Article 5) (See also Prisoners' 
rights)  
Punishments are dealt arbitrarily or unilaterally, without a 
proper and fair trial. (Article 11)  
Arbitrary interference into personal, or private lives by agents of 
the state. (Article 12)  
Citizens are forbidden to leave their country. (Article 13)  
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Freedom of speech or religion are denied. (Articles 18 & 19)  
The right to join a union is denied. (Article 23)  
Education is denied. (Article 26)  
Monitoring 
Human rights violations and abuses include those documented 
by non-governmental organizations such as Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Watch, Freedom House, 
International Freedom of Expression Exchange and Anti-Slavery 
International. 
Only a very few countries do not violate human rights at all 
according to Amnesty International. In their 2004 human rights 
report, (covering 2003,) the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, 
Iceland and Costa Rica are the only (mappable) countries that 
did not violate human rights. 
Some people believe human rights abuses are more common in 
dictatorships or theocracies than in democracies because 
freedom of speech and freedom of the press tend to uncover 
state orchestrated abuse and expose it. Nonetheless human 
rights abuses do occur in democracies. For example, the 
Macpherson report found that the British police had been 
institutionally racist in the handling of the death of Stephen 
Lawrence. Amnesty International has called the running of 
Guantanamo Bay detainment camp by the United States "a 
human rights scandal" in a series of reports.  
 
John Locke 
For a long time people advocated natural law merely because 
they thought that if people pretended to believe it, it would lead 
to less bloodshed and other desirable consequences, and no 
great effort had been applied to the assumptions and methods 
of natural law theory. Now people started to advocate natural 
law because they had convincing evidence that our 
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understanding of it was true. Thus, the English enlightenment 
came, John Locke and Adam Smith. 
John Locke made a major advance to our understanding of 
natural law, by emphasizing the nature of man as a maker of 
things, and a property owning animal. This leads to a more 
extensive concept of natural rights than the previous 
discussions of natural law. From the right to self defense comes 
the right to the rule of law, but from the right to property comes 
a multitude of like rights, such as the right to privacy "An 
Englishman's home is his castle." Further, Locke repeatedly, in 
ringing words, reminded us that a ruler is legitimate so far as he 
upholds the law. 
A ruler that violates natural law is illegitimate. He has no right 
to be obeyed, his commands are mere force and coercion. 
Rulers who act lawlessly, whose laws are unlawful, are mere 
criminals, and should be dealt with in accordance with natural 
law, as applied in a state of nature, in other words they and 
their servants should be killed as the opportunity presents, like 
the dangerous animals that they are, the common enemies of 
all mankind. 
John Locke's writings were a call to arms, an assertion of the 
right and duty to forcibly and violently remove illegitimate rulers 
and their servants. 
This provided the moral and legal basis for many great 
revolutions, and many governments. After the American 
revolution the North Americans were governed more or less in 
accordance with natural law for one hundred and thirty years. 
John Locke was writing for an audience that mostly understood 
what natural law was, even those who disputed the existence 
and force of natural law knew what he was talking about, and 
they made valid and relevant criticisms. In the nineteenth 
century people started to forget what natural law was, and 
today he is often criticized on grounds that are irrelevant, 
foolish, and absurd. 
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Today many people imagine that natural law is a code of words, 
like the code of Hammurabi, or the twelve tables, written down 
somewhere, on the wall of an ancient Greek temple, or some 
medieval vellum manuscript, perhaps revealed by God or some 
divinely illuminated prophet. Then when they find that no such 
words exist, no such prophets are recorded, they say there is no 
such thing as natural law, because no one wrote down what it 
was. 
 
Natural law is a method, not a code. One does not reason from 
words but from facts. The nearest thing to a written code of 
natural law is the vast body of natural law precedent. But a 
precedent only applies to similar cases, and is thus rooted in the 
particular time and circumstances of the particular case, 
whereas natural law is universal, applying to all free men at all 
times and all places. 
In the middle ages the Medieval scholars defined natural law in 
a deliberately circular fashion. There was "Ius Divinum", "Ius 
Commune", and "Ius Naturale". "Ius Divinum" means, more or 
less, the divinely revealed will of God. "Ius Commune" means, 
more or less, the long established customary law of nations, 
peoples, and states that are generally regarded as reasonably 
civilized. 
Note that "Ius Naturale" does not derive from the customs of 
civilized peoples. Instead it provides with a ground on which to 
judge which peoples are civilized. It does not derive from the 
divinely revealed will of God. It provides us with a ground to 
judge the plausibility of claims of divine revelation concerning 
the will of God. 
"Ius Naturale" is the law applicable to men in a state of nature. 
It precedes religions and kings both in time and in authority. 
"Ius Naturale" does not derive directly from the will of God. As 
Hugo Grotius pointed out in the early seventeenth century, even 
if there was no God, or if God was unreasonable or evil, natural 
law would still have moral force, and men would still 
spontaneously back it with physical force. God could not create 
men as they are, and at the same time make natural law other 
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than what it is. A God that claimed to do that would be a mere 
tyrant, unworthy of worship. 
Natural law derives from the method and approach then called 
natural philosophy. For thousands of years advocates of natural 
law would start with what is now the standard rationale for 
sociobiology, by pointing out how the wolf and the deer each 
have natures and inclinations appropriate for the kind of life 
they needed to live and to take proper care of their offspring. 
Today, in the language used by modern sociobiologists natural 
law is the ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strategy) for the use of 
force, employed by our species and by like species, applied by 
us by means of reason to problems and circumstances that 
confront us today. In older language, it comes from the tree of 
knowledge, which made us as gods. Views expressed by 
philosopher James A. Donald. 
Although natural law is an integral part of Christianity, at least 
of the Christianity of Aquinas and Locke, Christianity is not an 
integral part of natural law. If you went through Locke's second 
treatise of Civil Government and substituted the phrase "chance 
and necessity" for the phrases "divine providence" and 
"judgment of heaven", there would not be any great change in 
the meaning or force of his argument.  
Many of the key themes of modern sociobiology first appeared 
in Locke's treatises on government. Some parts of the second 
treatise are often consciously or unconsciously echoed on Public 
Broadcasting System nature and science videos, whenever they 
discuss the family lives and social interactions of non human 
animals. 
Locke and the other Christian advocates of natural law believe 
that natural law is in accordance with the will of God, not 
because they claim a divine revelation concerning the will of 
God, but because they believe that the nature of man and the 
world reflects the will of God. 
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Grotius 
Grotius believed in a universe governed by chance and 
necessity, as do most modern advocates of natural law. Aquinas 
and Locke believed in a universe that reflects the will of God. It 
makes little difference. The stoics and Saint Aquinas started 
from the same facts and came to the same conclusions from 
those facts. They merely used slightly different language to 
describe their reasoning. 
Throughout most of our evolution, men have been in a state of 
nature, that is to say. without government, hierarchically 
organized religion, or an orderly and widely accepted means of 
resolving disputes. For the past four or five million years the 
capacity to discern evil lurking in the hearts of men has been an 
even more crucial survival capability than the capacity to 
discern tigers lurking in shadows. 
The primary purpose of this capability was to guide us in who 
we should associate with, (so as to avoid having our throats cut 
in our sleep), who we should make alliance with (to avoid 
betrayal), who we should trade with, (to avoid being cheated), 
who we should avoid, who we should drive away, and who, to 
make ourselves safe, we should kill. 
It would frequently happen that one man would, for some 
reason good or bad, use violence against another. When this 
happened those knowing of this event needed to decide whether 
it indicated that the person using force was brave and 
honorable, hence a potentially valuable ally, or foolish and eager 
for trouble, hence someone to be avoided, or a dangerous 
criminal, hence someone to be driven out or eliminated at the 
first safe opportunity to do so. Such decisions had to be made 
from time to time, and making them wrongly could be fatal, and 
often was fatal. 
A secondary purpose of this capability was to guide us in our 
own conduct, to so conduct ourselves that others would be 
willing to associate with us, ally with us, do deals with us, and 
would refrain from driving us away or killing us. 
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Not all things that are evil, or contrary to nature, are violations 
of natural law. Violations of natural law are those evils that may 
rightly be opposed by force, by individual unorganized violence. 
The Medievals took for granted that natural law was morally and 
legally binding on freeholder, Emperor and Pope alike, and 
during the dark ages and for a little time after, men often 
attempted to enforce natural law against the Holy Roman 
Emperor, and these attempts were sometimes successful. On 
one occasion the Holy Roman Emperor was briefly imprisoned 
for debt by an ordinary butcher, locked up with the beef and 
mutton, and held by the butcher until the bill was paid, and this 
action was mostly accepted as lawful and proper, though such 
actions were safer against some emperors than others. 
 
Scientific definition of Natural Law 
The definition of natural law that is just given is similar to that 
used in the Middle Ages, but this definition is not obviously 
scientific. It fails to show that natural law is legitimately part of 
science. To show that the study of natural law is part of science 
- part of sociobiology, it is necessary to restate the definition in 
the same value free, game theoretic, terminology that Reeve & 
Nonacs would use to describe the social contract in wasps. 
Here follows a definition of natural law in properly scientific 
terms, value free terms: 
An act is a violation of natural law if, were a man to commit 
such an act in a state of nature, (that is to say, in the absence 
of an orderly and widely accepted method of resolving 
disputes), a second man, knowing the facts and being a 
reasonable man, would reasonably conclude that the first man 
constituted a threat or danger to the second man, his family, or 
his property, and if a third man, knowing the facts and being a 
reasonable man, were to observe the second man getting rid of 
the first man, the third man would not reasonably conclude that 
the second man constituted a threat or danger to third man, his 
family, or his property. 
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Note that in order to define natural law in a value neutral 
fashion we require three people, not two. 
This is well illustrated in the recent events in Dade county, 
Florida, where property holders gave other property holders 
guns in the well founded expectation that those guns would be 
used to prevent, rather than to facilitate, unlawful transfers of 
property. To define natural law in Dade county you would need 
one looter or one corrupt official, and two home owners. In 
value free language, one Dade county home owner and one 
corrupt official is a property dispute. Two Dade county home 
owners and one corrupt official is natural law in action. Two 
Dade county home owners with nobody bothering them is 
spontaneous order, and of course part of the definition of 
spontaneous order is that it is a stable order that arises 
spontaneously from the action of natural law. 
The scientific definition is equivalent to the medieval definition 
because of the nature of man and the nature of the world. The 
two definitions are equivalent for our kind of animal, because if 
someone uses violence "properly", and reasonably, he does not 
show himself to be dangerous to a reasonable man, but if 
someone uses violence "improperly", he shows himself to be a 
danger. This is obvious by direct intuition, and there is also 
overwhelming historical evidence for this fact. For example 
compare the American revolution with the Russian or 
Cambodian revolution. The surviving American revolutionaries 
prospered. The communist revolutionaries were soon executed 
by their new masters. Almost everyone who played a significant 
role in the 1917 revolution was executed or died from brutal 
mistreatment. 
The varying definitions of natural law are clearly consistent on 
the issue of individual violence. On the topic of collective 
violence, the questions of what are just grounds for making war, 
how may a just war be conducted, and what may a just victor 
do with an unjust loser, the various definitions of natural law 
often seem cloudy and contradictory. There are two reasons for 
this apparent cloudiness. One is that there is no natural 
definition of a collective entity, so it all depends on what gives 
the collective entity its substance and cohesion, how the 
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individual is a participant in the acts of the collective entity. The 
Nuremberg trials contain extensive discussions of this point. The 
other reason is that there is a large difference between what the 
victor should do and what the victor may lawfully do. The victor 
should be magnanimous and lenient, as at Nuremberg, but may 
lawfully be strict and harsh. On the questions that most 
commonly arise in practice, all the different definitions of 
natural law give clear, consistent and straightforward answers: 
The usual reason for war is that one group defines another 
group as enemy, and then uses organized collective violence to 
seize the property of the members of that group, and to enslave 
or kill them. In such case it is open season on the aggressor 
because they constitute a clear danger to their neighbors. In a 
just war it lawful to napalm bomb enemy civilians in a defended 
city, though not to intentionally target enemy civilians, unlawful 
to bombard an open city, and unlawful to massacre prisoners 
under any circumstances, though individual prisoners may be 
executed for broad reasons. It is sometimes lawful to refuse to 
take prisoners, depending on the circumstances. The 
contradictions usually evaporate when we ask the questions that 
we are actually interested in, about the kind of situations that 
actually occur in practice. Arguments about whether a given 
military action was in accordance with the laws of war usually 
involve appeal to the facts, and arguments about the intentions 
and capabilities of the combatants, rather than appeal to 
differing concepts of the laws of war, indicating that our 
uncertainty concerning the laws of war is less than other 
sources of uncertainty. 
Natural law theory is a valid part of science, because natural law 
statement about values can be expressed as an explicitly 
scientific, value free statement about rational self interest, 
evolution,  It is also a valid part of the study of law and 
economics. 
In many fields of academia, straying in the direction of 
consideration natural law is apt to make your grants dry up, 
perhaps natural law theory tends to delegitimize most grant 
giving authorities. 
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Those academics who study sociobiology have been a little 
braver, perhaps because those who work in the hard sciences 
are sometimes better at looking after their own, or, as in the 
case of E.O. Wilson, they simply did not realize they were 
poking a hornets nest. Also hard science people sometimes 
seem to be tougher, more obstinate, stubborn, and intransigent 
than fuzzes. 
 
Hobbes Criticism of natural law  
The existence and force of natural law has been continually 
disputed by those who claim that the state should exercise 
limitless power over individuals. 
Early in the seventeenth century Thomas Hobbes argued that 
the nature of man was not such that one could deduce natural 
law from it, or rather he argued that the natural law so deduced 
placed no important limits on the power of the ruler to do as he 
pleased, to remake society as he wished, that social order was 
purely a creation of state power. 
Hobbes claimed that in a state of nature, it is a war of all 
against all, and life is "poor, solitary, nasty, brutish, and short". 
This of course is a direct contradiction of the usual natural law 
argument that man is a social animal, adapted by nature to live 
mostly peaceably with his fellow men, and do business with 
them quietly. 
Therefore, Hobbes argued, the state is entitled to unlimited 
power, and right is whatever the state, through its laws, says is 
right, and wrong whatever the state says is wrong. An "unjust 
law" is a contradiction in terms because the will of the state is 
itself the standard of justice, thus the ruler can do no wrong. 
The ruler is answerable to God, but everyone else is answerable 
only to the ruler. 
Hobbes saw rights as a creation of state power: Therefore, in 
order that we might have more and better rights, state power 
should be as absolute and total as possible. The state should 
pervade and dominate every relationship in order to provide 
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everyone with justice and rights, and suppress any form of 
association that it does not create and control, and the state 
should silence any criticism of its absolute power (so that we 
might be more free). 
"Another infirmity of a Commonwealth is the immoderate 
greatness of a town, [...] also the great number of corporations, 
which are as it were many lesser Commonwealths in the bowels 
of a greater, like worms in the entrails of a natural man. To 
which may be added, liberty of disputing against absolute power 
by pretenders to political prudence; which though bred for the 
most part in the lees of the people, yet animated by false 
doctrines are perpetually meddling with the fundamental laws, 
to the molestation of the Commonwealth, like the little worms 
which physicians call ascarides." 
There are some people who read Hobbes, like his reasoning, like 
some of his conclusions, and discard the conclusions that the 
twentieth century has shown to be catastrophic. This is 
inconsistent. If you agree with his assumption that man is not a 
social animal, then his conclusion that the institutions of a 
totalitarian state are necessary and desirable, are necessary for 
people to be free, follows logically. 
Hobbes is often called the first atheistic political philosopher. 
This statement is misleading. There were plenty of political 
philosophers before Hobbes who had little use for religion, or 
were hostile towards Christianity, and made little pretense of 
Christianity. Hobbes was, or pretended to be, a conventional 
Christian. 
 
Excerpts from a publication of Global Exchange January 
2001 from “Millennium Summit” for the United Nations 
The statistics of poverty and inequality in our world are shocking 
and shameful," Prime Minister Bertie Ahern of Ireland said. "Half 
the world's population struggling on less than $2 a day, over 
half a billion on less than $1. A quarter of a billion children of 14 
and under working, sometimes in terrible conditions. Death 
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from preventable and treatable diseases—10 people will die of 
malaria in the five minutes I take to address you."  
"The wishes of the developing world are simple," Nigerian 
President Olusegun Obasanjo, chairman of the Group of 77, a 
forum for developing nations, said. "We are all living in the 
same house, whether you are developed or not developed. What 
we are saying is that some of us in this house are living in super 
luxurious rooms; others are living in something not better than 
an unkempt kitchen where pipes are leaking and there is no 
toilet. We are saying, 'Look, in the interest of all of us, let us 
living in the super luxurious rooms pay a bit of attention to 
those who are living where the pipes are leaking, or we'll all be 
badly affected." 
 
New definition for Human Rights:  
The prevailing definition is as follows: 
Human Rights are any basic rights or freedoms to which all 
human beings are entitled and in whose exercise a government 
may not interfere – including rights to life and liberty as well as 
freedom of thought and expression and equality before the law. 
 
Justice, Democracy and Dignity–The Foundations as per new 
definition  
According to Global Exchange "human rights" means all of the 
rights established by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
This document—signed by dozens of countries, including the US, 
at the founding of the United Nations—covers economic rights 
as well as political liberties. The right to free education, a job, 
and adequate standards of living are just as essential to human 
dignity as are freedom of speech and association.  
 
The human rights gap!  
The Third World Network (TWN) concludes, there is a 
tremendous gap between the way that tens of thousands of 
community human rights groups around the world interpret 
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human rights, and its interpretation by the international human 
rights community.  
For the most part, inter-governmental institutions such as the 
United Nations and the Organisation of American States, as well 
as better-known non-governmental organisations such as 
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, have focused 
on certain political and civil rights. And they have maintained 
that the government of a particular country is the only actor 
that can be held accountable for rights violations that take place 
in that country.  
The problem lies not so much in the actual work that the 
traditional human rights community has undertaken, indeed 
they have established important investigative and reporting 
standards and their efforts have been important in many 
different struggles. 
Rather, the problem lies in which rights violations they have 
chosen to investigate and which actors they have chosen to 
identify as responsible for violations. 
'Poverty' is a violation of numerous rights. 
Assassinations by death squads, illegal detentions or detentions 
in abusive conditions are matters of human rights concern, 
possible legal remedy and worthy of attention from the 
'international community'. 
Annually, more people worldwide are killed because of systemic 
and systematic violations of overlapping political, social and 
economic rights - poverty - than by civil and political rights 
violations brought by wars, repressive governments and armed 
movements, that is, those violations that have traditionally 
received most attention. Thus there are number of factors to be 
considered for human rights definition. 
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Chapter III 
 
Who Violate Human Rights in India? 
Who is responsible to protect and promote them? 
 
India is a longstanding parliamentary democracy with a 
bicameral parliament. The judiciary is independent; however, 
the judiciary was under funded, overburdened, and NGOs 
alleged that corruption influenced court decisions.  
Although the 28 state governments have primary responsibility 
for maintaining law and order, the central Government provides 
guidance and support through the use of paramilitary and 
military forces throughout the country. The Union Ministry for 
Home Affairs controls most of the paramilitary forces, the 
internal intelligence bureaus, and the nationwide police service; 
it provides training for senior police officers of the state-
organized police forces. The armed forces are under civilian 
control. Members of the security forces committed numerous 
serious human rights abuses; however, some officers from the 
security forces were held accountable for their actions during 
the year.  
 
India Becoming Market-Oriented Economy 
The country is in transition period from a government-controlled 
to a largely market-oriented economy. The private sector was 
predominant in agriculture, most non-financial services, 
consumer goods manufacturing, and some heavy industrial 
sectors. Income distribution remained very unequal, with the 
top 20 percent of the population receiving 46.1 percent of 
national income and the bottom 20 percent receiving 8.1 
percent. According to a government survey as appeared in 
media, 16.6 percent of the urban population and 18.6 percent of 
the rural population lived below the poverty level. 
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The Government generally respects the human rights of its 
citizens; however, numerous serious problems remained.  
 
Significant human rights abuses 
Extrajudicial killings, including faked encounter killings, 
custodial deaths throughout the country, and excessive use of 
force by security forces combating active insurgencies in Jammu 
and Kashmir and several northeastern states; torture and rape 
by police and other agents of the Government; poor prison 
conditions; arbitrary arrest and uncommunicated detention in 
Jammu and Kashmir, occasional limits on freedom of the press 
and freedom of movement; harassment and arrest of human 
rights monitors; extensive societal violence against women; 
legal and societal discrimination against women; forced 
prostitution; child prostitution and female infanticide; 
discrimination against persons with disabilities; serious 
discrimination and violence against indigenous people and 
scheduled castes and tribes;  
India is the largest democracy in the world. Since Human Rights 
are incorporated in part III of the Indian Constitution, it shows 
that the founding members of the Constitution  were fully aware 
of the violations of Human Rights taking place at different levels 
in the Indian Administration as well as among private people in 
the country and hence the importance of incorporating it in  the 
Indian Constitution. Therefore, the writers of our Constitution, 
specifically included Human Rights as Fundamental Rights 
considering its importance and various traditions, culture beliefs 
and superstition followed by the people of both rural and urban 
areas of the country with the intention to curb its practices and 
violations. 
 
Fundamental Rights 
Human Rights in our Constitution are known as Fundamental 
Rights. The Fundamental Rights are: Right to Life, Right to 
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Equality, Right to Freedom and Right to Dignity. There are also 
certain Directive Principles to be followed by all the States in the 
country. Directive Principles, which include important Human 
Rights, are to be followed and implemented by the states 
without obligation or compulsion like good health services, 
employment for all, social security, child welfare, women 
protection, etc. 
 
Why Violation of Rights?   
Violations of Human Rights among common people is due to the 
wide variety of traditional beliefs or practices resulting from 
ignorance, trust in magic, or false conception of causations as 
well as irrational thinking with hopeless attitude of mind toward 
the supernatural nature or God resulting from superstition and 
some unknown fear.  
It is also observed that at number of times, Government itself 
violates Human Rights of its citizens. Involvement of the 
government is noticed particularly with the Police Department, 
Military and Para-Military Forces, Government Officials and 
administrators, Ministers of State and Centre and other 
Government related organizations. Here is an interesting 
statement by the Asian Human Rights Commission (AHRC): 
 
INDIA: Calcutta High Court again violates fundamental 
rights of thousands through barbaric eviction order. 
An estimated 25,000 people are being evicted from their homes 
in Gobindpur Railway Colony, West Bengal, India beginning 
today, the November 10. The eviction follows a court order 
passed on 9 September 2005 by the Calcutta High Court, in 
response to a petition filed by the Ganatantrik Nagrik 
Committee, a local organization ostensibly working for the 
environment, which complained that the occupants have been 
polluting the area. The residents' appeal for the eviction to be 
postponed for a year was unsuccessful. 
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The Calcutta High Court has consistently and blatantly ignored 
the right to adequate shelter of thousands upon thousands of 
people in West Bengal. The Asian Human Rights Commission 
(AHRC) has repeatedly drawn attention to the eviction of some 
7000 persons from Bellilious Park in 2003 via a similar petition 
lodged by the same supposed environmental group. In that 
case, the court did not even give the affected persons the right 
to be heard, but blinded and deafened itself to their pleas. Since 
the time of their eviction, most of the former park residents 
have been living in subhuman conditions and despite repeated 
attempts by the AHRC and local partner Manav Adhikar 
Suraksha Manch (Masum), to force some action from 
government authorities and non-governmental agencies alike, 
including UNICEF, they have not obtained any compensation or 
rehabilitation. Meanwhile, the area being 'polluted' by the 
Bellilious Park population has never been 'beautified' as 
promised, but is still a parched and barren expanse that is 
reportedly soon due for commercial development. A similar fate 
now awaits another population of the railway colony, and 
perhaps the area of land it is occupying.  
Like the Bellilious Park order, the latest eviction notice from the 
Calcutta High Court bespeaks its complete disregard for the 
most basic human rights of the country's poor. Ironically, the 
eviction is purportedly for the purpose of saving a local pond, 
the Rabindra Sarovar, named after the famous poet Rabindra 
Nath Tagore: a man who was deeply concerned with the lives 
and needs of the ordinary people.  
The court instead appears to have nothing better to do than to 
facilitate the total degradation of thousands upon thousands of 
persons who are without anywhere to turn for redress in India's 
degraded and decrepit judicial system. In fact, in doing so, it is 
also ignoring the approach of the country's highest judicial 
body, the Supreme Court, which since the 1985 Olga Tellis case, 
regarding the eviction of pavement dwellers in Mumbai, has 
emphasized the right to adequate shelter. 
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Dalits are the most affected evictees 
But the most important parallel between the Bellilious Park case 
and the latest eviction, and the real reason for both, is this: the 
majority of evictees in each case are Dalits, so-called 
'untouchables'. For the elite members of the court, these 
persons are not even humans. In the minds of the high court 
judges in Calcutta, they are less than humans; less even than 
animals. This is the only explanation as to why the court 
repeatedly disregards all of their fundamental rights to a 
hearing, why it so callously and shamelessly permits mass 
evictions of such proportions and violence, so as to cause such 
immense suffering, misery and degradation. 
 
Fear of Polluting or Cleaning up the High Court needed? 
The fear of 'pollution' about which the Ganatantrik Nagrik 
Committee is appealing, and to which the high court is 
pandering, is not of the physical sort. The land pollution, water 
pollution and air pollution that are the blight of Calcutta are the 
result of non-functioning and careless civic administration. 
Rubbish dumps need to be cleared up, public toilets and sewage 
systems need to be cleaned out, and polluting vehicles need to 
be pulled from the roads. While none of these are done, slum 
dwellers, most belonging to marginalized and vulnerable groups, 
are repeatedly targeted for eviction, and denied the right to 
legal remedies. Is it not because the elite of West Bengal still 
carries with it the millennia-old fear of ritual pollution--some 
invisible, unidentifiable and irrational quality that makes these 
people in some way a threat to the rest of the society--that 
these evictions continue? Rather than maliciously condemning 
the lives and lifestyles of others, without regard to either reality 
or law, the judges of the Calcutta High Court ought to begin by 
cleaning their own dirty minds: stop making obscene orders for 
eviction without regards to the trauma and misery caused to the 
lives of thousands; recognize that the eviction of the Gobindpur 
Railway Colony will, like the Bellilious Park eviction before it, 
constitute a blatant denial of the rights to adequate shelter, 
food, equality, freedom from discrimination, and indeed, the 
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right to life itself. Therefore, it is important that the High Court 
should be cleaned first and stop acting against poor and 
dependent people living without a shelter.  
 
About AHRC: The Asian Human Rights Commission is a 
regional non-governmental organization monitoring and 
lobbying human rights issues in Asia. The Hong Kong-based 
group was founded in 1984. 
Here is another important source of information with an 
interview provided in an oldest mass medium: “Ethnic 
Conflict and Civic Life” 
Ashutosh Varshney, Professor of Columbia University USA, and   
author of a book “Ethnic Conflict and Civic Life”: Hindus and 
Muslims in India sought to explore the sorts of civic ties 
between ethnic communities that can contain, or even prevent, 
ethnic violence. Professor Varshney traveled extensively in India 
and made his research work on communal violence taking place 
in various states including Gujarat. A report by rediff.com.  
 
Hindu-Muslim communal violence background  
Within urban India, Hindu-Muslim riots are highly locally 
concentrated. Eight cities account for roughly 46 percent of all 
deaths. These eight cities as a group represent a mere 18 
percent of the urban population today and only 5 percent of 
India's total population, urban plus rural. In other words, Hindu-
Muslim rioting, the 1950-1995 data showed, was highly locally 
concentrated in urban India. 
 
City-specific communal violence 
India's Hindu-Muslim violence, therefore, is city-specific. State 
and national politics may provide the context, or the sparks, but 
it is the local, city-level mechanisms that are activated, or not, 
given those sparks. To understand, therefore, the causes of 
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communal violence, we must investigate these local 
mechanisms.  
Following this reasoning, the project selected six cities, three of 
the most riot-prone - Hyderabad; Aligarh; and Ahmedabad, 
which also burnt up in March, April, and May - and three 
peaceful cities and arranged them in three pairs. Each pair, 
therefore, had a city where communal violence was endemic 
and a city where it was rare or entirely absent. Hyderabad was 
compared with Lucknow; Aligarh with Calicut, and Ahmedabad 
with Surat. 
To ensure that we did not compare apples and oranges, roughly 
similar Hindu-Muslim percentages in the city population 
constituted the control in each comparison: Hyderabad and 
Lucknow, 30-34 percent Muslim; Aligarh and Calicut, 37-38 
percent Muslim, the rest mostly Hindu; and Ahmedabad and 
Surat, both 14 percent Muslim, is added by Professor Varshney. 
Ahmedabad and Surat are separated only by about 150 miles. 
That was the most tightly controlled comparison in the project. 
Surat has been a peaceful city until its peace was broken after 
sixty-seven years in 1992-1993. Nor did it blow up during the 
most recent phase of communal violence in Gujarat either. 
Ahmedabad had the most gruesome rioting that it has seen in 
long years. 
Why demographic comparison? 
So what emerged? You might ask why I (Prof. Ashutosh 
Varshney) controlled for demographic proportions rather than 
something else. Whether you look at academic arguments or 
political discourse, either from the Muslim side or from the 
Hindu side, all arguments and discourses concentrate on the 
point that numbers matter in India's democracy. So if Muslims 
are above a certain percentage, Muslim discourse is seen as 
threatening by Hindu activists. And Hindu activists or 
nationalists argue that if Muslims cross a certain threshold in a 
city's population - whether 15, 20, or 25 percent - they become 
"uppity" in that discourse. Thus, this was the reason for 
controlled demographic proportions. 
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Ahmedabad Riots - Nexus of Politicians and Criminals 
In all violent cities in the project, a nexus of politicians and 
criminals was in evidence - provable social-scientifically, not 
provable legally. Individual complicity or culpability I cannot 
establish with my materials, and that is what would stand up in 
a court of law. But in a court of social science I can prove that 
without this connection you cannot have the kind of violence 
that you see in cities like Ahmedabad or Baroda or Aligarh or 
Hyderabad. 
Organized gangs could easily disturb neighbourhood-level 
peace, often causing migration from communally heterogeneous 
neighbourhoods to communally homogeneous neighborhoods. 
People moved for the sake of physical safety. 
Another interesting incident in the same city took place in either 
March or April 2002. The head of Bajrang Dal, which is a very 
important Hindu nationalist organization, is quite wedded to the 
idea of violence. In off-the-record interviews, they proved to be 
absolutely committed to the idea of violence as a way to deal 
with Muslims. The head of Bajrang Dal was actually killed - a big 
spark for the town, but still no rioting took place, in April. 
QUESTION: Could you please elaborate about strategic actions 
of a state? I can imagine two possibilities. One would be that in 
national versus local consideration, statesmen would act for the 
larger public good, even though there was local turmoil. 
The other possibility is that politicians would act for electoral 
purposes. 
ASHUTOSH VARSHNEY: It could be all of those, but in the case 
of Gujarat it was clearly for electoral purposes. The first level of 
argument has to be that the Hindu nationalist fervor that you 
see in the State of Gujarat is often an extreme kind. It is really 
the most ideologically pure form of Hindu nationalism in India. 
This would not be true in Delhi, nor of BJP and Hindu nationalist 
organizations outside Gujarat either. 
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The Chief Minister of the state has gone through serious 
ideological training to come to where he is now. When scholars 
recalled the interviews with him in the early 1990s, they give 
evidence of a man truly committed to ideology. 
But many also hold the view that communal polarization. Once 
the train had been attacked by some Muslim criminals, then 
retaliation was electorally good, and a retaliation that a Hindu 
nationalist government would either condone or ignore, or 
would at least passively support, if not actively support. We 
cannot prove that the government initiated pogroms, but we 
can certainly see that it looked the other way. 
The hypothesis that it was the first pogrom of India has to be 
taken seriously. I don't think we can prove it. The strategic side 
there was using communal polarization for electoral purposes. 
You could have factional struggle linked to riots, you could have 
electoral purposes, and sometimes it could be state versus 
national. Riots can be electorally and politically advantageous. 
QUESTION: Do you see the media as an associational network? 
Is it neutral? Does it aggravate tensions, or does it help? What 
about organizations like the National Human Rights 
Commission, which is official, yet seems to reflect a civil society 
view? 
My second question: The first labour union that Gandhi started 
was in Ahmedabad. Yet, you identify Ahmedabad as a city which 
is on the other scale. How would you explain that? Does it also 
necessitate perhaps research on the pre-1990s? You looked at it 
from 1950-1995. How do you figure the evolution of the 
associational networks before 1950? 
ASHUTOSH VARSHNEY: Let me start with the second question 
first, because this occupied much of our attention and I devote 
a full chapter to the transformation of Gandhi's city from a place 
that had, arguably, until the 1950s the highest density of inter-
communal civic engagement, to a city which after 1969 is, 
arguably, the most riot-prone city. 
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Yes, the 1950-1995 period was only for the national-level data, 
or the aggregate picture, but for each city we went all the way 
back to the turn of the century. So we investigated how Gandhi 
started building organizations first in Gujarat and how the idea 
spread. 
Yes, the city of Ahmedabad's Congress Party was among the 
most vibrant and integrated organizations in the country, as 
were its unions, teacher associations, and lawyers. It was a city 
that inspired many of India's intellectuals, political activists, and 
citizen activists. 
So why did a city so solidly integrated break down? The 1969 
riots, incidentally, were before the current phase of rioting, the 
worst in independent India, and they took place in the city of 
Ahmedabad. 
If you look at what these organizations were doing in the 1950s 
and 1960s, you find that, according to internal Congress Party 
documents, the most integrated party organization of the 
country by the late 1950s was in utter disarray. The Congress 
Party politicians were more interested - internal documents 
reflect this - in public offices and state patronage than in 
organizing and mobilizing people, and putting together or 
strengthening non-state structures. The Congress Party itself 
recognizes that. 
Other documents show that by the mid-1960s it had virtually 
completely lost its civic vibrancy. It was only an appendage of 
the state by that time. Within fifteen years of independence, 
this is what happened to the Congress Party there.  
The trade union was very integrated, with a membership of 
about 150,000 in a town which at that point was not more than 
2 million. It was thus a huge trade union, in a textile town with 
a huge working class. Its internal documents showed that by 
the early 1960s, this massive trade union of India was also in 
utter disarray. 
In neither case did communal violence provoke the weakening. 
The weakening took place for independent reasons. The 
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Congress Party became more interested in the state than in 
mobilizing outside the state at the civic level. The trade union 
had a monopoly over labor representation, no competitive 
challenge, because of the laws of that state. As a result, the 
leadership of the trade union lost touch with the masses, and 
this trade union actually by the mid-1960s was no longer in 
power. It lost local elections. 
When the spark came in 1969, it was a small spark, low on the 
Richter Scale. It was a rumor that could not be confirmed on 
September 17 and 18, two weeks before Gandhi's centennial 
celebrations in his adopted home town. Rumors spread in the 
city that the cows of Jagannath Temple had been attacked by 
Muslims. This was the spark that led to five days of truly horrific 
rioting. Gandhians were nowhere to be seen, nor was the trade 
union. 
Gandhians arrived after the riots had cooled down, which was 
very unusual. In 1947 the Gandhians, the Congress Party, and 
the trade union were ready for riots because of partition, but no 
such riots took place. 
The integrated organizations were seriously weakened by the 
mid-1960s, as a result of which a spark led to the violent trend 
in Ahmedabad. 
Media – Independent or divided? 
On your first question, media is a need, a civil society 
institution, at least wherever it is independent, as it is in India. 
It used to be much more dependent on the state earlier. It is 
becoming more and more a civil society organization or 
institution in India. 
Media may play peaceful or horrible roles in violent cities 
The media plays a horrible role in violent cities. It's very divided 
itself. It can print rumors as news stories. When we were doing 
our research there, the illegal media printed a headline story 
that Harvard University, Ford Foundation, and the Rajiv Gandhi 
Foundation, which was also supporting my work, were 
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interested in spreading riots all over India under the instructions 
of the CIA. 
The police, however, fully supported us and said, "If you believe 
the things that these rags write, you will never be able to do 
research." The police commissioner, the SSP of the city, stood 
by us, as did the district managers. So we continued, but we 
were interrupted because everyone was shaken by this news. 
Whereas in the city of Calicut, which has twenty-six newspapers 
and magazines, for a city the size of about 600,000 at this 
point, when I went to interview one of the leading lights of the 
freedom struggle who was still alive in 1992, I found 
newspapers and photographers all around. 
I said, "No, no, I came for a one-on-one interview. I don't think 
this will be a good interview if the press is there." 
They said, "No, no. The newspapers say it's our beat to report 
on whoever comes to see him or interview him." 
The guy said, "No, no. What I am going to tell you will not be 
affected by the presence of the newspaper reporters and 
photographers because I learned politics at a time when candor 
was practiced as a principle and I haven't given up on that." 
So he gave me an interview. And the next day, what was the 
news item in the newspapers in Calicut? "A student of history 
interviews a maker of history." These newspapermen never 
believed that I was in Calicut to spread riots. So the media plays 
a peaceful role, as well as a violent role. The newspapers of 
Gujarat in March and April were absolutely vicious. Some said 
that killing was good, that retaliatory brutality was good. 
Indian Judiciary represents civil society more than the state 
The issue is: is it integrated or not? The National Human Rights 
Commission and some other organs within the Indian State, 
including the judiciary, have become our spokesmen of civil 
society. It is correct to say that India's judiciary today 
represents civil society more than the state. 
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Within the state organs you are beginning to get self-correcting 
mechanisms. These are institutions, the judiciary and the 
National Human Rights Commission, which cannot punish right 
away, without full investigation, without evidence being 
presented, so the Gujarat government has not been punished 
yet. But the hypothesis that it will be punished in the future, has 
to be taken seriously. It may not be able to get away in the long 
run, but it has gotten away in the short run. 
 
 
QUESTION: Do the principles you evolved in the Hindu-Muslim 
relationship apply also to the inter-caste conflicts in Bihar and 
UP as the lower castes have moved up politically? 
 
ASHUTOSH VARSHNEY: After I did the Hindu-Muslim research, 
there are other researchers who started working on caste 
violence adopting this framework. They will give you a 
confirmed answer in three-to-four-to-five years. My hypothesis 
is that it will work, and I have some anecdotal evidence, but I 
can't give you a full-blown argument on caste violence. 
 
In one sense, however, caste violence is different from Hindu-
Muslim violence. In the hierarchy of the caste system, the upper 
castes were indisputably upper, and have been so, ritually and 
otherwise, for centuries. This kind of hierarchy did not apply to 
Hindu-Muslim relations. Violence takes place in a vertical 
structure, and violence in Hindu-Muslim relations is more 
horizontal than vertical. 
In discursive hierarchy, it is not the case that all Muslims are 
below Hindus. All lower castes are below upper castes in the 
ritual hierarchy. That is being challenged now. 
That it is vertical violence, as opposed to horizontal violence, 
might make some difference to what the conclusions will be. 
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Rampant violation of rights of sexuality minorities 
A pioneering case study by the People's Union for Civil Liberties 
- Karnataka has shown that sexuality minorities in India, who 
include gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transsexuals, face intense 
discrimination and violation of their human rights at the hands 
of the state and the society. Of course, this kind of rights 
demanded by people is a new approach in the Indian society. 
 
Disappearance of Human Rights Attorney in Punjab  
On May 12, 1994, Indian security forces abducted Punjab 
human rights attorney Sukhwinder Singh Bhatti in broad 
daylight. Over the following weeks, security forces 
clandestinely detained and tortured Mr. Bhatti. Twelve years 
after disappearing him, the Indian Government continues to 
deny justice to Mr. Bhatti’s family. On May 12, 2006, the 
anniversary of Mr. Bhatti's disappearance, ENSAAF submitted 
a communication to the UN Special Representative on Human 
Rights Defenders, providing a detailed summary of Mr. Bhatti's 
case, identifying key perpetrators, and describing the 
operation of an unofficial interrogation center. A report by 
Ensaaf, an NGO. 
 
 
Who violate Human Rights? 
It can be concluded from the above and from earlier chapters, 
that human rights violation is mainly from the actions taken by 
the Government and its various departments. Major 
responsibility lies on Police Department and other security 
forces.  
 
Certain people from the society also should be held responsible 
for violating human rights. Terrorist activities, insurgent militant 
groups and people participating in communal riots are among 
those violating human rights.  
 
Superstitious people from the society and mainly illiterate class 
of people have some wrong beliefs and concepts which make 
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them to behave indifferently and as a result violation of human 
rights takes place in our society. Again, the researcher feels that 
it should be the responsibility of the government to educate 
citizens of India and also create more awareness about the 
scientific realities and get them out from wrongful traditions and 
beliefs leading to harm the peace of our society. Thus, the main 
responsibility is of the government. 
 
 
Who is responsible to promote and protect human rights?  
 
It can be concluded that Non-Governmental Organizations have 
been working in the interest of the society towards protecting 
and promoting human rights. It is a welcome action of NGOs. 
 
Mass media can play a very vital role in promotion and 
protection of human rights. There are human rights activists, 
who are self-aware of their duty for the society they belong. 
Activists play a very vital role in promotion and protection of 
human rights.  
 
Main responsibility must be with the state and the Central  
government for promotion and protection of human rights. It is 
an obligation according to the Indian Constitution that a 
government should follow the regulations and protect its citizens 
by all means and with all out efforts. 
 
In general, people should respect each other and protect each 
other’s dignity. They ought to develop a sense of honouring 
their fellow citizens and behave with others the way they expect 
others to behave with them.
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Chapter IV 
 
Awareness of Human Rights 
 
Citizens of any nation cannot be expected to stand up for their 
own rights or to respect the rights of others, if they are not 
aware about their rights. Without a widespread culture of 
human rights and proper awareness, democracy is not by itself 
a guarantee of respect of human rights. It is believed that the 
creation of a human rights culture through education and 
information is the ultimate to achieve long-term and permanent 
solution against human rights abuses and establishing peace all 
over the world. 
A civilized society can only exist when the citizens of the state 
know their rights, respect their rights and fulfill their own 
obligation to society. It therefore, follows that knowledge of 
human rights and dignity are the very basic factors of a civilized 
and democratic countries. 
 
Intense Forms of Torture by Indian Forces  
The international human rights organizations know that the 
Indian forces in occupied Kashmir are using intense forms of 
torture to suppress the indefatigable spirit of the people of 
Kashmir for freedom. The degree and severity of inhuman 
torture is nowhere so barbarous as one observes in Kashmir. 
Setting hoses or fire, looting and indiscriminate killings of the 
unarmed and innocent Kashmiri and other forms of heinous 
crimes such as rape and molestation by the Indian Armed 
Forces, is unparalleled in the modern history of human rights 
abuse. 
 
Kashmir has the worst human rights situation in the 
world   
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The Human Rights Watch, Asia chapter, has categorized Indian 
Held Kashmir as one of the five territories with the worst human 
rights situation in the world in its report. The torture and 
brutalities used by the Indian Forces in acquisition of 
information about the freedom fighters are a brutal signal to 
other Kashmiris, perhaps, that they had better abstain from 
being involved into militancy. Although Pakistan always desires 
to have the cordial, tension-free, good neighborly and 
cooperative relations with India and to this end goes an extra 
mile entering into the negotiation on the Kashmir Issue, if India 
is consistent in its policy of crushing by brutal force, the 
indigenous freedom movement on the people of the occupied 
Kashmir. This unceasing and uncivilized attitude of India 
towards Kashmiris has compelled the, Pakistan Government to 
raise the issue of the gross human rights violations in Kashmir 
at various international fora. The genuine cause of Kashmiri 
peoples have thus gained rapid impetus and world-wide support 
and convinced a towering world celebrity like President Mandela 
of South Africa to openly spell out his deep concern to the NAM 
forum. In his address to the 12th NAM Summit held in Durbin in 
September 1998, he called upon the NAM to lend all its support 
for the resolution of the Kashmir dispute. Pakistan's consistent 
efforts have thus resulted into resumption of dialogue to discuss 
the Kashmir dispute with India at the highest political level. 
Is it not a sad fact that the worst human rights violations take 
place with the silent consent of the wide majority in the largest 
democratic country? 
 
Human Rights Awareness, a multi-faceted human rights 
campaign  
In response to this lack of human rights awareness and its 
alarming consequences in many parts of the world, the Church 
of Scientology in 1998 launched a multi-faceted human rights 
campaign.  
A civilization without insanity, without criminals and without 
war, where the able can prosper and honest beings can have 
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rights, and where man is free to rise to great heights. This is the 
aim of Scientology, which is developed by L. Ron Hubbar a well-
known human eights activist. 
 
Annual Human Rights Marathon 
Its first phase was the launch of an annual human rights 
marathon that would lead through a variety of countries. 
Meeting thousands of people — from government officials, 
human rights leaders and church leaders to the public-at-large 
— the marathoners acquainted most of them for the first time 
with the details of this fundamental human rights charter and 
what these rights mean. Taking into account the volumes of 
literature they distributed and the numerous television and radio 
programs they appeared in along the way, the marathon team 
brought the Declaration oh Human Rights to an estimated 30 
million people. 
The Church stepped up its actions to promote the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. Agreeing wholeheartedly with U.N. 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, who said “Large-scale human 
rights violations are not merely the product of civil and ethnic 
conflict, they are also a major cause of such conflicts”. 
 
Initiative by CHRI (Commonwealth)  
Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI) believes that the 
process of law making must be participatory and informed by 
community needs. This participation is particularly important 
when constitutions are being revised and CHRI has therefore 
developed guiding principles on participatory constitution 
making. CHRI also disseminates information and creates public 
awareness of constitutional principles, especially those that 
protect human rights. 
Police reform is urgently needed in many Commonwealth 
countries. Governments are resistant to reform, although this 
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is vital to ensure access to justice and an effective criminal 
justice system. The colonial legacy and slow reforms mean 
that police often act as oppressive instruments in the hands 
of the rulers, rather than as protectors committed to the rule 
of law. CHRI works in India and East Africa to catalyze reform 
and ensure accountability within a modernized police 
organisation. 
 
Prison Reforms – Scrutiny Required 
Being closed institutions, prisons are not open to public 
scrutiny and hence are largely unaccountable. CHRI is actively 
trying to reinvigorate a relatively independent system of 
prison visitors mandated to scrutinize prison conditions and 
protect prisoners from torture and ill treatment. 
 
Fact Finding Missions 
 
CHRI's fact finding missions advocate greater adherence to 
the Harare principles. They highlight violations of human 
rights in specific Commonwealth countries and contribute to 
repairing the situation and restoring peace, the rule of law 
and human rights. Fact finding mission can also study 
countries seeking entry into the Commonwealth. 
India is a longstanding multiparty, federal, parliamentary 
democracy with a bicameral parliament and a population of 
approximately 1.1 billion. Manmohan Singh was named prime 
minister following his Congress party-led coalition's victory in 
the April-May 2004 general elections in which 675 million 
citizens participated. The 2004 general elections, the various 
2004 state assembly elections, as well as the February state 
elections in Arunachal Pradesh Jharkhand, Bihar and repoll in 
October/November, and Haryana, were considered free and fair, 
despite scattered episodes of violence. While the civilian 
authorities generally maintained effective control of the security 
forces there were frequent instances in which elements of the 
security forces acted independently. 
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 Misuse of Antiterrorism Legislation  
The Indian government generally respected the rights of its 
citizens; however, numerous serious problems remained. 
Government officials used special antiterrorism legislation to 
justify the excessive use of force while combating active 
insurgencies in Jammu and Kashmir and several northeastern 
states. Security force officials who committed human rights 
abuses generally enjoyed de facto impunity, although there 
were reports of investigations into individual abuse cases as well 
as punishment of some perpetrators by the court system. 
Corruption was endemic in the government and police forces, 
and the government made little attempt to combat the problem, 
except for a few instances highlighted by the media.  The lack of 
firm accountability permeated the government and security 
forces, creating an atmosphere in which human rights violations 
often went unpunished. Although the country has numerous 
laws protecting human rights, enforcement was lax and 
convictions were rare. Social acceptance of caste-based 
discrimination remained omnipresent, and for many, validated 
human rights violations against persons belonging to lower 
castes. The additional following human rights problems were 
reported: 
• Extrajudicial killings and killings of persons in custody. 
• Torture and rape by police and security forces. 
• Poor prison conditions, lengthy pretrial detention without 
charge, and prolonged detention while undergoing trial. 
• Occasional limits on press freedom and freedom of 
movement. 
• Harassment and arrest of human rights monitors. 
• Corruption at all levels of government. 
• Legal and societal discrimination against women. 
• Forced prostitution, child prostitution, and female 
infanticide and feticide. 
• Trafficking in women and children. 
• Discrimination against persons and disabilities. 
• Discrimination and violence against indigenous people and 
scheduled castes and tribes. 
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• Violence based on caste on religion. 
• Exploitation of indentured, bonded and child labor. 
Looking to the present poor awareness of people in India as well 
as in many other developing countries, the researcher 
conducted a survey of certain groups of professionals. 
 
                                    Survey 
The following questions were asked to a variety of individual 
from highly literate class of the society.  There were doctors, 
qualified lawyers, teachers/professors, businessmen, and 
executives from Rajkot city. 
Questions: 
 1. What are the important human rights that you                                      
     would consider? 
 2. Who is responsible to protect human rights? 
     The following people of Rajkot city participated in the    
     survey. 
    Doctors 
1.  Dr. J. J. Sitapara 
 
2.  Dr. U. G. Nathwani 
 
3.  Dr. Rajiv Shah 
 
4.  Dr. J. J. Raithatha 
 
5.  Dr. J. K. Mankodi 
 
Businessmen 
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6.  Mr. Monic Gokani 
7.  Mr. Vinubhai Sachania 
8.  Mr. Mahendrabhai 
9.  Mr. Prakash Kotecha 
 
Office Executives 
10.  Mr. A. J. Dave 
11. Mr. J. H. Parekh 
 
Teachers/Professors 
12.  Ms. Aruna Thakrar 
13.  Mr. M. R. Upadhyaya 
14.  Ms. Nita Kotecha 
15.  Ms. Kuntal Kansagra 
16.  Mr. Sandip Popat 
 
The overall awareness may be rated as poor, as none could give 
correct answer of both questions.  
Most of the doctors referred to Right to Life and freedom, but 
the other fundamental rights were unclear. Some of them were  
aware that the government is responsible to protect human 
rights. 
Businessmen’s answers were unsatisfactory as except 
Mahendrabhai, nobody knew human rights. Mahendrabhai could 
mention Right to Life, employment, equality and freedom of 
speech. Mr. Sachania knew a little about religious freedom and 
freedom of speech. 
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Office Executive Mr. Dave replied for the first question: “Jiyo or 
jine do”. Mr. Parekh knew the rights of press and life. He also 
referred right to employment and health facilities. Mr. Parekh 
also held the government responsible to protect human rights of 
citizens. 
Among teacher awareness Mr. Popat did know about the Right 
to Life and freedom of press. There were unclear and obscure 
answers rather vague from remaining teachers. 
Almost all of them read or viewed about human rights words in 
newspapers and television news cannels in the last five to six 
years. All the above persons are from middle and higher class of 
our society having an access to newspapers, radio, television 
and some of them internet. 
 
Special Efforts to increase awareness 
The above level of awareness makes this researcher to believe 
that over and above mass media news stories and articles on 
human rights issues, it also requires a systematic approach to 
develop awareness by way of some special efforts to increase 
knowledge and understanding of the subject. A special column 
or some special episodes or a teleplay on the television on a 
human rights story would help in creating awareness among 
readers and viewers. 
The government should include human rights subjects, right 
from the primary school to university level. Participation from 
Non-Governmental Organizations by arranging some training 
classes for adults would create a better impact among citizens 
of India. Importantly, training for every legislator and 
parliamentarian is of utmost importance. Awareness training 
program for government officials and particularly the police 
department and other military security forces will make them 
aware of human rights and how they have been misusing their 
powers to detainees and arrestees. 
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Views from outstanding directors, editors of mass media 
and human rights activists 
The researcher arranged interviews in order to know their 
views, how what is the present awareness prevailing among 
people and what could be the role of mass media in promoting 
and protecting human rights in India with the following media 
persons, editors of leading newspapers and human rights 
activists. 
    1.  Mr. Hasmukh Baradi, Director, Theatre and Media Centre,  
         Ahmedabad. 
    2.  Mr. Virendra Kumar, the Resident Editor, “The Indian    
         Express”, Ahmedabad. 
    3.  An Assistant Editor, of a leading National Daily. 
    4.  Dr. Mallika Sarabhai, Director, “Darpan” and human rights  
         activist, Ahmedabad. 
     5.  Advocate Girish Patel, Gujarat High Court, a human  
          rights activist and a television celebrity, Ahmedabad. 
     6.  Mr. Prakash Shah, Editor “Nirikshak” and Editing Advisor,  
          “Divya Bhasker”, Ahmedabad, 
All the above interviewees agreed that mass media plays an 
important role in promotion and protection of human rights. 
However, there is a belief and suggestions that some additional 
efforts should be done by the Government and Non-
Governmental Organizations as well as human rights activists. 
All of them were well versed and aware of human rights taking 
place in our country.  
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Mr. Baradi 
Mr. Baradi expressed his concern about violations of human 
rights of children and women in India. He has been writing 
articles on the subject in various newspapers. An article, 
“Balmajuro matdaro hot to?” was really very interesting and 
throwing light on child abuse. Children working in cracker 
industry and carpet industry were referred and suggestions 
were made by him on what should be done to save these 
children and to provide them with necessary school education. 
He insisted on compulsory primary education. 
Question: 
What would be the awareness rate of human rights in people? 
Answer: 
It can be rated as very poor. The reading habits of newspapers 
and viewing television are unsatisfactory hence poor awareness 
about developments and human rights. 
Mr. Baradi made an excellent suggestion to stop completely 
schools for one year and teach the basics of rights to children 
and divert their focus on physical training. He suggested that 
during that year teachers should be trained for better and 
realistic pattern of studies so that children come out from the 
old pattern of memorizing their lessons and adopt new practical 
and general knowledge.  
He insisted that people must be trained on how to read a 
newspaper, listen to the radio and watch the television. He 
stressed upon developing “Media Literacy” among people. He 
mentioned about the harassment by police and the selfish 
attitude of government officials as they least bother for citizens. 
  
 
 
Mr. Kumar 
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Mr. Kumar had very clear views on the need of human rights 
awareness. He expressed his prime duty to reporting every 
violation of human rights and this researcher also supports that 
The Indian Express is rightly known as Journalism of Courage. 
Even against any odds Mr. Kumar believes that it is the culture 
of Indian Express to publish news of importance and particularly 
issues of human rights violations. 
Mr. Kumar also expressed that according to India Constitution 
government must protect the fundamental rights of people. 
There shouldn’t be any compromise in publishing if there is 
violation of human rights. 
 
Assistant Editor 
An assistant editor of leading English daily firmly believes that 
mass media and particularly newspapers can create awareness 
and promote human rights.    
The editor believes that NGOs can definitely help in creating 
awareness in people together with mass media.  
 
Dr. Mallika Sarabhai 
Dr. Mallika Sarabhai had filed a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) 
against Gujarat government for Gujarat Riots. She had to face 
consequences for the PIL from the political party in power. She 
feels that mass media is an important tool to create awareness 
of human rights. She had been running a television broadcast 
station successfully supporting cases of violations of human 
rights. 
 
Gujarat High Court Advocate Girish Patel  
Girishbhai, an outstanding and expert human rights activist, is a 
strong believer that there is poor awareness among literate 
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class of our society including many judges, advocates, teachers, 
professors, etc. Human Rights being a new concept incorporated 
in Indian Constitution, it needs more attention, focusing and 
must be learnt by all. 
      
Question:  
Who violate Human Rights in our country?  
Answer: 
Our government departments are primarily responsible for 
violating human rights.  
Girishbhai stressed on the need of sensitizing all affiliated to 
court, police department and government offices. The 
government is responsible to protect human rights, but the sad 
fact is that the government and its departments are the prime 
violators of human rights.  Bar Association needs to arrange 
training programmes on human rights, because presently 
members of the Association have a little and superficial 
knowledge of few articles. There is lack of intellectual tradition 
among many lawyers.   Many judges are communal and partial. 
Girishbhai adds that their knowledge might be equivalent to any 
college educated person from rural area. 
 
Fake Encounters 
Question: 
We read often about fake police encounters. Would you please 
throw some light on this issue? 
Answer: 
Police forces are known for fake and dramatic encounter deaths. 
It also seems that newly recruited policemen shouldn’t know 
human rights, rather they are deprived of this subject so that 
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they cannot loud their voice against their superiors and they can 
be used to torture detainees and arrestees. Girishbhai also said 
that there is negative awareness of human rights in our society. 
This is against the development of human beings. It is like an 
obstacle in the progress of the society. There may be rise over 
the PIL and SUO MOTU compared to 1980s, but the quality of 
PIL is not mainly on Human Rights, but it is focusing on 
secondary and less important issues.  
In order to create awareness Girishbhai adds that every medium 
or a particular newspaper or a television channel should take up 
a particular human right and should focus on that right. This 
would create more awareness and understanding of human 
rights. Girishbhai also suggested that reporters of any media 
must be qualified in human rights so that legal reporting 
becomes perfect and people can learn more of technicalities. He 
also mentioned present situation and poor knowledge of  
reporters gathering news from courts expect in writing from the 
lawyer or court officials as they cannot interpret directly from 
the court proceedings. 
 
Need to teach human rights to political leaders 
Question: 
 Are our politicians aware of human rights?  
Answer: 
Harassment to human rights activists is fairly common in the 
country from the ruling party. Therefore, it is important to give 
lessons to legislators so that they develop better understanding 
of human rights and get themselves involves  in promoting 
them in the best interest of nation.         
NGOs, government and the mass media may work together to 
promote and protect human rights and this can lead to a better 
and dignified life in future.  
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Mr. Prakash Shah 
Question: 
What is the present awareness level of human rights in our 
society? 
Answer: 
The time after our independence was weak comparatively. 
Those patriots, who were the main activists for ‘swaraj’ and 
then the same patriots formed the government. We forgot that 
the same patriots now were politicians working for a political 
party. However, we relied on then and never doubted their 
integrity and to find out whether they were observing various 
ethics and norms. 
Question: 
What we should have done? 
Answer:  
We should have been more matured critics of their functions in 
the government and we should have viewed them as more of 
politicians.  
Prakashbhai gave an example of an innocent boy from a village, 
who has come to a city to earn his bread. He doesn’t have a 
shelter so he is wandering at night time. Police catches him and 
beats him suspecting for anti-social activity. This is the 
mentality of our police and hence gross violation of human 
rights. 
He adds to his experience as human rights activist that he 
recommended authorities in the government at an opportunity 
for human rights commission. He was told spontaneously, “We 
have human rights very well observed by our Home Ministry. 
There is no need of such commissions.” Prakashbhai was just in 
dilemma that if he has a complaint against the Home Ministry 
itself, where he should go to lodge his complaint? 
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In nutshell, he was of the opinion that we need to have 
knowledge of human rights, training to government officials is 
required and more awareness among people would definitely 
lead to less violations of human rights. 
Indian and Asian NGOs publications also have been taken into 
consideration supported by facts in creating awareness. 
International NGOs publications were also found very useful and 
important, where India has been criticized internationally on 
violations of human rights and this criticism might affect the 
appointment of India in United Nations Organization Security 
Council as permanent member with ‘Veto’ power. The issue of 
enforcing human rights in the nation is a global issue and a 
nation cannot ignore this reality.  
There was a time when neighbouring countries were not 
interfering in other countries affairs with an idea of their 
personal matter and viewing that as indecency, but now the 
concept has been changed. As and when there is violation in a 
particular country, the neighbours would protest and voice 
against injustice. 
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Chapter V 
 
The Role of Mass Media
 
Rights, freedoms and privileges are such a basic part of human 
nature that they cannot be taken away. These are different from 
rights which are given to people by the law. According to the 
Declaration of Independence, these rights include “life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness”. 
Natural rights are rights derived from natural law. In most 
historical discussions they are limited to humans, and thus 
derive from human nature.  It was argued that these rights are 
integrated with the very definition of what it means to be 
human. Many philosophers and statesmen have listed what they 
believe to be natural rights; almost all include the right to life 
and liberty, as these are considered to be the two highest 
priorities in human nature. It was also argued that if there are 
any rights at all, there must be the right to liberty, for all the 
others would depend upon this. 
 
According to the Humane Rights Resource Center:  
Human rights are those basic standards without which people 
cannot live with dignity. To violate someone’s human rights is to 
treat that person as though she or he were not a human being. 
To advocate human rights is to demand that the human dignity 
of all people be respected. 
Civil Rights are rights held by individuals and groups derived 
from the social contract - the common consent of society at 
large to the rules under which its members live. The term 
relates in particular to the ideas outlined by Rousseau in The 
Social Contract. Under this conception, civil rights derive from 
society rather than God or nature [see Human Rights, and 
Natural Rights] and can be changed. On the one hand this gives 
the state the power to deprive people of liberties they once had 
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(e.g. the ability to drugs, or to drink alcohol), but also enables 
"progressive" political groups to argue for new "rights", for 
instance the "right to vote" or the "right to healthcare". Rights 
such as these cannot be derived from nature as they depend on 
particular (and not commonly achieved) degrees of social 
organization and wealth. 
Human Rights can mean either natural rights or civil rights.  
Often used either of the term that conflate the two ideas under 
the heading "human rights". 
 
Liberalism 
The idea of liberalism originated in with thinkers such as John 
Locke, who was concerned with individual Liberty and Rights; 
Jean-Rousseau, who first argued that sovereignty, comes from 
the people. The American Declaration of Independence (1776), 
the Bill of Rights and the French Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and the Citizen (1789) are the entirely liberal documents. 
The word itself was not used until adopted by some Spanish 
liberals in the early 19th century.  
The main idea centered around the idea of liberty - to do what 
you want with the minimum of state interference.  Liberty can 
be defined as freedom, which consists in the absence of external 
restraint. The early political goal was to replace elitist and 
aristocratic societies and states,   with governments based on 
constitutional principles: legal equality, religious toleration, and 
freedom of the press, and, not least, to gain some say in 
government for the people who called themselves Liberals - that 
is, in general, educated  members of the middle class - through 
representative institutions such as parliaments. As long as most 
governments were conservative or aristocratic, Liberals confined 
the political activities to achieving the kind of constitutional 
meritocratic state they wanted. They wanted to repeal laws that 
were for the benefit of a small landed aristocracy. 
Liberals also had clear economic goals. They wanted the 
removal of control over the economy, whether from the 
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government or guilds. Adam Smith's arguments supported this 
idea. In Britain especially, they wanted to get rid of the Corn 
Laws. Liberal, or "classical" economics built on Adam Smith. It 
stated that government should not interfere with competition in 
the market. Society was conceived of as full of atomistic 
individuals in whom the limited role of government was to 
maintain sound currency and defense. 
 
Need for education for human rights: 
The principal aims of education for human rights should be:- 
1. To strengthen respect for rights of a human being and  
     fundamental freedom. 
2. To develop fully the human personality and the sense its  
     dignity. 
3.  To develop attitudes and behaviour to promote respect for  
      the rights of others. 
4.  To ensure genuine gender equality and equal opportunities  
      for women in all sphere. 
5. To promote understanding and tolerance among diverse  
      national, ethnic, religious, linguistic and other groups. 
6.  To empower people to participate actively in the life of a free  
      society. 
7. To promote democracy, development, social justice and  
      communal harmony among citizens. 
 
As a matter of fact every segment of the civil society 
including the Mass Media have a vital role to play in 
promoting education for human rights.  
Main functions of Mass Media are to inform, educate and 
entertain the readers, listeners and viewers. Mass Media can 
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play a vital role in educating its readers on human rights subject 
by providing news stories and articles on violations, concerned 
details, importance, etc in their medium. Gradually, this 
approach would develop awareness and they would start 
behaving in the society with more maturity and with respect for 
others. 
 
Sensitizing Masses on Human Rights 
The mass media has a positive and a constructive role to play. 
It could include dissemination of information on human rights 
issue including information on violation of human rights and 
problems that demand urgent intervention. It can also work as 
an effective channel of communication in educating citizen for 
redressal of violation of their rights. In addition, they should 
highlight the success stories and positive experiences 
accumulated by the governmental and non-governmental 
players at national and international levels.  
Media need to take measures for sensitizing masses, specially 
Public Servants and judiciary. Biggest barrier in enjoyment of 
rights is the mental barrier in the minds of executors. This has 
to change through sensitization programmes. They can play an 
important role in disseminating and implementing the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. They can be, with positive 
approach, most effective instrument for citizens to enjoy their 
rights. They judicial and redressal processes should be easily 
accessible, simple and sensitive to human rights concerns. 
These sensitization programmes will further open up ways for 
promotion of education for human rights. SHRC should plan 
training programmes for public servants at different levels. A 
cell for Education for Human Rights has to be established in 
every state. It is important to change the prevailing mentality 
and improve the viewpoint of every individual. Cell could make 
the best use of mass media in publishing educational 
informative articles on human rights. 
Rajasthan State Human Rights Commission Commendable Activities 
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According to Rajasthan State Human Rights Commission, an 
NGO Lok Jumbesh has developed a module on the basis of 
brochure published by Rajasthan SHRC. This paper will help in 
sensitizing about 40,000 teachers during training camps this 
summer which are being organized by Lok Jumbesh. It is also 
planning to organize lectures on Human Rights at district levels 
in collaboration with SHRC. Education in and for human right 
should also be aimed at the elimination of social and negative 
stereo types which in many ways become the source of 
discrimination and hatred. These concerns should be reflected in 
manuals, text books and other education materials. 
 
Audio Visual Medium 
Teaching methodology and aids play an important role. Special 
attention should be given to the elaboration of educational 
materials suitable for formal and informal settings, and adapted 
to the needs and demands of various target groups. Such 
material should be available in national and local languages, in 
different forms and in sufficient number. Bearing in mind the 
special characteristics of the region and prevailing high level of 
illiteracy, innovative audio visual programmers should be 
prepared to suit the population in remote and rural areas. 
Further participatory methodology for the teaching of human 
rights is adopted.  
 
Text Books 
If a plan of action for educating masses for human rights is 
made involving students and teachers together than the aim of 
educating every individual for his own rights can be achieved. 
Though the issue of human rights has been included indirectly in 
standard I to VI text books but it is not enough.  
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Once citizens experience the charm of dignified life, equality and 
desired freedom, they would like to spread the same idea of a 
more dignified, peaceful and quality life among others and this 
would establish a new, improved society in our country and 
protection of human rights. 
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Chapter VI 
 
Details of HR Violation Issues
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               The Times of India, September 11, 2000 
 
 
Temple conserved by Sikhs, ‘dargah’ by Christians 
By Manish Pandey 
 
New Delhi: SPIC-MACAY and UNESCO salute the spirit of 
Panjabiat. The land, whose past lies fractured with violence from 
Partition and a long spell of terrorism, hogs limelight. This time 
among the heritage lovers. Three sacred sites in Gurdaspur 
district of Punjab display a meaningful monument-community 
relationship. 
The three religious sites – a Krishna temple in Kishankot village, 
a 17th century Guru Ki  Masit (Mosque) on the banks of River 
Beas and the 19 the century Dargah of Bawa Shah Badr Dewan 
in Masania village – were chosen by Cultural  Resource 
Conservative Initiative (CRCI) for its conservation cum-
community development project under UNESCO’s Culture of 
Peace Program-2000.  
Today, the Kishankot temple is maintained by the Sikhs; the 
mosque by the Nihangs – a sect of Sikhs and the dargah by the 
Christians.  
 
Why Study 'Medicine and Human Rights'? 
"The enjoyment and exercise of all human rights affects the 
health of individuals. This is especially evident when considering 
the modern definition of health as 'a state of complete physical, 
mental and social well-being, not merely the absence of disease 
or infirmity.'" World Health Organisation. Preamble to the WHO 
Constitution. (194 6) and contained in Francois-Xavier Bagnoud 
Center for Health and Human Rights, Harvard School of Public 
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Health AIDS, Health and Human Rights: An Explanatory Manual 
1995; 24 
The fact that health is today talked about in a human rights 
context and that it is contained in so many human rights 
documents suggests that all of the characteristics outlined 
above are relevant when talking about the right to health. It 
also implies that special importance or priority becomes 
attached to that particular goal and it indicates that health is a 
social good and not merely a medical, technical or economic 
problem. 
Moreover, as a social right, the state has a threefold obligation 
to protect and promote that right. Firstly, the obligation to 
respect - not to violate the right directly by its action; secondly, 
the obligation to protect - preventing violation by others; and 
finally, an obligation to fulfill - the need for the state to act in 
order to ensure that the right can be enjoyed. 
---------- 
 
WHY SHOULD HEALTH PROFESSIONALS BE 
COMMITTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS? 
Information bulletin from J Welsh, Medical Office, Amnesty 
International, speaking at the Scottish Health Professionals 
Network meeting in Edinburgh on 17 April 1996.  
It is recommended that Health Professionals should be 
committed to Human Rights. 
 
 
Tribune 
September 18 2000, Chandigarh 
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                               News Week Magazine 
Liberty in the Balance 
Many Asians fear the war against terror could curtail freedoms 
that have only recently been achieved. 
By Brook Larmer (With Joe Cochrane and Peter Janssen in 
Jakarta, Lorien Holland in Kuala Lumpur and Marites D. Vitug in 
Manila) | Nov 18, 2002 | 1757 words, 0 images. 
Civil-rights activists in Malaysia don't get many chances to 
celebrate. Their campaign against the Internal Security Act, a 
1960 law that allows indefinite detentions without charge or 
trial, has never had much success, even in the days when civil 
rights were higher on the U.S. agenda. So when news of a 
breakthrough arrived in September, they were jubilant. 
Malaysia's federal court, in a landmark decision, ruled that the 
long-term detention of five political activists--all close to the 
opposition party set up by the jailed former deputy prime 
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minister, Anwar Ibrahim--was unlawful. But the ruling, like the 
celebration, didn't last. Malaysia's government immediately 
responded with plans to put the ISA firmly outside the reach of 
the judiciary. "The court is not able, in all fairness, to decide on 
matters pertaining to national security," said Rais Yatim, 
Malaysia's Legal Affairs minister. "The security of this country is 
the absolute right of the executive." 
---------- 
 
NI Magazine 
No hiding place 
 
Human rights are not just concerned with abuse, torture and 
firing squads - they are about healing the desperate divisions of 
our world, as Nikki van der Gaag explains in the classic edition 
of the New Internationalist magazine on Human Rights.  
 
As I approach the gates, 
I can't imagine how I am 
going to get in, let alone 
how anyone might 
manage to get out. The 
green mesh fencing must 
be at least six meters 
high, with rolls of razor 
wire all along its 
perimeter top.  
The gate slowly opens, 
controlled by unseen 
hands and I am in, 
ed'. A sign on the desk 
details a list of prohibited items. Apart from guns, knives and 
alcohol, it includes any fresh, home-baked or tinned food, any 
bottles of whatever size, mirrors and combs. My bag is 
 
DYLAN GARCIA/ STILL PICTURES 
Time to go - a child and her family are 
evicted by military police in Brazil 
entering a small cabin to be 'process
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thoroughly searched and I go through a metal detector which, I 
am told, is likely to beep at the tiniest hairpin.  
Finally I am through. More gates, the forms are passed on to 
A prison, you would guess. A place where people who have 
---------- 
 
PM arrives in Srinagar for roundtable Times  
 
RINAGAR: Prime Minister Manmohan Singh flew in here on 
ingh, who is presiding over the roundtable conference on 
The Prime Minister will hold the second roundtable on Kashmir. 
                                                                                                             
                                                                                        
another official and I walk into the Visitors' Room. 
committed serious crimes are locked up for the protection of 
society. But you would be wrong. The place is Campsfield 
Detention Centre, in the heart of rural England, only a few 
kilometers from the NI office. And those locked inside - for 
months and sometimes more than a year - have not been 
accused of any crime. In fact, they are victims themselves; 
people, young and old, who have fled persecution in their home 
countries only to face stringent asylum laws and the further 
trauma of imprisonment. 
[Wednesday, May 24, 2006 10:44:16 am PTI] 
S
Wednesday morning for a two-day visit to the Kashmir valley 
amidst stringent security measures. 
 
S
Kashmir, is also scheduled to review the progress of work on 
the reconstruction plan announced by him for the state in 2004. 
But he will not separately meet Hurriyat leaders who have 
decided to boycott it. 
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The two-day conclave, the second in three months, is expected 
to evolve a mechanism through sub-groups to address specific 
issues like security, economic development, human rights and 
cross-Loc travel and trade. 
With militants stepping up violence, a thick security blanket has 
been put in place for the Prime Minister's visit, the second in six 
months.  Finally, state to get a human rights panel. 
 
[Monday, June 12, 2006 10:35:07 pmTIMES NEWS NETWORK] 
----------
         
 
Govt committed to reservation: Arjun Singh 
[Tuesday, May 16, 2006 03:09:06 pm AGENCIES] 
NEW DELHI: Amidst raging controversy over reservation, 
Human Resource Development Minister Arjun Singh on Tuesday 
dismissed allegations of a 'personal agenda' being pushed by 
him on the issue and said Government was committed to 
implementation of the Constitutional Amendment providing for 
quota for OBCs in elite educational institutions. 
"A canard is being spread by a certain section of the people that 
objective of this Government and this House (Lok Sabha) is 
being hijacked by me as my personal agenda," Singh said 
during Question Hour in the Lok Sabha. 
"I want to assure the House and everybody that the UPA 
Government and I, as a servant of this Government, will see 
that the 93rd Amendment of the Constitution giving reservation 
to SCs/STs and OBCs in private and unaided institutions is 
implemented," he said. Meanwhile, the government is putting 
alternative venues in place for treatment of patients left 
unattended at state-run hospitals because of the anti-
reservation protests by junior doctors, Health Ministry officials 
said Tuesday. 
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"Beneficiaries of the central government health scheme can go 
to private hospitals for treatment as part of the plan drafted on 
the directions of Health Minister (A. Ramadoss)," said a senior 
official. 
 
"Senior faculty members at the central government hospitals 
have been asked to help in the smooth functioning of our 
healthcare services.  The leaves of all our doctors and 
paramedics have been cancelled," the official added. 
 
Since Friday evening, hundreds of resident doctors, interns and 
students of state-run hospitals have been protesting against a 
proposed system to reserve 27 per cent seats in institutions of 
higher education for other backward classes. 
More than 100 doctors on the rolls of the central government 
health scheme have been roped in to work in these hospitals. 
The ministry is exploring the option of using the medical 
facilities of the defense forces, the official added. 
Simultaneously the government has decided to initiate action 
against doctors as part of its strategy to pressure them to 
return to work. Notices are to be served on resident doctors 
refusing to rejoin duty. 
"The government is committed to normalcy in healthcare 
services. It may take sometime but it is not impossible," a 
senior official in the health ministry said. 
"The situation is expected to improve in the next few days. We 
are also getting doctors from outside Delhi to come and work at 
these hospitals." 
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Frontline Magazine 
THE NARMADA VALLEY 
Narmada dams and human rights. The absence or non-
availability of enforcement machinery has rendered ineffective 
several international treaties recognizing and protecting rights 
that are of direct relevance to the project-affected people in the 
Narmada valley. 
 
Narmada Dam 
A FEW weeks ago, while the United Nations Human Rights 
Commission was holding its annual meeting, author Arundhati 
Roy and her colleague in the movement against big dams 
Jharana Jhaveri were in Geneva. This provided the background 
for meetings and consultations concerning the human rights 
impact of the dams coming up on the Narmada River. The 
issues at stake are extremely intricate as illustrated by the 
ongoing drought in parts of Gujarat. While the State 
government is using the drought to impress upon the public the 
necessity to complete urgently the Sardar Sarovar dam as a 
solution to the water crisis, the links between human rights and 
dams cannot be looked at in this way. Human rights must be 
distinguished from economic, financial or political issues. What 
is at stake is not whether Sardar Sarovar can deliver the 
benefits it is meant to deliver, but whether it is affecting the 
human rights of any individuals or groups. Indeed, human rights 
are not competing claims of one individual or group against 
another. They are fundamental entitlements that all individuals 
have, such as the right to life. 
While it is no doubt fundamental to consider the developmental 
benefits of any planned project, these cannot be weighed 
against human rights. Human rights thus have to be considered 
independently. In the case of a project like the Sardar Sarovar 
dam, the main human rights impacts relate to the displacement 
of people caused by submergence. If the human rights 
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consequences of the dam have been widely studied at the 
domestic level, it appears necessary to examine the 
international side of these issues more closely because of their 
relevance to the situation on the ground. 
At the international level, human rights are rights of individuals 
and groups that can be claimed from states. They are standards 
that are agreed on by states of their own free will since the U.N. 
is not a world government superior to states. The Indian 
government has made pledges at the international level to 
recognize, protect and enforce a number of fundamental human 
rights which should be respected at all times, including in the 
case of big development projects such as the Sardar Sarovar 
dam. The significance of these pledges is that the Indian 
government puts its international credibility at stake if it does 
not respect these rights. 
The main international human rights treaties to which India is a 
party recognize an array of rights, which range from the right to 
life, the freedom of movement and the freedom to choose one's 
residence to the right to an adequate standard of living, which 
includes adequate food, clothing and housing. All these rights 
and many others are of direct relevance in the case of large-
scale displacement of people. Indeed, in a number of cases, not 
only socio-economic rights such as the right to housing that are 
at stake but a number of civil and political rights, from the right 
to be informed about the displacement procedures to the 
freedom of expression, may be violated if the government tries 
to coerce people to move out from their homes. A number of 
these rights are also protected by the Constitution, but there is 
no automatic overlap. 
In the case of a dam like Sardar Sarovar, whose submergence 
zone extends to more than 200 km upstream from the dam, one 
of the major human impacts of the dam concerns the 
displacement of people living alongside the river. Other 
important issues include t he problems faced by people affected 
by the construction of the canal or people living downstream, 
whose livelihood may be affected by the reduced water flow. 
The inadequacies of the domestic framework concerning 
displacement have been amply documented and it is sufficient 
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to recall here that there is still no comprehensive policy on 
resettlement and rehabilitation and that the Land Acquisition Act 
does not uphold a number of rights such as the right to 
information or participation.  
International human rights do not provide in a binding form all 
the specific norms that should guide resettlement and 
rehabilitation, but there exist a number of basic principles.  The 
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which 
oversees the implementation of the Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights, has, for instance, indicated in its 
authoritative interpretation of the right to housing that forced 
evictions, which are incompatible with this right, occur, for 
instance, if procedural guarantees are not offered. The required 
procedural guarantees from the governments include provision 
for genuine consultation with the project-affected people, the 
issue of adequate notice to all affected persons prior to the date 
of eviction, and the provision of legal remedies and legal aid 
where applicable. The documented cases in the Narmada valley, 
starting with the Bargidam, indicate that these rights have been 
violated repeatedly.  On its part, the U.N. Human Rights 
Commission has defined non-binding principles concerning 
internal displacement. These shed light on the obligations of 
states with regard to their citizens. They highlight, for instance, 
that governments should first ex amine all feasible alternatives 
that could avoid displacement altogether. They also indicate 
that the process of displacement itself should not violate the 
rights to life, dignity, liberty and security of the affected people. 
Again, numerous reports of displacement violating some or all of 
these norms come from the Narmada valley. 
The recognition of any human right is a step in the right 
direction. However, if the implementation of human rights is not 
monitored, it may become extremely difficult to judge how far 
they are realized. At the domestic level, courts have the power 
to en force rights to a large extent. It is, however, striking that 
courts have been rather hesitant to use international human 
rights standards to strengthen the domestic legal framework 
where the latter is not progressive enough. At the international 
level, enforcement mechanisms are only as effective as allowed 
by the states themselves. Thus, countries' compliance with 
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human rights accords is often judged only through the reports 
that they have to submit to an independent committee 
periodically. Usually, these committees will also hear what non-
state actors have to say on the matter, but the whole process 
remains in the form of a dialogue with governments. There are 
a few instances where mechanisms have been put in place to 
allow individuals to complain against their governments for their 
failure to uphold accepted rights. However, India has not ratified 
the relevant treaties and this further limits the possibilities for 
individuals to confront the government on its human rights 
record. The weaknesses of the international system thus come 
both from its own limitations and from the fact that states 
cannot be forced to ratify treaties against their will.  
On the whole, India has had a rather ambivalent attitude 
towards human rights. While it is a member to the main 
instruments, it has by no means ratified all the important 
human rights treaties. A case in point is found in the context of 
the International Labour Organization (ILO). India ratified the 
Convention concerning the Protection and Integration of 
Indigenous and other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in 
Independent Countries (Convention 107) adopted in 1957 but 
has refrained from ratifying the new Convention of 1989, which 
updates the former and provides stronger rights to tribal 
peoples. Nevertheless, Convention 107, which is still in force for 
India, is of direct relevance in the case of the Sardar Sarovar 
dam. It provides, for instance, that when the removal of 
indigenous and tribal populations is necessary as an exceptional 
measure, they shall be provided with lands of quality at least 
equal to that of the lands previously occupied by them, which 
should be suitable to provide for their present needs and future 
development. 
It is significant that, even on the basis of this Convention, the 
Indian government has been taken to task by the body in 
charge of supervising the implementation of ILO conventions, 
which examines the periodic reports submitted by states. The 
committee of experts has indeed repeatedly taken note of the 
situation concerning the Sardar Sarovar dam. In its 1998 report, 
it noted that over a number of years, the committee had 
"requested the Government to take urgent measures to bring its 
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resettlement and re habilitation policies for tribal people in line 
with the Convention". It also noted that it "remains concerned 
by the difficulty encountered in acquiring land for resettlement 
and providing compensation". 
The activities of the World Bank are also of special interest even 
though it is not a forum that focuses on the recognition of 
human rights. In fact, following the cancellation of the loan for 
Sardar Sarovar and in an admission of its own incapacity to 
foresee this public relations disaster, the Bank decided to set up 
an independent inspection panel, which can receive 
communications from project affected-people who alleged that 
the Bank was not following its own operational policies and 
procedures. This new mechanism has been used in many cases 
by people affected by the construction of dams in various 
countries around the world, from Nepal to Brazil and Argentina. 
The inspection panel only hears requests concerning projects 
funded by the World Bank. I n this context, it must, for 
instance, consider whether operational directives and 
procedures concerning resettlement have been followed.  
 
Clearly, the World Bank has had significant experience in 
development-related displacement. The important and 
contentious nature of resettlement is highlighted by the fact 
that the Bank is currently drafting a new operational policy on 
involuntary reset element, which backtracks on some of its 
previous commitments. The new text would still provide that 
land should be offered to displaced persons whose livelihoods 
are land-based. However, it opens the door for cash 
compensation if sufficient land is not a viable or if land is not 
the preferred option of the displaced persons. These non-land-
based options should be built around opportunities for 
employment or self-employment in addition to cash 
compensation for land and other assets lost. In any case, even 
a watered-down statement on resettlement still goes further 
than what is currently being implemented in the Narmada 
valley. 
JHARANA JHAVERI and ARUNDHATI Roy’s visit highlighted to 
members of the international community, ranging from human 
rights activists to U.N. and government officials, the numerous 
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human rights violations that have occurred and are occurring in 
the Narmada valley. Generally, human rights constitute a 
fundamental part of any development project. Indeed, the 
human rights of project-affected people are absolute rights like 
the human rights of all other individuals and groups on earth. A 
number of international treaties recognize and protect rights 
that are of direct relevance to project-affected people in the 
Narmada valley. However, the enforcement machinery is either 
lacking or unavailable in this specific case and this tends to 
relegate human rights to moral claims that are not taken as 
seriously by the Indian government as, say, the conditions of a 
public or private bank loan for the same project. This 
notwithstanding, the Indian government has put its credibility at 
stake by signing international hum an rights treaties. This point 
seems to be well taken since it attaches significant importance 
to its international image and a good human rights record is 
essential for democratic states.  
As noted, international human rights standards may differ or 
sometimes be more evolved than domestic law. In the European 
context, it is, for instance, not infrequent for the European Court 
of Human Rights to find that a given domestic provision violates 
one of the rights protected in the Human Rights Convention. 
Since there is currently no regional Asian human rights treaty 
and since India does not recognize the jurisdiction of the U.N. 
Human Rights Committee, more attention should be devoted to 
reconciling domestic and international rights. Indeed, in a 
context where there is no comprehensive resettlement and 
rehabilitation legal framework, Convention 107 of the ILO can, 
for instance, provide a starting point for considering cases 
involving tribal populations. 
The human rights dimension of the development process has 
often been sidelined because it does not accommodate well with 
prevailing conceptions of development. The failure of 
development projects such as the Sardar Sarovar or Bargi dam 
to respect even th e most basic rights of the people who are 
meant to sacrifice their livelihoods for the well-being of the 
community at large implies that a conception of development 
that does not recognize the central value of human rights is 
bound to be a complete failure at a basic human level, whether 
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it successfully brings development benefits to the nation at large 
or not. Human rights may be recognized at the international 
level but their real and only value consists in their application in 
everyday situations. It is only at this level that the human rights 
record of any state can be judged. 
For human rights protection, a new beginning The Hindu May 10 
2006, Jorge E. Taiana. 
ON MAY 9, Argentina (along with India and 45 other countries) 
was elected by the U.N. General Assembly as one of the 
member states to the Human Rights Council, the new United 
Nations body that will replace the Commission on Human Rights 
established in 1947. Argentina is grateful to all those states 
which, bearing in mind our tragic history of gross and 
systematic violations of human rights, valued our present record 
and our commitments in this field today.  
This election implies a deep responsibility towards all persons, 
organizations, and governments that expect this body to be a 
guarantee for a major enforcement of human rights around the 
world. This new body will be permanent and directly subsidiary 
to the General Assembly, which will enable it to deeply analyze 
human rights violations in any and all countries. The Council's 
work shall be guided by the principles of universality, 
impartiality, objectivity, non-selectivity, and constructive 
international dialogue; and it shall have to report in time to all 
bodies and agencies that, like the Security Council, may prevent 
or stop gross and systematic violations. 
This new Council must transcend incidental political debates and 
become a stable, central, and permanent element of 
international relations. In the past, Argentine society suffered 
the politicization and selectivity of the U.N. Commission on 
Human Rights, which privileged the bipolar balance of power 
existing at that time instead of the defense of fundamental and 
permanent human rights, such as the right to life. 
Despite thousands of reports received at the Commission during 
the last military dictatorship (1976-1983), the government of 
my country was never condemned, and the indifference of the 
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majority of U.N. member states forced the creation of a special 
working group to publicly expose the gross and systematic 
violations which were taking place in Argentina. We have learnt 
from our own history, and ever since the return to democracy 
we have assumed a position based on principles in the defense 
and promotion of human rights. We have ratified the great 
majority of the regional and universal treaties on human rights 
and, as very few countries in the world, we have granted 
constitutional hierarchy to these human rights instruments. 
Argentina permanently cooperates with international monitoring 
bodies and participates in every forum with the goal of 
improving existing standards in this field worldwide. 
Since the beginning of the debate on the reform of the United 
Nations system, President Nestor Kirchner's government has 
strongly supported the strengthening of human rights within the 
U.N. in order to place this issue on the same footing as other 
relevant issues such as development and the maintenance of 
peace and international security. This position is not just a 
choice but an obligation for all states in the light of the 
importance that human rights have today for peace, 
development, and democratic stability. We must highlight and 
reinforce the true importance of the contribution made by the 
Commission to the development of international human rights 
law through several decades, by developing standards and 
treaties.  
At this first stage of the Council, we must ensure that 
procedural matters do no displace substantive issues and obtain 
a prompt approval of the International Convention for the 
Protection of all Persons from Forced Disappearances, as well as 
the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The Human 
Rights Council offers the international community the 
opportunity to guarantee an efficient and effective international 
protection system. The achievement of this objective constitutes 
an obligation of all states which have assumed the responsibility 
to be a part of this early stage, bearing always in mind that 
respecting the principle of negotiation must not imply the 
negotiation of principles.  
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Thirty years after the military coup that disrupted the 
institutions and the fundamental rights of the people of my 
country, Argentina commits itself to making a sound 
contribution so that the United Nations Human Rights Council 
may meet the demands of the 21 Century regarding this issue 
essential for the survival of our nations.  
(The author is Minister of Foreign Affairs of Argentina.)  
Human rights in India – The Hindu Oct. 16, 2001  
HUMAN RIGHTS 2000: Mathews George Chunakara— Editor; 
Institute of Human Rights, Vigil India Movement, 61, Charles 
Campbell Road, Coxtown, Bangalore-560005. Rs. 250. 
This publication provides an account of the significant events in 
the field of human rights in India during 1999. The book is 
divided into two parts. Part I consists of articles written by 
stalwarts in the field, who have made a thorough study of the 
particular topic in which they have written, but have also been 
dedicated workers in this field. 
The articles which deal with different issues such as social and 
economic rights, civil and political rights, freedom of expression, 
religious freedom, minority rights etc., provide sufficient 
information on the subject matter, supported by relevant case 
studies and other empirical data. Possible solutions to issues at 
hand are provided at the end of each article. The general trend 
of human rights issues, their analysis as well as what has gone 
wrong so far has been clearly brought out. In conclusion, it is 
stated that there is public-private dichotomy in the realm of 
relationships, legality and crime. The state will not, for example, 
enter the private realm of family, and therefore most of the 
crimes committed within its ambit are not easy to prove or 
prosecute. Thus the way forward is truly one of collaboration 
between the state and the civil society.  
The second part of the book is a human rights diary, which is a 
diary of events of 1999 compiled by Vigil India Movement 
drawing material from the print media. It is expressed that this 
is by no means a complete or exhaustive account of the year. 
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However, it is believed that it provides a fair and clear picture of 
various kinds of rights violations occurring in the country. The 
book is concise and to the point, providing much information 
and possible avenues of action. "Struggle for truth and justice 
till the end" seems to be the motto behind the work of Vigil 
India Movement and this book reflects that to a great extent. 
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Does RSS have any moral standards? 
July 12, 2005 
By Meenakshi Ganguly, Asia division researcher for Human 
Rights Watch 
Published in The Asian Age
After Lal Krishna Advani’s trip to Pakistan and his praise for 
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, there has been a great deal of discussion 
in the media about disagreements between the Vishwa Hindu 
Parishad (VHP), the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), and 
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). Both Atal Bihari Vajpayee and 
Advani have been roundly abused by Hindutva hardliners for 
various slights to the Hindu cause. The BJP is apparently not 
"Hindu enough" for the VHP and the RSS. 
“It is time for the RSS to take responsibility. The organization 
should clearly – and publicly – tell its supporters that bullying, 
murders and rapes are not acceptable. The BJP and its allies 
also need to send out unequivocal message of opposition to 
division researcher for Human Rights Watch.  
This family quarrel would matter more if something radical was 
on the anvil. It was something shockingly. What if the BJP 
government in Gujarat, furious at all this insulting of its national 
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leaders, decided to withdraw its protection of the RSS, VHP, and 
Bajrang Dal goons that raped and killed during the 2002 riots. 
Imagine all those cases properly investigated and prosecuted. 
Imagine the guilty punished. Now that is radical. But it isn’t 
happening. 
What is happening is a struggle in the religious right to 
determine what “Hindu enough” is in public life. Perhaps the 
RSS should issue a set of standards. But would those standards 
include a ban on rape and murder of their opponents? 
Prosecution for those who commit such acts? Thus far, neither 
the RSS nor any of its numerous subsidiaries has agreed that 
they might be accountable for inciting, if not actively 
encouraging, Dara Singh and his buddies who burnt two small 
boys to death. Or the men that chose to rape nuns. Or, in fact, 
those who planned and carried out the orgy of murderous 
vengeance in Gujarat. 
 
What happened in Orissa on June 14, 2005 is a good test case. 
The Indian People’s Tribunal on Environment and Human Rights 
(IPT) was investigating the rise of violent sectarianism in Orissa. 
The state has witnessed a tremendous rise in sectarian violence, 
which has been blamed on extremist Hindu groups. For 
example, Australian missionary Graham Staines and his two 
sons were killed in January 1999; in March 2002, VHP and 
Bajrang Dal activists, ostensibly annoyed at criticism from some 
legislators, attacked the state’s Assembly; in February 2004 
seven Christian women were beaten up and tonsured in Kilipal 
village of Jagatsinghpur district to forcibly reconvert them to 
Hinduism; and in August 2004 Hindu extremists stormed a 
church in Raikia town, burnt Bibles, and destroyed church 
property. One group claiming inspiration from the RSS, even 
claimed it was setting up Hindu suicide-bomb squads. Yet the 
state government of Orissa — ruled by an ally of the BJP — has 
been unwilling or unable to respond adequately to ensure the 
security of its vulnerable communities.   
  
The IPT enquiry was led by two retired judges, Justice K.K. Usha 
and Justice R.A. Mehta, and convened by lawyer Mihir Desai of 
IPT and Angana Chatterji, who teaches at the US-based 
California Institute of Integral Studies. Other members included 
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Lalita Missal, National Alliance of Women, Orissa chapter; 
Chetan Bhatt of the University of London; Asha Hans of Utkal 
University; Shaheen Nilofer and Sudhir Patnaik, scholar-activists 
from Orissa, and Ram Puniyani of Ekta, the Committee for 
Communal Harmony. The team’s investigation was transparent. 
It visited various parts of the state to gather testimonies, 
primarily from affected tribal, Dalit and minority communities.   
  
In an effort to understand the views of the Hindu extremist 
groups, on June 14 the IPT invited representatives of the BJP, 
RSS and Bajrang Dal to participate in the hearings. 
Ramachandra Behera, a journalist and a supporter of the 
Bajrang Dal, deposed before the tribunal, as did some other 
known VHP and RSS supporters. Even as the depositions were 
going on, however, the VHP hand-delivered a letter signed by 
the state’s organising secretary, alleging that the IPT was made 
up of "leftists" and "Hindu-baiters." It claimed, falsely, simply 
because one of the convenors is a US resident, that the IPT was 
supported through foreign funds raised from sources attempting 
to destabilise the country.   
  
What followed should really worry the RSS if it believes in the 
moral standards it proclaims. Soon after the letter was 
delivered, those representing the Hindu groups at the hearing 
threatened tribunal members and IPT staff, many of them 
women. They threatened rape and public stripping. They took 
photographs of tribunal convenor Chatterji, saying "we will 
make sure everybody knows your face." One of the women 
witnesses described the scene: "The intensity and verbal 
violence deployed by the Sangh activists was fearsome. They 
surrounded us and their tone became more and more menacing 
and their actions more abusive."   
  
Has the threat of rape become an accepted RSS weapon? Is this 
what the RSS wants? When the tribunal members asked about 
RSS ideology and its purported respect for women, they were 
told that such protection was reserved only for "proper women." 
Does the category of "proper women" include senior and 
respected judges?   
  
Angana Chatterji, who stayed in Orissa after the tribunal 
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hearings, continued to receive anonymous hostile phone calls 
that talked ominously of rape. Because of her research and 
writings on communalism in Orissa, she has been particularly 
targeted. Instead of repudiating these threats, Bajrang Dal 
leader Subash Chouhan told journalists at a press conference 
that his group and the VHP would not allow Chatterji to continue 
her research. Does Chouhan believe in freedom of expression?   
  
Such behaviour should no longer be tolerated. The government 
of India and the state government of Orissa should immediately 
prosecute and punish those responsible for making these 
threats and inciting violence. They should launch public 
awareness campaigns making it clear that those who organise 
such campaigns will be prosecuted for incitement to violence 
and those who follow the orders of extremist groups will face 
the full force of the law.   
  
There is no time to wait. What is happening in Orissa, including 
the distribution of tridents and indoctrination of youngsters to 
oppose Christian missionaries working in the area, could create 
the same kind of environment as in Gujarat. A spark, such as 
the train attack in Godhra, could again lead to waves of violence 
that engulf whole communities.   
  
The government of Orissa has to be more alert to prevent these 
groups from propagating religious hatred. The National Human 
Rights Commission has called for an immediate investigation 
into the incident. The National Commission for Women should 
also respond.   
  
But this alone cannot contain the danger. RSS supporters in 
Orissa who threatened the IPT believed that they could get 
away with it because they have gotten away with worse in 
Gujarat and elsewhere. They have to be made to understand 
that in the future this will not be so.   
  
It is time for the RSS to take responsibility. The organisation 
should clearly — and publicly — tell its supporters that bullying, 
murder and rape are not acceptable. The BJP and its allies also 
need to send out an unequivocal message of opposition to 
threats and violence. 
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We have all seen that encouraging violence for short-term 
political gain, sooner or later can cause great harm. The Sangh 
and its subsidiaries should take heed. After the Gujarat riots, 
VHP leader Praveen Togadia said that it was difficult to control 
Hindu wrath. But those that incite have to take responsibility. 
Responsibility for criminal acts, whatever the justification, is the 
basis of the rule of law. It is not acceptable to dismiss mass 
rape and murder as a "reaction" to provocations. 
Punishing foot-soldiers for "excesses" would be a start, but it is 
not enough. The leaders of vigilante groups, the people 
responsible for indoctrination, training and handing out orders, 
should also be held to account. The RSS and its many affiliated 
organizations, including its political face, the BJP, must begin by 
firmly disciplining their colleagues and supporters in Orissa. 
Some in these factions have been speaking out, whether it is to 
deplore Gujarat or encourage peace with Pakistan. It is time to 
listen to those voices. 
India: Minister Tied to Anti-Muslim Violence Denied U.S. Visa 
The U.S. Embassy in India denied Gujarat State Chief Minister 
Narendra Modi a diplomatic visa and, citing violations of 
religious freedom, also revoked his existing ten-year 
business/tourist visa. Human Rights Watch worked in 
collaboration with many colleague rights groups to revoke 
Modi's visa. We had extensively documented the chief minister's 
role in orchestrating the 2002 violence against Muslims in 
Gujarat by retaliatory Hindu mobs. Our reports on the violence 
in Gujarat, which have been publicly cited by the U.S. Embassy, 
describe the systematic murder, rape, and displacement of tens 
of thousands of Muslims under Modi's Hindu nationalist 
government. In the aftermath of the violence, Human Rights 
Watch documented the government's use of state security 
officials to harass and intimidate victims, witnesses and human 
rights defenders who are fighting to prosecute those 
responsible.  
Sandesh 6 March 2006 Rape is a violation of fundamental 
human right- Supreme Court 
Mental condition of the victim woman gets so much disturbed… 
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SC JUDGEMENTS Supreme Court of India, Resources from 
INDLAW Communications 
Rape Is A Crime Against Basic Human Rights: SC  
March 5, 2006 
The Supreme Court has observed that rape is a crime against 
basic human rights and is violative of the victim's most 
cherished Fundamental Right namely Right to Life contained in 
Article 21 of the Constitution of India, A bench comprising Mr. 
Justice Arijit Pasayat and Mr. Justice S.H.Kapadia vide their 
judgement dated Feb. 28,2006 has held that a socially 
sensitized judge is a better statutory armour in a case of crime 
against women than long clauses of penal provisions, containing 
complex exceptions and provisos. 
The court's observations came while reducing life imprisonment 
awarded to the appellant Dinesh Buddah for raping an eight-
year- old girl by the trial court and confirmed by the high court, 
to ten years' Rigorous Imprisonment. 
The crime of rape was committed by the victim on Feb. 5, 1998 
when the victim was returning home after witnessing a marriage 
procession. The state was also directed to pay a compensation 
of Rs.50000 to the victim by the court. 
"Rape is not only a crime against the person of a woman, it is a 
crime against the entire society. It destroys the entire 
psychology of a woman and pushes her into deep emotional 
crisis. Where the victim is a helpless innocent child or a minor, it 
leaves behind a traumatic experience." the court noted. 
 
The convict had threatened to kill the victim if she disclosed the 
incident to anyone but when the pain became unbearable for 
the child she told her sister, mother and grandmother about the 
incident and the matter was reported to the police. 
The minimum sentence prescribed for rape of a child less than 
12 years of age is ten years' RI. 
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The court also observed that the socio-economic status, 
religion, race, caste or creed of the accused or the victim are 
irrelevant considerations in sentencing policy. 
"There are no extenuating or mitigating circumstances available 
on the record which may justify imposition of any sentence less 
than the prescribed minimum on the respondent and to show 
any mercy in the case of such a heinous crime would be a 
travesty of justice and plea for leniency was wholly misplaced," 
the court concluded.  The compensation amount would be paid 
to the victim within 8 weeks if not already paid. 
(UNI) 
Copyright © 2006 Indlaw Communications Pvt. Limited. (ICPL). 
Human rights: theory and action   The Hindu May 7, 2002 
 
 
 
THE FUTURE OF HUMAN RIGHTS: Upendra Baxi; Oxford 
University Press, YMCA Building (FF), Jai Singh Road, Post Box 
43, New Delhi-110001. Rs. 495. 
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THE BOOK under review "seeks to decipher the future of social 
action assembled, by convention, under a portal named human 
rights. It problematises the very notion of human rights, the 
standard narratives of their origin, the ensemble of ideologies 
animating their modes of production, and the wayward 
circumstances of their enunciation." These are the twin opening 
passages from Prof. Baxi's tough work. He takes human rights 
seriously and the reader must take him seriously if he is to 
understand his diction and not flounder halfway through the 
book. This brilliant writer leaves you fazed or dazed unless you 
share his purposeful perspective of "people in struggle and 
communities of resistance", so different from standard 
scholarship.  
Human rights, he holds, are not the "gifts of the West to the 
Rest". The politics of human rights, he insists, is different from 
the politics for human rights and his central concern is the 
troubled relationship between human suffering and human 
rights. To come to terms with this deeply humanist jurist you 
need a demanding preparedness for hermeneutic adventures 
since he is no easy author, has harsh things to say and a hard 
message to convey. But I love his writings because, at the end 
of the battle with his words and thoughts, you gain an unusual 
wealth of ideas, at once original, elevating and vigorous. 
Indeed, he asserts: "This work stands addressed to a whole 
variety of `implied' readers and interpretive communities, 
including variegated conglomerations of international human 
rights lawyers, human rights activists, and human rights 
enunciators and peoples/communities in struggle. It, perforce, 
runs a thousand narrative risks! A majority of international 
human rights lawyers, as already noted, may remain 
disappointed with this work as transgressive of customary, and 
therefore familiar, ways of reading the human rights `law' and 
jurisprudence. Some may even go so far as to say that this 
book has little to do with human rights, let alone their futures. 
To the latter, I immediately need to say that no enterprise at 
reading the future of human rights is possible within the existing 
technocratic doctrinal thought formations." 
I have said enough to discourage superficial human rights 
activists who merely browse to "sip every flower and change 
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every hour" and get away with it. Those who have profound 
concern for the human condition will learn much from every 
page and ponder over what he has read for a critical appraisal 
of human rights futurology and a social theory of human rights. 
Baxi laments the lack of a meaningful exploration of human 
rights movements as social movements, whether old or new. In 
his view, analyses of the impact of mega-science and hi-tech on 
the theory and practice of human rights have yet to inaugurate 
themselves. And the costs of human and human rights 
violations have yet to be fully addressed in terms of law and 
economics and political economy. This collection of essays 
attempts to redress this lack in some preliminary ways. 
Baxi is at his best when challenged by rules of uncommon 
jurisprudence. The book under review is itself a "challenge to 
half a century's attainment of an Age of Human Rights". There is 
so much new thought, imaginative ideation and crusade against 
old notions that, at the end of the journey, one feels redeemed 
and refreshed. He is not happy with the regimes of techno-
scientific power that sustains the New World Order Inc. He is 
Marxian enough to claim that the task now is not merely to 
understand these developments but to transform them in 
directions more compatible with competing notions of human 
rights future. 
The chapters are not many, the book is not heavy but every 
chapter is weighty. The first chapter — "An age of human 
rights?" deals with the profusion of human rights enunciations. 
The next one is titled "Two notions of human rights: modern 
and contemporary". 
Human rights realism, Bureaucratization of human rights and 
other odd sub-titles make up the chapter, "The practices of 
contemporary human rights". A poignant sub-heading 
"Freedom's children and midnight's children" brings the chapter 
to a close. Chapter four, "Too many or too few human rights?" 
starts off with a discussion on our over-production of human 
rights. In characteristic Baxiesque style, he observes "This riot 
of perceptions concerning right normativity arises due to the 
titanic clash of two cultures of the politics of human rights and 
those of politics for human rights." 
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The next chapter deals with "Politics of identity and difference." 
I quote some penetrating words of the author which bring out 
his thought: "Indeed, it has been recently suggested that the 
`monoculture' of human rights continues the cultural 
imperialism of colonialism, perpetuating the belief that the 
`underdeveloped' cultures are too poor or primitive to promote 
the good of their people, while imposing the dominant cultures' 
notions of human well-being. On this view, grassroots groups 
and initiatives that `do not fall victims to this Trojan Horse of 
recolonisation' deserve celebration." 
It will be a functional perversion of a brief reviewer if he 
launches on a discussion of every chapter. Nevertheless, do not 
omit the powerful pages on "human rights movements and 
markets". He exposes the "techniques" of commodification of 
human suffering. Likewise, he expands on the materiality of 
globalisation. I excerpt just one passage from the creative 
chapter, "The emergence of an alternative paradigm." He 
writes: "The paradigm shift cannot be understood outside the 
materiality of globalisation. By this expression, I wish to signify 
the technoscientific mode of production and the accompanying 
organic ideology (in a Gramscian sense) that presents itself as 
redemptive of human suffering. That mode presents itself in 
several unfolding moments; in the civilian use of nuclear 
energy, the incredible growth of information technology 
(digitalisation); and the development of new biotechnologies. 
Each one of these, singly and in combination, threatens us all 
with the prospect of rendering contemporary human rights 
language obsolescent." 
After indicating the hostility of the so-called, safe and eco-
friendly industries and human rights, Baxi, with burning 
cynicism, projects an acid criticism: "The amniocentesis of 
human rights was thus predetermined by patterns of state-
industry collaboration, which normalized risk-analysis to the 
point of industry-oriented, rather than human rights-oriented, 
risk analysis and management. Movements, both social and 
human rights specific, were thus constrained, from the start, by 
the logic of this state-industry combine. Pitted against the 
state/technoscientific combine, social movements, including 
human rights movements, were reduced to confrontation over 
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locale decisions, nuclear waste disposal, and eventual 
decommissioning public choice decisions. The might of the 
state-industry combine has proved, however, overwhelming for 
human rights theory and action." 
I stop here with quotational functionalism and wind up with a 
tribute to Baxi for his book, which is hard to digest but healthy 
once assimilated. It is not fair to conceal that Baxi, in his 
profusion of acknowledgements writes: "The acknowledgement 
of activist friends is not complete without the mention of judicial 
activist friends. It is my privilege to record in full measure the 
`churning' made possible by Justice V. R. Krishna Iyer, P. N. 
Bhagwati, D. A. Desai and O. Chinnappa Reddy. Till today I 
remain exposed to Justice Krishna Iyer's tempestuous 
summons, protesting the `Little done, the Vast Undone.” 
I close my review with a "thank you" for the kind reference. 
V. R. KRISHNA IYER 
A brief look at human rights The Hindu Feb 4, 2002 
IT WAS heartening to hear from Dr. Bernard D'Sami recently 
that Loyola offers a paper on Human Rights as part of its M.A. 
History course. And, happily, the course throws the students 
into the thick of the murky world we live in, getting them to 
document human rights violations they have found in Madras. 
The findings of 19 students over a two-year period — March 
1999 to April 2001 — have been documented in abbreviated 
form in a slim booklet titled `Chennai Watch'. 
‘Chennai Watch' reports that there are about 15,000 "child 
labourers", who come from the city's 150 slums, nearly 7,000 of 
them in the 11-15 age group working in factories and 4,500 in 
the 5-10 age group in small scale industries, and 1,25,000 
street children, about a fifth of them rag pickers and about a 
half shoeshine boys, vendors, coolies and beggars. It points out 
that the 900 Sri Lankan refugee families in Muttukadu, Kovalam 
and Puzhal live in "camps... no more meant for human 
existence, all the temporary sheds built in 1983 in shambles". 
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Looking at other issues, `Chennai Watch' records that between 
January 2000 and February 2001, political parties, trade unions 
and other organisations held 94 processions and 64 major 
agitations, but it says several non-political rallies were 
"arbitrarily refused permission" or their organizers were charged 
on some pretext or the other. I was intrigued to note the 
comment: "The procession is a democratic process to 
demonstrate the protest. No one can prevent anyone in peaceful 
demonstration." Obviously the writer does not consider it 
important that the silent majority inconvenienced by such 
processions — of whatever hue or for whatever purpose — have 
the right NOT to be inconvenienced or hindered in any way. 
In other studies, ‘Chennai Watch' refers to over 500 huts 
destroyed as part of the eviction process in seven slums in the 
city during one year and the next year slum dwellers being 
evicted from about 3,200 houses on the city's canal banks, 
mainly for the MRTS project, and getting 2,800 houses allotted 
to them in Thuraipakkam. It lists 445 slum fires in 14 months of 
2001-2, with losses of over Rs. 35 lakhs in all, most of it in 
about 40 major fires, in eight of which there were casualties. 
Recorded also are 166 crimes against women in 2000, including 
14 cases of rape, 16 cases of molestation and 16 cases of dowry 
deaths. 
The most telling comment is on "disappearances, torture and 
custodial deaths" which "have not come down". `Chennai 
Watch' records seven custodial deaths in a 20-month period and 
discusses half a dozen cases of alleged police violence and 
harassment, including "torture of an innocent father" and 
torture of a nine-year old child. 
In recording these cases of human rights violations and whether 
some of them indeed are, could be a matter of debate — the 
course certainly helps create a greater awareness of human 
rights amongst its takers. 
But it raises other questions: Is there another side to the story 
in at least some of these cases and is it discussed and, 
secondly, having painstaking recorded the data on these 
subjects, what next, apart from the necessary academic credits? 
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S.MUTHAIAH  
Human rights discourse 
The Hindu  June 6, 2006 
SHALINI UMACHANDRAN 
 
 
 
ARE HUMAN RIGHTS WESTERN? — A Contribution to the 
Dialogue of Civilizations: Arvind Sharma; Oxford University 
Press, YMCA Library Building, Jai Singh Road, New Delhi-
110001. Rs. 575. 
There has always been a tendency to view human rights as 
rather western with Asian societies having little to contribute to 
dialogue on this topic that is continually the focus of the 
contemporary world. That prevailing ideas of human rights are 
western in origin and nature, and not necessarily of relevance to 
the rest of the world, is a charge the subject often faces. 
This perception stems from the idea that the non-western world 
was insufficiently represented during the drafting of the 
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Many Asian 
nations were colonies of the West when the UDHR was drafted, 
and the codified rights were not — and, in many cases, are still 
not — applicable in the same way across the world. 
The identification of certain universal rights in a multi-cultural 
world was seen as a difficulty even during the drafting of the 
UDHR but what overcame this was the idea that some practices 
are so terrible that no one will approve them and "certain things 
are so good in practice that no one will publicly oppose them." 
 
Rights in Asian societies 
Also, Asian philosophical thought focuses on duties and 
obligations rather than rights, which gives the West the 
impression that the concept of human rights is alien to Asia. 
Hinduism, for example, has the concept of Sadharana dharma. 
Buddhism, Jainism, Taoism and Confucian thought see humans 
as part of a larger scheme of things and propagate the idea of 
harmony with and in Nature rather than considering man a 
special creation, as is the assumption in monotheistic religions. 
Traditional Asian societies put group rights before the individual; 
and contemporary rights discourse is often seen as a rather 
individualistic western concept. Human rights are also perceived 
as rather western because human rights intellectual discourse is 
a phenomenon of the West. 
However, branding human rights as western based simply on 
these arguments is to reduce the issue to its most fundamental, 
as this book by Arvind Sharma points out. 
He puts forth 36 senses in which human rights are seen as 
western, and carefully explains that though each of these 
reasons is perfectly valid, none of them present an 
insurmountable hindrance to extending global acceptance to 
human rights. 
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Perspectives 
The book is divided into nine segments, each one dealing with 
different aspects of the universality of human rights. Though 
none of the sections are watertight — the nature of the 
discussion is such that the arguments often overlap — Sharma 
has made every effort to approach the issue logically and in 
sequence.  
He examines the various perspectives of the argument starting 
with the historical and the secular and moving thorough the 
economic, religious, colonial, rational, philosophical, unilateral 
and institutional perspectives of rights discourse. Some 
arguments wander into the realm of the abstruse but for the 
most part his logic is clear and easy-to-understand, and his 
language simple and straightforward.  
Without drawing explicit conclusions, he leads the reader 
through the numerous issues confronting the universality of 
human rights and brings up the many facets of human rights 
discourse. Sharma's arguments based on the historical, secular 
and economic perspectives are very interesting and well laid 
out.  
The most interesting chapters, however, are those relating to 
the religious and the colonial perspectives. The colonial 
perspective, which includes the concepts of imperialism and 
racism, is an argument of historical and contemporary 
significance not only because half the Asian world was once 
under western rule but also because of the many human rights 
abuses that occur today as various governments pursue policies 
that seem increasingly imperialistic in design. Though human 
rights are western in many senses, he says, they are not so 
exclusive as to be unable to move out of the western world and 
be applied universally.  
Reparation for wrongs  
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However, he does point out that there are three senses in which 
human rights could be considered absolutely western: the 
concept evolved in the West with the citizen — rather than the 
human being — as the primary referent; human rights discourse 
has not been able to free itself from the western conception of 
religion, which is not shared by most of the world; that human 
rights are very western when one looks at the concept of 
compensation for historical wrongs inflicted by colonial, 
occupying and other powers. Current human rights discourse 
only speaks of equality of opportunity but there is no provision 
for reparation for past wrongs.  
As Sharma puts it, "Human rights discourse is Western in the 
sense that it possesses only a sense of biography and not 
history."  
This dimension is of significance in the contemporary world, "in 
an age when terrorism fuelled by historical grievances poses a 
global threat to the human rights of victims and compels states 
to abridge the rights of its citizens as they prioritize security 
over liberty." And the debate will continue until historical 
wrongs are righted. 
 
A matter of right   The Hindu Sept. 2, 2001 
Human rights activism has often ignored social and economic 
issues in its emphasis on civil and political rights. NOEL RAJESH 
reviews a book that highlights conceptual tools and strategies 
and encourages expansion of activism.  
THE issue of human rights in relation to social and economic 
issues is explored in Circle of Rights. In the view of the authors, 
comprising people from countries in both the North and South 
with a rich and varied experience in the field of human rights, 
international human rights activism has often sidelined social or 
economic justice issues because of its predominant concern with 
civil and political rights issues. 
Therefore, those involved in human rights work still have many 
questions when dealing with the economic, social and cultural 
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(ESC) rights such as food, housing, health and similar matters. 
Even those supporting the idea of social rights may often ask 
"What is the 'right to housing' and the 'right to work'? Should 
everyone be provided with education even up to the university 
level? Is the state responsible for providing all of this?" and so 
on.  
At the same time, many vested economic interests, for instance 
multinational corporations, consider ESC rights to be 
unacceptable constraints or limitations on their own freedom to 
make profits. In this process, in many countries of the world, 
the plight of individuals and groups who have little or no access 
to food, shelter and education is largely forgotten.  
Circle of Rights attempts to answer some of the many questions 
that are asked about ESC rights as well as "encourage an 
expansion of activism that has as its goal the promotion and 
protection of ESC rights and fill the absence of conceptual tools 
to deal with the social and economic issues".  
According to the authors, Circle of Rights is about regaining the 
dignity of all those who have lost it due to a lack of food, health 
and a healthy environment, education, housing, social security, 
work or a quality of life that embodies and perpetuates their 
culture. It is designed to enable social activists and other groups 
to ensure that the poor and other disadvantaged groups are 
able to claim their economic, social and cultural entitlements as 
a matter of right.  
Despite its daunting size, the book is elegantly assembled with 
10 sections (interspersed with illustrations, poems and country 
case studies) that range through the history and overview of 
ESC rights, explore specific ESC rights, and examine strategies 
and tools for national and international activism. The publication 
successfully brings together in one place information about 
concepts and tools that are central to developing and applying a 
rights-based perspective on ESC issues.  
But what is a rights-based perspective? According to the book, 
the dignity and well-being of human beings is the foundation on 
which a rights-based approach is built. Each and every human 
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being, by virtue of being a human being, is a holder of rights, 
and this entails an obligation on the part of the government to 
respect, promote, protect and fulfill it. 
So individuals and communities cannot be asked to wait for 
"economic development," or to "sacrifice their livelihoods or 
natural resources for national benefits," before their dignity is 
respected. Violations of human rights are therefore defined as 
breaches of the related state obligations.  
In fact, this is one of the more interesting sections of the book 
dealing with the "obligations of states and nonstate actors." The 
central international treaty on ESC rights - the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) - as 
well as related treaties provide the individual and community 
with a range of guarantees related to economic, social and 
cultural issues. The section clarifies how each of these rights 
carries with it corresponding obligations by the state.  
First of all, states must not destroy the standard recognized by 
a human right that describes a quality of life such as access to 
education, the opportunity for a fair trial and freedom from 
torture. Therefore, state authorities must not keep people from 
educating themselves, they must not tolerate unfair trials, they 
must not torture. An obligation of this type is called "the 
obligation to respect". Such obligations are sometimes also 
called negative obligations, since they tell states what they must 
not do - torture people, undermine educational opportunities or 
conduct unfair trials.  
On the other hand, the state also has positive obligations that 
are called "the obligation to protect". Thus states have to 
prevent third parties from destroying this quality of life. For 
instance, states have to ensure that children are not prevented 
from attending school, for example by their parents; states 
have to prevent children and wives being tortured by their 
fathers and husbands.  
Another positive obligation is the state's "obligation to fulfill" the 
human rights standards by taking appropriate measures to 
ensure that human rights standard is attained. Therefore, states 
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have to provide remedies to address a faulty trial, or guarantee 
access to education, or intervene in situations of torture.  
The authors also stress the importance of recognizing that there 
is a dialectical relationship between the obligations placed on 
the state and the claims of those who feel their rights have been 
violated. So the claimants of rights are not simply 
"beneficiaries" but have often engaged in a struggle for, and 
won recognition of, specific rights - a struggle that remains 
central to ESC rights. 
The history of human rights law indicates that human rights 
were intended to protect the individual against excessive use of 
state power, and the key conventions make explicit that only 
states hold human rights obligations.  
But what about "nonstate" actors? As the book notes, in the 
changing environment at both the national and international 
levels, nonstate actors such as corporations, fundamentalist 
groups and armed opposition groups are having an increasing 
impact on the enjoyment of ESC rights. International human 
rights law does not oblige private actors (whether corporations 
or others) to act in particular ways, and therefore they cannot 
be brought to account directly through human rights law.  
However, human rights obligations can be imposed on nonstate 
actors such as corporations by national constitutions or laws. 
For example, courts in some countries, such as the Supreme 
Court in India, have placed human rights obligations directly on 
nonstate actors such as corporations dumping poisonous 
effluents into rivers and threatening the fishing livelihoods of 
local communities.  
Moreover, human rights law does oblige states to regulate the 
conduct of nonstate actors, including corporations, to ensure 
that they do not commit human rights abuses. For example, in 
1997, a United States district court judge ruled that victims of 
forced labour and other gross human rights violations could 
bring suit against the Unocal Corporation, for its joint 
participation in a petroleum pipeline project with the Burmese 
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military junta in which Burmese people were used as forced 
labour and atrocities committed against them.  
 
Needs as rights 
Human rights language has emerged out of struggles to protect 
the rights of the politically marginalized peoples, particularly of 
individuals and communities displaced or dispossessed of 
cultures and livelihoods, of their homes, fields, farms and 
commons by conventional economic development. The human 
rights- based approach offers tools so that states or 
corporations are forced to respect the inviolability of humans, 
based on the belief that if we all have the same needs, we have 
the same rights. 
Yet, we also recognize our mutual humanity in our differences, 
in our individuality, in our history, in the faithful discharge of 
our particular culture of obligations. In his powerful book about 
human rights and social needs, The Needs of Strangers, Michael 
Ignatieff notes that beneath the duties that tie us to individuals, 
there ought to be a duty that ties us to all men and women 
whatever their relation to us.  
However, he states, beneath the social and the historical, there 
is nothing at all: "The abstract subjects created by our century 
of tyranny and terror cannot be protected by abstract doctrines 
of universal human needs and universal human rights, and not 
merely because these doctrines are words, and whips are 
things. The problem is not to defend universality, but to give 
these abstract individuals the chance to become real, historical 
individuals again, with the social relations and the power to 
protect themselves". 
Circle of Rights goes some way towards enabling social activists 
and other groups to support the struggles of the poor and other 
disadvantaged groups to ensure they are able to claim their 
economic, social and cultural entitlements as a matter of right.  
Circle of Rights. Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Activism: 
A Training Resource, International Human Rights Internship 
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Program, USA and Asian Forum of Human Rights and 
Development, Thailand, 2000, p.660. 
 
Indian Express.com 
June 11, 2006  by Soli Sorabjee 
Passport and Fundamental Rights 
In 1967 our Supreme Court, in the celebrated case of Satwant 
Singh Sawhney, ruled that the right to travel abroad and return 
to one’s country is a fundamental right implicit in the concept of 
personal guaranteed by the Article 21 of the Constitution… 
                                    -----------      
 
Indian Express,    April 12, 2006 
J-K Police unearthed human trafficking scam, two held.  
Srinagar: With the arrest of two persons, the J-K Police today 
unearthed a human trafficking racket. Seven girls and a boy, 
between nine and fifteen years of age, were being smuggled by 
the duo from Kolkata, police said. 
                                     ------------- 
 
Indian Express,  May 24, 2006 
Tribal Bill report in Parliament: Land rights for Forest-dwellers. 
New Delhi: The joint parliamentary committee (JPC) on the 
Tribal Bill today presented its report in Parliament, prescribing 
radical measures that have been triggered strong reaction from 
the conservationists… 
                                     -------------- 
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Gudiya died as we sat glued to our TV 
Author: Radha Rajan 
Publication: Vigil 
Date: January 4, 2006 
URL:http://www.vigilonline.com/news/plain_speak/ps_view.asp
?plainSpeakId=99 
Our 24 hour news channels dished out some mixed stuff for 
their viewers on New Year's Eve. Sonia Gandhi was 'elected' 
Person of the Year by NDTV. This news channel also carried an 
interview with the lady, by who else, but Barkha Dutt, 
Madame's Lady-in-Waiting. Picking Sonia Gandhi as Person of 
the Year was a foregone conclusion and akin to Jaya TV 
crowning Jayalalithaa Miss Universe and about as credible and 
earth-shaking. 
'Headlines Today' conducted a poll to choose the sexiest man 
and woman while CNN-IBN, zestfully entering into the game of 
competing sycophancy with NDTV, had Rajdeep Sardesai also 
interviewing Saint Sonia. If I remember right these were the 
same two individuals who when they were working together for 
the same news channel, sobbed their hearts out and with red-
rimmed eyes announced to the world that history was in the 
making and Saint Sonia had made the biggest sacrifice in 
human history when she declined to become the Prime Minister. 
But these were the comic interludes. The same news channels 
were also showing us late-night horror movies, real nail biting 
stuff - Lady Teesta Macbeth Setalvad and her terror gang 
digging up graves in Gujarat, hatchets and pickaxes in hand, 
with a panting media in tow salivating at the thought of lynching 
Narendra Modi against the backdrop of skeletons dug up from 
their graves. 
And as we all sat glued to our TV sets waiting to ring in the New 
Year watching Barkha Dutt, Lady Macbeth and Saint Sonia, a 
young woman was dying a painful and prolonged death. She 
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finally died on New Year's Day, news of her death meriting no 
more than a runner below our TV screens. And no one seemed 
to care; at least not the TV channels, not those bleeding heart 
human rights activists, not the NGO industry, not the National 
Commission for Women or the National Commission for 
Minorities and not Teesta Setalvad's Citizens for Peace and 
Justice. Justice Anand, the Chairperson of the NHRC who wastes 
no time rushing to do Teesta's bidding when it comes to 
lynching Narendra Modi, the Gujarat High Court or the Gujarat 
or Delhi police force, also did not care to know why and how the 
young woman died.  
 
"Is the judiciary a holy cow?"  
ZEE – TV                The Indian debate  
The Zee-TV Network raised the question of whether the Indian 
judiciary is a holy cow after successfully exposing a magistrate 
conniving with lawyers to sell arrest warrants. On 13 January 
2004, its reporter and cameraman approached two advocates of 
Meghani Nagar Court, in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, and informed 
them that they were businessmen wanting to obtain arrest 
warrants against a few of their business rivals. They inquired 
whether they could manage this through the court. The lawyers 
accepted the challenge and demanded 40,000 rupees (US0) as 
their fee, and 5000 rupees (US0) for the magistrate. Just to 
check how bad the situation was, the reporter included the 
names of the President of India, Chief Justice of the Supreme 
Court, and former Chairman of the Bar Council on the list. 
Warrants were issued accordingly, after the magistrate got his 
money.  
The story is now well known in India and has become an 
embarrassment not only to the judiciary but also to the 
government. India has long asserted that it has an independent 
and well-trained judiciary. Within India the claim has lost much 
of its credibility in recent decades. The Zee-TV expose has now 
laid bare the great myth for all to see. In the debate that 
followed, while there was unanimity that the lower judiciary is 
corrupt, some senior figures challenged the validity of making a 
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distinction between the higher and lower judiciary when it 
comes to corruption.  
The public debate on the judiciary had been prevented by 
various taboos existing in the Indian media, as well as the fear 
of possible contempt of court proceedings. However, after the 
Zee-TV revelations, many people¡ including past victims who 
have suffered due to warrants obtained in a similar manner¡ 
asked why they had been forced to remain silent about 
corruption in the judiciary. 
Some others interviewed stated that after paying the magistrate 
for a warrant the matter could be completed by paying the 
police to organise an encounter killing at the time of arrest. 
Hence, from the issuing of a warrant to the extrajudicial killing, 
the entire business of having someone murdered could obtain a 
semblance of legitimacy. "Why is the judiciary treated as a holy 
cow?" the reporter asked his audience while showing footage of 
the lawyers negotiating the bribe, and the magistrate accepting 
his share and issuing the warrants. 
Can this situation be changed? Indians know how bad it is, and 
it will be very difficult to convince them that a serious effort at 
reform can be made. It would take a massive attempt on the 
part of those trying to assert the independence of the judiciary 
in Indian politics, and those lawyers and sections of the 
judiciary who want to zealously safeguard their credibility, to 
make any good impression on the Indian mind. Those who profit 
from the present deplorable situation are many. Aside from the 
judges and lawyers collecting the bribes, they include the strong 
right-wing politicians who want to establish an authoritarian 
regime in India and therefore wish to debase the judiciary. They 
also include the businessmen who make profits from being able 
to manipulate judicial institutions through bribery. And they 
include the many criminal elements spread across all parts of 
Indian society, making it a nightmare for ordinary citizens 
struggling to continue their lives with a sense of security. Sadly, 
another group that can be added to this list is the so-called legal 
reformers who have organised themselves under those agitating 
for a new authoritarianism in the country, and who are lending 
their services to this end. The by now infamous Malimath 
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Committee falls into this category. The recent introduction of a 
plea bargaining law, pursuant to recommendations made by this 
Committee, will increase judicial corruption a thousand fold, as 
witnessed in neighbouring countries that have in recent decades 
introduced similar measures.  
The entire Indian justice system is now under severe threat. 
Where can justice be found in a society burdened with an 
incompetent and corrupt police force, an inept and selective 
prosecution system and a rotten judiciary? The lack of a credible 
system of justice is not a new situation for India, however. For 
thousands of years, people there subsisted under the draconian 
Law of Manu. Whatever progress was made since independence 
towards a judicial system based on democratic principles has 
now been almost completely lost. Perhaps the only hope for 
reform lies in independent organisations and the media. The 
example given by Zee-TV is tremendously encouraging. Such 
initiatives to boldly expose the crass corruption and injustice 
inherent in the system are desperately needed. The future lies 
with the willingness of those who love freedom to speak loudly, 
and act boldly. 
                                         ----------- 
 
Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr 
IS FRISKING AT AN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT OF A SPEAKER 
AN INSULT OR AFFRONT TO HIS/HER NATION? IS THE 
PRESTIGE OF THAT NATION AT STAKE?  
On the contrary one should respect host country's regulations 
and not expect to invade and violate the Fundamental Human 
Right of EQUALITY of others by demanding special treatment 
due to his/her political, religious or social status. Somnath 
Chatterji should develop the right mental attitude. 
Saturday, April 09, 2005 05:30:35 pm 
                                      ------------ 
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Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr 
IS THIS AN IDEAL STEP FOR A DEMOCRATIC, SECULAR 
COUNTRY? 
Indian Vice-President and a delegation are to attend Pope's 
funeral at Vatican and a three-day mourning is declared by the 
government. Secularism is based on a doctrine that REJECTS 
religion and religious considerations.
Wednesday, April 06, 2005 05:31:38 pm 
                                       ----------- 
 
Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr 
 
Aren't we too sensitive on 'us report slams Gujarat..."? 
Shouldn't we take it in the right perspective to correct our 
errors rather than taking as an offence and reacting so sharply 
against the US? Nobody would stop us preparing a report on 
any country.  
 
Tuesday, March 29, 2005 06:46:46 pm 
                                       ------------     
 
 
Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr
IS THIS INVASION OF PRIVACY? 
Today invasion of privacy is a concern for us as it transcends 
the conduct and behaviour of our mass media. The intersection 
of our media and right to privacy is indeed very small and it 
seems sometimes as the intrusion in the private life of an 
individual. Urban area newspapers use a variety of sensational 
schemes with exciting titles and stories to titillating and 
attracting a class of potential readers. It seems that they are 
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playing with the lives of celebrities. In cases of traps luring 
Shakti Kapoor and Aman Verma of taking undue advantage 
young girls' destituteness is explicitly unsocial and 
unacceptable. It is purely an unjustified attempt in a monopoly 
industry where outsiders rarely get an entry. It is in fact the 
violation of girls’ fundamental human rights to get an 
employment. Divyesh Raythatha.
Monday, March 21, 2005 09:14:56 pm 
 
 
Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr
 
Is the denial of visa by the United States to Gujarat Chief 
Minister Modi an insult to the entire nation? Is it not the 
exclusive power and prerogative of the US government? A 
paradox: At the same time, Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh 
is being invited twice by Bush to visit the White House, 
personally over the phone and through Ms. Rice. Does this 
demonstrate the US respect to India? Divyesh Raythatha 
Saturday, March 19, 2005 04:48:37 am 
                                           ----------- 
 
Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr
 
Who should be convicted for free distribution of sarees?  Mr. 
Fernandes is being convicted for distributing money during 
election campaign in his constituency. During the last Loksabha 
election, "Free Distribution of Sarees" took place in Mr. 
Vajpayee's constituency Lukhnow. Not only this, but some 
TWENTY FIVE poor women died due to mismanaged distribution. 
Who should held responsible for this act? Divyesh Raythatha 
Monday, December 27, 2004 09:48:37 pm 
                                          ------------- 
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Indiatimes Id: divyeshkr
 
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE, POLITICIAN OR REPORTER? 
As often observed in the past, political leaders give some 
statement and the very next day it is published as something 
different in the media. Sometimes it is exactly opposite to the 
statement given by that individual. Unless that person clarifies, 
that news remains a mystery or an enigma. Very recently 
during Putin's visit, media reported that he is in favor of India 
becoming second rank UNSC member and India should not be 
allowed to perform VETO. Next day, he clarified that it was a 
misinterpretation by some newspapers. Actually, he had 
extended full support to India's candidature and also expressed 
that India should have full rights of permanent membership 
including the right to VETO. If the spokesperson speaks a 
foreign language or reporter's mother tongue, it should be the 
duty of the journalist to ensure and interpret the correct 
meaning and version. Sometimes our politicians may change 
their statement they are known as Double Speak. Who should 
be held responsible in such a situation? The ‘DS’ politician or the 
over enthusiastic reporter? Divyesh Raythatha 
Saturday, December 04, 2004 07:47:06 pm 
                                       ----------- 
 
Nanavati report on\'84 riots Indian Express 2005-02-12
Dear Soniaji: Nanavati report has already been delivered to our 
Home Minister Shivraj Patil and he has assured to make it public 
at the due time. To publish the report will be in the interest of 
the people of India and it will also protect and respect the 
citizens Right to Information. Publishing of the report will also 
add to the good image of the UPA Government and will keep 
opposition quiet. Divyesh Raythatha 
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Yours Sincerely,
Divyesh Raythatha (United States) 
                                         ------------
 
Indian Express 
It was an excellent illustration of modern journalistic writing in 
which Sucheta Dalal presented her article involving politics and 
political parties' functioning in her business column. She 
referred the past scams made by stock market bulls since 1992 
and narrated how they escaped without any punishment during 
NDA rule. Now BJP and its allies are disrupting Parliament 
proceedings with their campaign against 'tainted ministers'. I 
agree with Sucheta's statement "Certainly, the BJP has no 
business talking about morality in public life". At this point it is 
worth mentioning about the scams involving BJP's MPs/MLAs 
with co-operative banks in Gujarat in the recent past. 
DIVYESH RAYTHATHA 
(July 11, 2004)  
                                      ----------- 
 
We need quality, not quantity 
Sudarshan's views are always anti-Congress and anti-UPA 
government. He is recommending every mother to give birth to 
as many children as possible just to leave them on the streets 
begging? What we need is quality and not the quantity. Let the 
parents concentrate on their one or two children, educate them 
well, make them good citizens of India and keep them away 
from fanatic people. Divyesh Raythatha 
Posted by: Divyesh Raythatha, United States, 18-11-2005 at 
1750 hours IST Indian Express 
                                         ------------ 
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August 18, 2004, Indian Express 9:48:55 PM  
Arjun Singh has renewed the memory of involvement of RSS in 
the assassination of Mahatmaji. Ram Madhav reacted strongly 
to his statement and challenged Arjun Singh. But now Madhav is 
silent except distributing copies of letters in the press 
conference. 
Divyesh Raythatha 
                                    --------------- 
 
Excellent Article by Desai 
Indian Express 
May 05, 2006 
Darshan Desai has perfectly studied Gujarat riots (past and 
recent) and has given the facts of what is going on in the State. 
His statements on Modi are unbiased and without any 
discrimination. He has opened facts, which an average person 
cannot understand and hence misguided. Divyesh Raythatha 
 
Indian Express 
Truth will out  
According to media reports, Vithalbhai Pandya, the father of 
former Gujarat Minister Haren Pandya, who was assassinated in 
Ahmedabad, has clearly spoken to the Nanavati Commission of 
Modi’s involvement in the communal riots of 2002. A few days 
ago, Vajpayee also told a TV channel that his party workers 
were involved in the riots in Gujarat. The facts will be revealed 
slowly but surely. 
Divyesh Raythatha On e-mail   Indian Express   February 7, 
2005 
                                      ----------- 
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 Without opposition democracy ceases 
A very informative editorial arousing interest in our political 
system. It is true that there should not be the government 
alone participating in parliamentary function. Parliament is the 
platform where the ruling and the opposition parties are 
supposed to have equal participation keeping in view the 
national interest and is to transect the people’s business in 
public with an obligation to dissent in a decently civilized 
manner with peaceful means. The active presence of opposition, 
without which democracy ceases and the ruling party takes 
over, is an inappropriate situation in the Parliament. But 
persistent oppose without justifiable, meaningful purpose is 
ultimately a threat to democratic rights and freedoms. NDA 
leaders were given opportunity to express themselves, but they 
cannot hold it fast and expect the ruling government to yield to 
their demand of a minister’s ouster. The Speaker and the Prime 
Minister both have urged the opposition to rethink the boycott 
so I think, the ball in opposition’s court now. 
 
Indian Express   Posted by: Divyesh Raythatha, United States, 
04-05-2005 at 1631 hours IST 
                                      ---------- 
 
Signs of a sick society 
A tremendously startling and enlightening article. I agree with 
Ms. Malwika Singh that Pakistan defeated us in cricket, honour 
as well as dignity. In turn they earned esteem as big brother. 
The reaction to the defeat of our Indian team by the bottle 
throwers was disgraceful to our nation. This reaction to Pakistan 
team from specific group of people in Delhi exposed their 
virulently malice attitude. It spreads the message to making a 
sick society. To react to our defeat by pelting stones, bottles or 
water pouches is not 'swabhiman'. To accept the defeat with 
sportsman spirit is earning respect for both the teams. People 
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learn such reactionary techniques from our politician MPs' 
behaviour of disrupting parliamentary proceedings. 
Posted by: Divyesh Raythatha, United States, 27-04-2005 at 
0457 hours IST Indian Express 
----------- 
 
Modi likens self to the Mahatma 
The Statesman 
As a reaction to the denial of visa to Mr. Narendra Modi, BJP has 
planned a rally to show their protest to the US Government. BJP 
and associates have broken American soft drink bottles and 
planned to make demonstrations at the American Consular 
Office, McDonald, etc. 
Mr. Advani claims, it is an insult to the entire nation and 
disrespect to our nation. If it is so, President Bush would not 
personally invite Prime Minister Manmohan Singh over the 
phone recently and also the invitation has been repeated during 
very recent visit of Ms. Condoleezza Rice to Dr. Singh. This 
clearly proves that the US has all respect for India and they 
would like to maintain relations with us. Demonstrations against 
the US in Ahmedabad might spoil relations between the two 
countries and can also affect the visa pattern and Indians 
residing in USA. 
Divyesh Raythatha 
----------- 
 
Advani clears air on post refusal The Statesman 
Politicians are always same everywhere. BJP leaders are trying 
to get higher positions in the party and prove their importance 
though they are not in power. Congress and NCP did the same 
thing in Maharashtra to become CM and Deputy CM. Who will 
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think of serving the nation in true sense? Is really anybody 
interested in doing so? 
Divyesh Raythatha 
 
The Hindu 
Sir, — Dr. Singh's firm stand is welcome. The Opposition's 
attitude goes against democratic values.  
Divyesh Raythatha 
Dover, Delaware USA 
                                         ------------- 
 
The Hindu 
Sir, — The BJP's attitude after the Lok Sabha elections has been 
negative. It disrupted Parliament, threatened to boycott the 
parliamentary committees, opposed every issue, made 
derogatory statements against the Prime Minister, played 
politics with the national flag, and raised a hue and cry over 
Savarkar. 
The party should come out of its narrow thinking to improve its 
image. 
Divyesh Raythatha, 
Dover, Delaware USA 
 
OUTLOOK
Vajpayee may not have had an active role in the controversial 
enterprise of his party Babri Masjid demolition, but what he is, 
is clearly revealed in the VCD. But now that we know what he 
is, we can perhaps leave him alone. 
Divyesh Raythatha 
Dover, Delaware USA 
 
------------ 
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March 30, 2005 
Right Decision 
Today, invasion of privacy is a concern. The link between the 
media and one’s right to privacy is important. Newspapers/TV 
channels titillate the readers/viewers with sensational stories. 
Are they playing with the lives of celebrities? In this case, if 
Shakti Kapoor and Aman Verma took undue advantage of the 
young girls then it is unacceptable. I believe sting operations 
are not an invasion of privacy. 
Divyesh Raythatha 
------------ 
 
Deccan Herald
NET MAIL 
 
MPs behaviour 
Sir, Since the Winter Session of our Parliament began, MPs, 
particularly of the opposition, have shown their devastating 
attitude by creating wide destruction in the proceedings. The 
opposition has a definite right to protest against the ruling 
government, but in a civilized manner. 
The Speaker of Lok Sabha is probably in the most unenviable 
situation and his position is indeed pitiful. No members listen to 
him, nor are his requests accepted whether with folded hands or 
otherwise. 
 
This behaviour of our MPs is not only observed by our country, 
but the entire world. Probably, we may have an opportunity to 
get recorded in the Guinness Book. The expense incurred to run 
the Parliament is in crores. It is our misfortune that we have not 
been able to sustain the democracy and Constitution in the true 
sense, even after half a century. We are guilty of slipping in that 
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we are unable to maintain the conventions of polite behaviour, 
respecting the Speaker's status and decorum of our Parliament. 
Divyesh Raythatha, Dover, USA 
                                        ---------- 
 
The Indian Express net edition also publishes daily the following 
detailed news stories human rights regularly: 
 
Justice for Jessica case 
Varanasi Blasts 
Gujarat Riots 
It would be interesting to know that English newspapers are 
identifying more issue of human rights violations and prioritize 
in publishing them. 
Highest number of stories has been published in the following 
sequence. 
The Hindu 
The Times of India 
The Indian Express 
The Statesman 
Deccan Herald 
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Vigil, The human Rights Diary from Bangalore, publishes 
exclusively cases of human rights violation in their publication 
from other newspapers and magazines and the researcher found 
it very interesting and important too. 
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Chapter VII 
 
Interpretation of Details
 
On December 10, 1948 the General Assembly of the United 
Nations Organization adopted and proclaimed the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, the summary of which appears in 
the following pages. Following this historic act, the Assembly 
called upon all member countries to publicize the details 
disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally in 
schools and other educational institutions, without distinction 
based on the political status of countries or territories. 
     PREAMBLE: Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of 
the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 
family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the 
world.  
Disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in 
barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, 
and the advent of a world in which, human beings shall enjoy 
freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want 
has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common 
people.  
It is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, 
as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, 
that human rights should be protected by the rule of law. 
It is essential to promote the development of friendly relations 
between nations. This will help in establishing better 
understanding, cooperation and communication between nations 
which would help in resolving disputes if any, and also develop 
respect for citizens of these nations. Eventually, it would create 
an atmosphere of improved human relations globally.   
The peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter 
reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the 
dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal rights 
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of men and women and have determined to promote social 
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom. 
Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-
operation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal 
respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. 
A common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the 
greatest importance for the full realization of this pledge. 
Now, therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS 
UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common 
standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the 
end that every individual and every organ of society, keeping 
this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and 
education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and 
by progressive measures, national and international, to secure 
their universal and effective recognition and observance, both 
among the peoples of Member States themselves and among 
the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 
Taking into consideration the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and the Fundamental Rights incorporated in Part III of 
the Indian Constitution, the interpretation of details provided in 
chapter VI by the researcher in this paper are not only 
important but also essential in understanding human rights 
values and its worth. Most of the issues of human rights 
violations, in the form of news, articles, editorials, 
advertisements, etc. should be promoting and protecting human 
rights. 
Following mass media are included for the purpose of collecting 
details of human rights mainly from the year 2000 onwards: 
 
National and Regional Newspapers 
▫  The Times of India 
▫  The Indian Express 
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▫  The Hindu 
▫   The Statesman 
▫   National Herald 
▫   Deccan Herald 
▫   Gujarat Samachar 
▫   Sandesh  
▫   Asian Age  
 
Magazines 
▫  Outlook 
▫  New Internationalist Magazine (NI) 
▫  Frontline Magazine 
▫  India Today 
 
Text-Book 
▫  Human Rights (authored by the researcher) 
 
Television Broadcast Channels 
▫  Zee TV 
▫  Aaj Tak 
▫  Star TV 
 
Apart from the above mass media, publications from Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Watch, Asian Human Rights, Vigil 
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India (Human Rights Diary), and other NGO’s publications have 
also been taken into consideration and details published in these 
publications have been included. 
There are articles on Human Rights activities, articles on 
International Humanitarian Law, a   detailed article on 
University course on human rights and number of ‘Letters to the 
Editor’ opinions and comments by the researcher himself 
published in leading National English Newspapers. A book 
published by this researcher ‘Human Rights’ is also used as a 
reference. 
 
Interpretation of selected details: 
An article published in Gujarati newspaper ‘Sambhaav’ on the 
subject “Manav Adhikar angey Sau pratham Saurashtra 
Univesityma sharu thayelo Abhyaskram” was written by the 
researcher, as he himself joined the course in the first batch and 
subsequently he became the honorary lecturer in the Centre of 
Human Rights, Saurashtra University. This was the first 
university in India to start the course of Human Rights in 1997. 
The article of the researcher published in a Gujarati newspaper 
‘Sambhaav’ occupied ¼ of the full page and four columns with 
the following sub-titles: 
1. The origin of Human Rights 
2. Human Rights in reference to International level 
3. Development of Human Rights 
4. Human Rights in India 
5. Human Rights Curriculum 
 
This article had created a lot of interest and awareness among 
the readers and other people and therefore many students were 
diverted to this new course looking to brighter chances of 
employment in the field as well as many students developed 
interest in the subject.    
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International Humanitarian Law and the Refugee Law are also 
parts of human rights as with both, there is a question of life, 
liberty, equality and dignity of Prisoners Of War (POWs) in 
International Humanitarian Law and Refugees in Refugee Law. 
An article by the researcher on POWs was published in ‘The 
Times of India’ occupying about ¼ page in three columns. It 
was the time of Kargil war (1998-99) and India and Pakistan 
had soldiers-civilians as prisoners in their control. The title of 
the article was “POWs Have Been Treated with Dignity through 
the Ages”. It covered the rules to be followed by the hostile 
country the behaviour and treatment applicable with POWs with 
respect and dignity. A very clear idea was given in the article 
explaining the human rights of prisoners as human beings. Even 
in ancient India these rights were observed by rulers in India 
and various examples gave an exact idea of human rights.       
 
“Jail Conditions Pathetic: States Human Rights Chief” 
Under this heading, a very interesting story of conditions of 
prisons in various states in India. Many jails were spreading 
tuberculosis and eczema type skin disorders and the problem of 
overcrowded prisons were discussed in the meeting. This news 
story gives clear idea of what is going on in Indian prisons and 
that the basic human rights of inmates were not observed. 
 
“SC notice to Centre on Rehabilitation of Sex Workers” 
This gives the idea to the reader that even the legal sex workers 
have their human rights. It is the duty of the government to 
protect the sex workers. Actually, many sex workers have been 
forced to work in this field and when rescued from brothels they 
should be rehabilitated. 
 
“NHRC seeks report on Daman bridge” 
National Human Rights Commission asks for the clarification 
from the administration of poor maintenance of the bridge as it 
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was collapsed and 30 persons died. This is an example of gross 
violation of human rights by the administrative authorities of the 
union territory of Daman. 
 
“Dubey case: Finally, NHRC too steps in”  
Satyendra Kumar Dubey, manager, National Highways Authority 
of India was killed after he complained of corruption in Bihar 
highways construction. The state of Bihar failed to protect his 
fundamental human right, Right to Life. 
 
 
“Fashion Designing or Human Rights?”  
NHRC demanded that a course in Human Rights must be 
initiated in schools, colleges and universities. At a meeting of 
state human rights commissions an explanation was asked by 
NHRC that the recommendations for initiating human rights 
course was ignored and instead courses like fashion designing 
were given priority. This exposes the concerned mentality of the 
state government makes people to realize how they function in 
the interest of people. 
 
“Human Rights Watch blasts Musharraf’s rule” 
People are aware that there is military rule in our neighbouring 
country Pakistan and the ruler should stop harassing, torturing 
and blackmailing his political opponents, journalists and former 
government officials. This was charged by the NGO Human 
Rights Watch. 
 
“UNO Human Rights Conference Advises Pakistan” 
Since Pakistan government violates human rights of their people 
has been advised to strictly observe and protect them. The 
interpretation is very clear that it is the duty of government, 
with any system, whether it is a democracy or military rule, the 
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government is responsible to protect the fundamental rights of 
their citizens. 
 
“Delay in forming State Human Rights Commission” 
Delay in forming HR commissions by the Gujarat State 
government is the indication of ignoring long pending 
instructions by NHRC. Forming of such commissions make the 
government held responsible for the violation of human rights. 
This is another example of Government’s responsibility in 
protecting human rights. 
 
“India and Pakistan in top ten world’s corrupted nations”  
Out of some 200 countries in the world, the two countries stay 
as in top ten corrupted countries shows how much the right to 
equality is violated in these two nations.  
 
“Complaint against Porbandar Police officials with NHRC”  
This is the indication of police atrocities with the citizens and 
violation of human rights. Another such complaint has been filed 
with NHRC against Jamkandorna Police Inspector. 
 
“Amnesty International criticizes Gujarat Government for 
rehabilitation” 
On International Women’s Day, Amnesty International criticized 
the government’s policy of rehabilitating riot victim women. It 
has been instructed specifically to take immediate steps to act 
on this. 
 
An editorial opinion has been published on  
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“Fighting Human Trafficking” – “India offers examples of 
combating global evil” 
A very interesting and eye-opening article how much trafficking 
in children and women is going on and the steps to be taken to 
curb it. 
 
“Widow with AIDS killed by stone-throwing in Andhra 
Pradesh”  
This incident took place in Chief Minister’s constituency is a very 
serious, disgusting news story. A patient suffering with AIDS 
should be treated with sympathy, but here she has been killed 
hitting with stones. This is the indication of poor knowledge of 
people who did this and a gross violation of human right of the 
woman. It is mainly due to lack of education among people and 
insufficient knowledge about the disease. Moreover, superstition 
prevailing among the people is another reason for their act.   
 
“Blind man gets his MBBS degree with NHRC’s efforts” 
A very positive and encouraging news story from New Delhi 
where a young man could get his degree of MBBS with the 
efforts of NHRC when he was denied to take his final 
examination by AIMS authorities since he lost his eye sight. It 
interprets that National Human Rights Commission provides 
help in the right of education to the deserving citizens. 
 
“Another ‘witch’ beaten up, starved for five days” 
It is a case of villagers’ poor and superstitious nature that 
makes them to act in an inhuman way.  
 
“US congressmen pull up India on human rights” 
Two NGOs, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch 
were not allowed to visit India for observing cases of Human 
Rights violations during 2000. 22 Congressmen asked the 
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Clinton administration to impose “tough economic sanctions” on 
India if they do not cooperate with these NGOs. A reader can 
judge how far the NDA government headed by Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee was interested in observing human rights of Indian 
citizens. 
 
“Youth paraded naked in Halol” 
A young man was made to parade naked for marrying a girl of 
his choice without the sanction from his elders. This violates his 
freedom to marry without any discrimination. Since he has been 
paraded naked in public it was further violation of his dignity.  
 
Sex under fear is rape, says the Supreme Court 
Submission of her body by a woman under fear of terror cannot 
be construed as consent for sex according to the ruling of the 
Supreme Court. This was a landmark judgment widening the 
definition of rape and protecting the right to dignity. People’s 
lack of understanding and traditional wrong beliefs played a role 
in this incident. 
 
Congress dharna to protest against attack on Dalits 
This is a protection to dalits under Article 15 which refers to the 
prohibition of discrimination on the basis of race, religion, 
gender or the place of birth. 
 
NHRC directs UP government to pay victim’s family Rs. 5 
lakh 
The payment of interim monetary benefit is aimed at providing 
immediate relief by an order of making monetary amends for 
wrong done- reportedly killed in a case of mistaken identity  by 
police and of not protecting basic human right to life of the 
citizen according to NHRC. 
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NHRC asks AP government for report on viral fever 
deaths in tribal areas 
The outbreak of viral fever in tribal areas has claimed over 300 
lives in a year and the state government further compounded 
the problems. This was a sheer negligence of the TDP 
government on health issue and discrimination to tribal people.    
 
Kennedy rights award for Martin Macwan 
Director of Ahmedabad city based voluntary organisation 
‘Navsarjan’ will be predented the award at a ceremony to be 
held at Capitol Hill, Washington D.C. These are encouraging 
news that inspire other people and NGOs to work for promotion 
and protection of human rights. 
 
NHRC suggests panel to improve policing 
This article is on recommendations on setting up a commission 
in order to improving the quality of policing and highlighting the 
need for “insulating” the investigating agencies from external 
and political pressures. Several other significant 
recommendations have been submitted concerning the police 
reforms on the directive from the Supreme Court. It can be 
interpreted in the interest of promoting human rights of citizens. 
 
Convicts want out, widow knocks NHRC door 
This is an interesting reporting in the Indian Express where the 
Haryana Government headed by Chief Minister Omprakash 
Chautala are trying to favour the convict where as the victim 
lady approached NHRC who wants Haryana government barred 
from releasing the convict. 
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Letter against US support to BJP government 
Number of Indian groups has alleged the ruling Bharatiya Janta 
Party as fundamentalist and referred that it could cause damage 
to the Indian society. They also cited the Gujarat violent riots of 
2002. They demanded the US Government not to support the 
BJP government. 
 
Spouses in Advani tour party raise eyebrows 
Opposition has criticized about the need of accompanying wives 
of officials joining deputy Prime Minister Advani’s tour. It was 
considered as a waste of money and unnecessary burden on 
tax-payers. It is also a misuse of public money. 
 
FIA will benefit people immensely: Ferroggiaro 
The Freedom of Information Act will bring tremendous benefits 
to the people by making the government accountable and can 
serve as a check on the government, bring out its failure to 
protect environment, health or safety of its citizens according to 
the Director of the Freedom of Information Project, National 
Security Archive, USA. 
 
Woman gangraped in public 
A 19-year old backward community was allegedly stripped 
naked in public and gangraped in Badhee village in Sahranpur, 
UP by seven armed men having influential allegiance people in 
the area. Police refused to register and senior police officers 
acted when the members of the victim threatened to meet 
Mayawati, the Chief Minister.  This is a clear case of negligence 
of the government and police department who failed miserably 
in protecting a citizen. 
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An article on Sexual Harassment by Soli Sorabjee 
An interesting article by Sorabjee on sexual harassment. Since 
the Parliament didn’t act on the issue, the Supreme Court 
stepped in and filled the vacuum by its landmark judgment in a 
case. Supreme Court ensured the prevention of sexual 
harassment of women, particularly in workplace. It was defined 
as: Sexually-coloured remarks and showing of pornography 
were included as broadly defined sexual harassment. In order to 
uplift working women in safe environment it is very important to 
curb sexual harassment of women at workplace.    
An NHRC report is yet to be submitted in Parliament lists grisly 
accounts of police atrocities, reports Kota Neelima – Indian 
Express 
These cases are usually concerning of police atrocities. The 
NHRC has not been able to submit reports of the last two years 
in Parliament since the Home Ministry couldn’t submit action 
taken reports. An example of serious police offences and 
atrocities as well as violation of human rights. 
 
Seven of tribal family burnt alive in UP 
A group of dalits set fire to a house of a tribal family and seven 
members of a family were killed. Even after 50-60 years of 
independence the government could not resolve the differences 
of people and therefore gross violation is taking place among 
public. 
 
Forces told to avoid right violations in J-K 
In a meeting, Deputy Prime Minister Advani told to Army and 
other paramilitary forces to avoid violations of human rights 
abuses in the state. 
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NHRC writes to PM on trade in human organs 
This reporting is on illegal trading of human organs operated by 
middlemen and creation of allegedly false records of a 
compassionate donation. This shows the failure of the 
government in curbing such malpractice and violation of human 
rights. 
 
UN receptive to women’s human rights complaints 
For the first time, women might be able to submit complaints to 
the United Nations on sex discrimination, sexual harassment 
and other violations of their rights under a UN treaty. This is a 
real encouragement in the direction of achieving solutions and 
curbing cases of human rights violations. 
 
Seminar criticizes POTA provisions 
Senior advocate of Gujarat High Court Girish Patel initiated the 
discussion said that POTA is a draconian piece of legislation as it 
takes away the liberties of people. 
 
Amnesty accuses India of abusing minorities 
The Amnesty International accused India of “undermining” the 
rights of minorities to “live in the country as equals”. This shows 
the discriminative attitude of the government and a failure in 
protecting human rights of minorities.  
 
Were they blind? 
In a letter to the editor in The Indian Express a writer has 
expressed surprise that Bharatiya Janata Party leader L. K. 
Advani has been discharged in the Babri Masjid demolition case 
though he was involved and vociferous in encouraging the mob 
to demolish the mosque. This is a clear case of discrimination to 
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minority religion and during BJP rule no actions were taken 
against culprits. 
 
Sexual abuse: Supreme Court notice to Jain Ashram 
A 12-year old boy, Bhopu, was lured to become a “Bal Muni” by 
a jain ashram in Gujarat, who had been writing desperate 
letters to his father to rescue him from the “hell” made him 
approach the Supreme Court with a habeas corpus petition. This 
was a violation of boy’s freedom, sexual harassment and 
religious fanaticism. 
 
Dukhini attempts to sensitize governments on sorry state 
of women 
Dukhinin is the story of India’s neighbors, a young Bangladeshi 
woman, who was trafficked to Pakistan for sex trade. According 
to an activist, the bride price in Pakistan is fixed on the basis of 
skin colour, strength of the girl and even her weight. The 
woman is like a commodity. Ruksanda Naz, an activist, says 
unless the SAARC countries bring out and execute certain strong 
laws to prevent trafficking, the criminals involved in these 
activities will keep buying poor girls and selling them off later. 
 
Officials flay HR Watch’s suggestion 
In a report, the prestigious international human rights body has 
said that the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank 
“ensure that anti-discrimination measures are built“ into the 
projects funded by them to fight against the problem of caste 
violence and caste discrimination” in different parts of the 
country. HRW, for the first time, in its report has taken a 
serious exception to continued untouchability against bhangis in 
rural and urban Gujarat. 
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Untouchability prevails, says NGO 
A Navsarjan (human rights NGO) activist said, “We can show 
any number of cases of prevalence of untouchability in Gujarat 
State where dalit children sit separately from high caste 
persons”. This is a classic example of discrimination of 
minorities as well as untouchability, where the Gujarat 
Government has miserably failed in protecting human rights. 
 
Protectors can’t be predators, NHRC reports tells police 
Police department is supposed to protect citizens and also 
protect their human rights. Citing number of incidents of 
increasing criminality in the police force (about forty thousand 
odd complaints received) NHRC report said: “… there can be no 
substantial improvement in this country unless those whose 
duty is to protect such rights, cease to be predators 
themselves”. 
 
NHRC regrets non-compliance 
National Human Rights Commission expressed “regret” over the 
non-compliance by the centre and the Jammu and Kashmir 
government of its directives. NHRC asked them to submit the 
report within 10 days on the recent killing of 24 Kashmiri 
Pandits in Nadimarg. 
 
Dalit woman made to drink excreta 
A dalit woman did not agree to sexual advances of a sawarna 
man was forced to drink excreta-mixed with water. Police was 
not successful in arresting the criminals as they were roaming 
around scot-free after the incident. 
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UN shocked at adverse girl child ratio in India 
As a result of the sex selective abortions and infanticide, the 
ratio of girls to boys in India has shown a “shocking decline” in 
the last decade, United Nations Population Fund reported. 
Discrimination against girls anywhere in the world is a social ill 
and violation of human rights. This is a case of gender 
discrimination very common in Indian society. 
 
An article by the Editor of Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta 
– “Sense and senescence” 
Gupta has very valid point in insisting on “…the nation has the 
right to know about the health of our Prime Minister Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee as at age 76, keeps making last minute cancellations 
and adjustments in his schedule”. 
This is in a way a violation of Right to Information of the people. 
 
Shiv Sainiks go on the rampage 
Shiv Sena activists joined with BJP and NCP members went on 
the rampage smashing gift shops and burning cards in many 
states protesting Valentine’s Day celebrations calling it as 
“vulgar western concept”. 
 
Amnesty slams Israel for rights violations 
This is a news story covering human rights violated by Israel 
government as claimed by Amnesty International with one of 
India’s friendly nation and its Prime Minister is visiting India 
during 2003. 
 
Human Wrongs (Times Q & A column) 
The basis of Indian nationalism lies in a constitution that 
upholds fundamental human rights to be sacrosanct and non-
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derogatory. That has been the core principle since Gandhi’s first 
satyagraha. The report is authored by Ram Narayan Kumar 
analyses alleged cases of torture and extra-judicial killings in 
Punjab in the 1980s and early 1990s. Here Kumar speaks with 
Tanu Thomas on the issue. 
No support to terrorism 
United Nations Organization strongly condemned terrorism in all 
its manifestations and forms and asked the member states to 
take urgent action to prevent and suppress all “active and 
passive” support to terrorists. 
 
Find us our son or hand over his body, demand parents of 
Yunus’s custodial death 
Yunus was picked up from Aurangabad by the Mumbai police 
after the bomb blast in a BEST bus in Ghatkopar. Policemen 
escorting him claimed he fled away while they were on Pune-
Ahmednagar highway. His parents believe that his son died in 
custody and demanded to produce him. This is a case of police 
atrocities and violation of human right, right to life as it is the 
complete responsibility of the police department of one’s life 
particularly when he is arrested and escorted by them. 
 
BKS to approach NHRC 
The Bharatiya Kisan Sangh has decided to complain to the 
National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) against Gujarat 
Electricity Board disconnecting supply to farmers who haven’t 
paid their bills. Farmers are facing the prospects of crop damage 
in over 5000 hectare across the State, said BKS spokesman. 
The Sangh has also decided to intensify its stir against the hike 
in power tariff dubbing the GEB as “inhuman and anti-national 
activity”. 
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NHRC notice in custodial death 
National Human Rights Commission has issued a show-cause 
notice to the Uttar Pradesh government to explain why 
recommendations should not be made for a compensation of Rs. 
Two lakhs to the kin of a custodial death victim. A young man 
Kumar was tortured by police, which deprived him of food. The 
victim’s mother was also ill-treated in the police station. 
 
Public Interest Litigation 
Public Interest Litigations have been received by the Supreme 
Court seeking a direction to the centre and 13 states to take 
immediate steps to provide shelter, food and warm clothes to 
lakhs of poor and homeless people across the country. This is a 
right to life of citizens of India to be protected. 
 
There are Letters to the Editor published in The Indian Express and 
Conversation with Readers published in The Times of India written 
by the investigator and others on human rights issues and related 
importance. These are as follows:  
 
Hollow Slogans 
Government floated misleading slogans like ‘Feel Good Factor’ 
or ‘Garibi Hatao’ are election oriented campaigns and do not 
make people actually feel good of the poverty is not being 
removed. 
 
Vital Statistics 
 Candidates contesting for elections will have to disclose their 
liabilities, assets and bank balances as well as their criminal and 
imprisonment records would give a clear idea to voters. It is a 
good decision by the Supreme Court in the interest of citizens 
protecting rights. 
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Speech Defects 
 Political leaders give a statement and when they realize that it 
may go against them or their party, they will blame the media 
for misquoting them. Our leaders are expected to prepare 
themselves before addressing people or media. They should be 
more matured in their every word and action. 
 
Gross Pollution  
It is the time that we wake up to air and water pollution that 
have reached very high levels in Ahmedabad. There are serious 
hazards of pollution. It is a violation of the right to have clean 
air and healthy atmosphere to citizens.   
 
Peace Initiative 
Human Rights Watch has been praised for demanding General 
Musharraf to stop harassment, torture and blackmail of political 
opponents and media persons. Freedom of expression has been 
encouraged with this letter. To end discrimination against 
women and children also has been demanded by the NGO. 
 
Justice for All 
The writer of this letter Dr. Rita Macwan expects from people as 
civilized beings to feel the pain of those 2,000 people who have 
been killed in Gujarat violence.  She also demands for justice to 
the victims. 
 
State Human Rights Commission 
International NGOs and NHRC have shown their concern of the 
deaths in Gujarat, the writer who is the researcher too, 
demands that the State Government should set up State Human 
Rights Commission to speed up the delivery of justice in these 
human rights violation cases. 
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Well-deserved 
Praise to the Nobel Prize winner Shirin Ebadi is mentioned in 
this letter. Shirin, who was a judge turned into a human rights 
activist after being imprisoned for attending a women’s rights 
conference won the Nobel Prize in Iran. 
 
Rights Body 
The writer looks the State Government to set up Human Rights 
Commission in the state as most states had already set up such 
commissions. It was also suggested that the setting up of 
commission in the estate would reduce NHRC’s workload. 
 
PM’s Surgeon 
Prime Minister Vajpayee’s knee operation was conducted by an 
American doctor, who has been conferred Padmabhushan 
award. However, hundreds of physicians had given their free 
services to the victims of earthquake in Gujarat saving 
thousands of lives. They neither have been recognized for their 
services nor such awards have been conferred. Is it not an 
unequal treatment by the government? PM’s knee could be 
treated by many expert Indian orthopedic surgeons without 
calling an American doctor and spending a huge amount of 
money.  
 
Shameful 
Bharatiya Janata Party paid money to present a rape victim at a 
function which was addressed by the Prime Minister Vajpayee. It 
is indeed a violation of woman’s dignity and decency. It was 
commended by the writer that some NGOs criticized and voiced 
against this act of BJP. 
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Disheartening 
It was disheartening to know that a police officer had to face 
departmental action for his refusal to get up when the West 
Bengal chief minister’s daughter passed by him in a car. An 
example of politicians often violating human rights of their 
subordinate officers.  
 
Encourage our own experts 
Our political leaders and sportsmen have been criticized for 
ignoring local Indian expert physicians and get treated for their 
knee joint problems or heart ailments abroad often.  
 
Clean Currency Notes 
It is disgusting to see stapled currency notes issued by banks. 
Many people write some figures on the notes and spoil them. It 
is appreciated that the Reserve Bank of India has appealed to 
the public in advertisements for preserving currency notes in 
good shape. 
 
Wrong Focus 
Chief Minister Modi and Advani took out Veeranjali yatra of a 
freedom fighter Verma. They have been criticized by the writer 
of this letter saying that such unnecessary expenses could be 
avoided as there are many other important works to be done 
with priority. 
Furthermore, most of the news stories, articles and reports are on 
Gujarat Riots, misadministration by Gujarat Government, various 
witnesses, Nanavati Commission, and related information on 
Gujarat riots. Some of them have been given below: 
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Best Bakery Issue  
US Human Rights Commission supports Zaheera Shaikh. 
 
Supreme Court criticizes Gujarat High Court 
Supreme Court criticized the higher court for commenting on 
Tista Setalwad, a human rights activist. 
 
Fascism is alive in Gujarat  
Ms. Arundhati Roy criticizes Gujarat State administration in a 
quarterly magazine, Indobrit. 
 
NHRC decides to send a team to Vadodara 
When 21 accused were acquitted in the Best Bakery case by the 
court was criticized as “miscarriage of justice” and NHRC 
decided to send a three-member team to “inspect the records of 
the case and examine the judgment. 
 
Human Rights violators still at large 
HRW said the Gujarat Government will have to improve its 
dented image world-wide and did spare Chief Minister Modi too. 
 
Amnesty slams police yet again 
AI report said “All those formally arrested and charged in 
relation to conspiracies are Muslims and almost all have been 
charged under provisions of POTA. Many of these persons spent 
periods of time in illegal detention prior to their ‘formal’ arrest. 
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RSS trains guns on NHRC, 
RSS didn’t want the Best Bakery trial to be conducted outside 
Gujarat State and therefore its leader opposed NHRC’s 
recommendations to the Supreme Court. 
 
NHRC limits itself to scrutiny 
The three-member NHRC team announced to disclose the report 
in the next week over the statements of Best Bakery witnesses 
(Zaheera and her mother Sehrunissa Sheikh) after they visit to 
Vadodara. 
 
Report alleges victimization of minorities in Gujarat 
A news story revealing the role of Sangh Parivar organizations 
like the VHP and Bajrang Dal in the post-bandh violence with a 
large-scale victimization of minorities in the state. 
 
An Advertisement – “When Zaheera finally spoke, her 
story reached the NHRC. And the Supreme Court” 
At first, she was too frightened to speak leave alone point a 
finger at those who killed her sister and others in her family at 
the “Best Bakery” massacre. This ad was published in both the 
leading national newspapers, The Times of India and The Indian 
Express.  
 
NCM to meet Jaitley on Best Bakery case 
A National Commission for Minorities (NCM) team will meet 
Union law minister Arun Jaitley on acquittal of all the 21 accused 
in Best Bakery case. 
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NHRC must be pro-active in Gujarat 
This is an interesting article on National Human Rights 
Commission working pattern. It is concluded that the acquittals 
in Best Bakery case is a glaring example of the NHRC’s failure to 
protect human rights. NHRC is empowered to “intervene in any 
proceedings involving any allegation of violation of human rights 
pending before a Court with the approval of such Court. 
 
Chronology of events of Best Bakery case 
The entire chronology of events that took place in Best Bakery 
massacre has been listed from March 1, 2002 burning of the 
bakery by a mob of around 1200 people, killing 14 persons to 
July 7, 2003 with Zaheera breaks her silence. 
 
Retired Judges say: you can re-open Best Bakery case 
Legal experts say the case should be re investigated and steps 
taken to prevent other post-Godhra massacre cases going the 
same way. 
 
Supreme Court tightens screws on Modi government 
Media reporting fair: Supreme Court 
‘VHP’ prosecutors for riot cases stoke controversy 
 
All above three titles are pertaining to Gujarat riots and 
regarding Supreme Court tightening screws on Modi 
government. Supreme Court also dismissed the allegations by 
the accused in Best Bakery case hat the media had distorted the 
court’s observations. 
Some of the titles of other news/articles are given below which 
are concerned to Gujarat riots and self-explanatory: 
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Only politics distinguishes Shrivastava cousins 
SC stays trial of 10 riot cases 
Bakery accused challenge NHRC’s intervention 
SC to club Zaheera 
Best Bakery: Rights group wants govt. to toe SC line 
A US based human rights body wants the Indian Government to 
promptly implement the Supreme Court’s order to create an 
effective witness-protection programme and conduct impartial 
investigations to determine who was responsible for Gujarat 
riots. Lawyers and human rights activists involved in 
prosecution should also receive government protection. This is 
another example that the BJP led NDA government failed in 
proper investigations providing protection to witnesses in 
Gujarat riots. Therefore, such organization had to instruct the 
Indian Government to follow the orders issued by the Supreme 
Court of India.    
 
UP govt. told to protect rights of Van Gujjars 
NHRC asked the Uttar Pradesh government to protect the 
“traditional rights” of Van Gujjar tribals living in the proposed in 
the forest area. 
An advertisement – Post Graduate programme in HUMAN 
RIGHTS   (published in The Times of India) 
 
Budget brings no relief for construction workers  
Due to the recent budget housing sector received a boost would 
generate good employment but according to past experience it 
is not going to improve the quality of life for the construction 
workers.  
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Vision–21 attempts to ensure basic human rights 
A global initiative called Vision-21 aims to ensure clean and safe 
drinking water, proper hygienic conditions and sanitation world 
over. The ground-water sources on which we are becoming 
increasingly reliant on have been neglected. Gujarat’s is a 
classic example of this. It is a failure of the government to 
provide and ensure basic human rights of citizens. 
The Times of India has very interesting columns like View and 
Counterview. Human Rights Panel has been discussed as a 
toothless tiger and as a counterview it has been discussed Panel 
serving the purpose for which it was set up.  
 
She’s being targeted for her PIL against riots  
Mallika Sarabhai, a human rights activist, was  one of the first 
to raise her voice in protest against the Gujarat Government for 
the genocide it had committed in 2002. Ms. Sarabhai, the 
accomplished classical dancer, expressed her anguish with 
courage and passion at the massacre. The partisan and 
malicious use of state authority against Ms. Sarabhai was 
condemned by many outstanding personalities. 
The Indian Express net edition also publishes daily the following 
detailed news stories human rights regularly: 
Justice for Jessica case 
Varanasi Blasts 
Gujarat Riots 
Along with other important news items, this gives an excellent 
message to the readers persistently about the violations of 
human rights and thus it also informs and educates them on 
their rights. 
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Chapter VIII 
 
Conclusion From Media Reports
 
The print and the electronic media - the Mass Media - has a very 
fundamental objective to serve the people with news, views, 
comments and information on matters of public interest, in a 
fair, accurate, impartial, sober and decent manner. 
Since the last century, the press has become powerful that it 
has soon acquired the unique status of "Fourth Estate". It is 
supposed to play a key role and a crucial role of a watchdog, to 
see that the other three institutions "Legislature, Executive and 
Judiciary" function fairly to serve the people for whose welfare 
they were created within the constitutional framework. 
Mass media as a watchdog and a fourth organ has also the 
responsibility to help in building the nation. It has also to 
promote social justice, equality as well as unity and peace that 
bring overall happiness in the nation in general. Another 
important aspect to be considered as a main function of mass 
media is to implement objectives of the Constitution. 
We have seen the details published in various newspapers and 
other mass media on various human rights issues including 
violations by public and private people, police authorities, 
government administration, cases of protests against 
authorities, articles supporting the cause of human rights, role 
of NGOs, different courts and National and State Human Rights 
Commissions, harassment to human rights activists, etc. in 
chapter 6. Chapter 7 is on the interpretation of human rights 
details given in chapter 6. It can be concluded that mass media 
is the main source of information to their readers and public. 
Mass media include newspapers, text books, magazines, 
cinema, television and the internet. 
The role of media in such situations is to be peace makers and 
not abettors, to be trouble shooters and not trouble makers. Let 
the media play their noble role of promoting peace and harmony 
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among the people in the present crisis in Gujarat and other 
parts of the country. Any trend to disrupt the same either 
directly or indirectly would be an anti-national act. 
The mass media has and enjoy freedom for and on behalf of the 
society according to Justice K. J. Reddy in his publication “The 
Role of Media”. Media plays the role of a communicator and as 
such it has to inform righteously and not to misinform, dis-
inform or non-inform the people on issues of vital importance. 
It is the prime duty of the mass media to educate, motivate, 
persuade and entertain. They must have their fingers on the 
pulse of the people and has a pious obligation not to jeopardise 
or harm the welfare of the society. Mahatma Gandhi said "The 
newspaper press is a great power, but just as an unchained 
torrent of water submerges the whole country side and 
devastates crops even so an uncontrolled pen serves but to 
destroy". 
Mass media has an important and a constructive role to play in 
crises situations. Religious and communal harmony should 
never get disturbed in a society wedded to the concept of 
welfare state and secularism. The conflicts within a society arise 
mainly on account of social and economic inequalities, class and 
caste antagonism, religious and ethnic fanaticism, regional and 
language chauvinism, racial prejudices and intolerance. 
Maintaining religious harmony is the first essential to promote 
secularism and the concept of a welfare state. The media on no 
account should itself create or, contribute directly or indirectly 
to the creation of conflicts on situations 'which breed 
disharmony. It should avoid scrupulously oral or written words, 
projections or depictions of scenes etc., which may inflame 
passions of the people, create hatred, enmity or ill will between 
sections of people which may lead to disharmony and 
disturbance of peace and public order.  
On the other hand as duty bound and as their role and ethics 
themselves dictate, the media should take all steps within their 
reach to end such conflicts as promptly as possible and to 
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restore peace and harmony. Newspapers are not expected to 
publish any thing which has a tendency to malign or hurt the 
sentiments of any community or section of society. Journalists 
are an important wing of Fourth Estate because they shape the 
opinion and attitude of many citizens regarding religion, race, 
caste etc. They can also like wise whip up their feelings either 
by design or inadvertently which lead to disturbance and 
disrupts public order. Reporting or commenting on communal or 
religious issues particularly of inflammatory nature should be 
with utmost restraint and responsibility. 
Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution declares that all, citizens 
shall have their right to freedom of speech and expression. 
Though freedom of press is not expressly guaranteed as a 
fundamental right, or as in the first Amendment in the US 
Constitution, it is no longer in doubt that it is implicit in the 
freedom of speech and expression. Freedom of press is always 
been a cherished right in all democratic countries. It is 
axiomatic that the newspapers not only publish news but also 
ideas, notions and ideologies. They are supposed to guard 
public interest by bringing to the   fore misdeeds failings and 
lapses of the Government and other bodies exercising governing 
power. It has therefore been rightly described as the Fourth 
Estate. Duglus, J. opined "Acceptance by Government of 
decedent press is a measure of maturity of the nations." This 
does not mean that it is immune from the general law of land 
including civil and criminal liability for libel and defamation. 
In the context of the press, ethics may be described as a set of 
moral principles or values, which govern the conduct of 
journalism. A question has arisen those who operate their media 
look upon it as a business, employment or profession solely for 
.their own benefit or as a public. 
Utility service for the benefit of the society. In fact, over the 
years, the Press has become so powerful that it has soon 
acquired a unique status of "Fourth Estate". U.S. President 
James Jefferson said "If it were left to me to decide whether we 
should have a Government without newspapers or newspapers 
without a Government. I should not hesitate for a moment to 
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prefer the latter". That is the concept underlying. It is all the 
more necessary for the press to observe and maintain high 
standards of ethics. 
The newspapers are expected to stand firmly by the nation and 
for the nation. But nation is passing through crisis of character, 
corruption religious and communal strifes which have made the 
whole situation diabolical. Institutions are destroyed and people 
are exasperated and frustrated. Awakening of the national 
consciousness similar to the freedom struggle to serve the 
nation is the need of the day and media, as the fourth estate 
has to play this crucial role. Mahatma Gandhi said, "The sole 
aim of journalism should be service". Never in the History of 
India was there such a pressing need for the constructive role of 
the press as it is today. There is an all round deterioration in the 
national life and institutions. Therefore, the press has to rise to 
the occasion to be independent and guide the nation properly, 
effectively, during this hour, of crisis rather than get themselves 
involved in the mundane controversial issues, which are 
insignificant. 
With the enormous power the press exercises it should take 
lead in the nation building activities. It can promote unity and 
fraternity, tolerance towards minorities and other religions, at 
the same crusading against communalism, corruption, casteism, 
violence and criminalization of politics. 
When the nation is fully and seriously engaged in fighting 
terrorism, it is unfortunate that the present crisis in Gujarat, 
which may lead to communal unrest throughout the country has 
occurred. 
So long as there exists social and economic inequalities within 
the society and between the nations, states, so long as vast 
sections of humanity continue to be deprived of their basic 
social and economic human rights, and so long as some sections 
in the society, and some nations in the world community, 
continue to possess surplus economic power with the help of 
which they can dominate, conflicts of one kind or the other will 
continue to crop up. 
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It is the duty of the media in both the developing and the 
developed countries to expose the failure, the shortcomings and 
the weaknesses of the present system. As an important 
institution of the society and as the fourth estate, it is the 
paramount duty of the media to wage a media war to rescue 
peace, democracy and human rights from the clutches of the 
evil forces and make the world conflict free and safe for 
humanity, and humanism and for happiness for all. 
It is needless to say that in such a situation the media has an 
extremely delicate and important role to play of not only to 
contain in time the inflammatory situation of communal violence 
at the earliest opportunity, but also to systematically promote 
communal harmony and peace. 
The role of media in such situations is to be peace makers and 
not abettors, to be trouble shooters and not trouble makers. Let 
the media play their noble role of promoting peace and harmony 
among the people in the present crisis in Gujarat and other 
parts of the country. Any trend to disrupt the same either 
directly or indirectly would be an anti-national act. 
On the basis of details published on various issues of human 
rights may be on its violation or activities by human rights 
activists or NGOs it can be concluded that most of the mass 
media have performed their duty in the interest of people and in 
disclosing and revealing misdeeds of authorities on citizens of 
India. Media has performed as a watchdog indeed watching 
every step taken by government in promotion and protection of 
human rights. Media has successfully pressurized the 
government to implement protection of human rights. The 
media took pains to publish minute details of human rights in 
the form of news, articles, editorials and letters to the editor. 
This has created awareness among the print media readers and 
electronic media viewers. 
The interpretation from my findings and research from the 
details, we can conclude that without the mass media we would 
not have achieved the knowledge, the wide spread awareness 
about our human rights and voice of protest against injustice 
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and violations of human rights. With the understanding about 
the rights, people all over the world have been able to demand 
their rights and fight against unjust rule of the government.  
Mass media have educated, informed and made the general 
population well aware of their human rights. Even the spread of 
refugees’ dignity and human rights have been conveyed to 
people and as a result we have been benefited at large. With 
the news stories, articles and editorials on the dignity and 
human rights protection of prisoners of war (POWs) we have 
realized our rights as civilians and armed prisoners. This has 
resulted into a much better treatment with POWs and 
maintaining their dignity. 
However, there is no full fledge perfection in observing human 
rights all over the world, but most developed countries have 
achieved higher level of protection of human rights followed by 
developing countries. Thus, citizens have been able to achieve a 
better quality of life – a life with dignity and respect. It is also a 
fact that the nations having democracy and more democratic 
values have a better level of understanding and protection of 
their human rights. Another important solid factor that can be 
considered in regards to higher spread of human rights is in 
nations where journalism is wide spread and particularly 
newspapers and other mass media are enjoying more freedom 
of expression and free press environment has definitely helped 
in creating more awareness about human rights. 
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Chapter IX 
 
Suggestions For Future From Conclusions
 
In earlier chapter, conclusions have been given from the 
interpretation of details published in the mass media. Here, in 
this chapter, the researcher has given suggestions for the future 
from conclusions. 
 
Mass Media – Newspapers to Cable Television Network   
Until about a decade ago, the word ‘media’ was synonymous 
with the word ‘the press’, which in turn was synonymous with 
‘newspapers’. However, the Iraqi invasion on Kuwait in 1991, 
which led to the first Gulf War between America and Iraq, gave 
birth to the cable television network, and became a springboard 
for the Cable News Network (CNN) founded by Ted Turner of the 
Media Corporation. This was followed with the advent of the 
Internet, which has virtually revolutionized the scope and the 
reach of the media across the globe. 
 
Mass Media in Indian Perspective 
In India, the Press played a crucial role during the freedom 
struggle. Advocate Ganesh Sovani of Mumbai High Court says, 
the role played by great statesmen like Bal Gangadhar Tilak, 
Mahatama Gandhi and Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is unparalleled, 
thanks to the zeal with which they devoted to their respective 
newspapers - Kesari, Harijan and National Herald. They 
succeeded despite the repeated efforts made by the British 
regime to curb their writings by charging and then sentencing 
them in one sedition case after another. 
 
Internal Emergency, a blessing to Print Media  
The imposition of an eighteen-month long emergency in the 
mid-eighties curtailed freedom of expression and the free press 
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with censorship measures adopted by the then Union 
government. However, it was this emergency, which led to the 
birth of various news magazines like India Today, Sunday, 
Onlooker, etc. and which in turn gave a stiff competition to the 
daily newspapers. They profited by printing analytical reports, 
based on first hand information gathered by their 
correspondents in the field. Previously, many of the newspapers 
used to depend on the wire services like PTI, UNI, Samachar, 
etc. for culling the news due to the financial constraints and had 
limited access to the information. 
It would not be an exaggeration to say that the emergency 
turned out to be a blessing in disguise for the printed media in 
the country, as it definitely helped them to reshape the 
definition of ‘investigative journalism’ in the post emergency 
era. 
 
The Press Council - an exercise in futility  
In 1978, the then Government introduced ‘The Press Council Act 
of 1978’ to ‘preserve the freedom of the press and also for 
maintaining and improving the standards of newspapers and 
news agencies in India’. This Act has to some extent helped the 
Press to be more transparent and also simultaneously be 
accountable. 
What is a little astonishing is the fact that even after the 
infusion of electronic media, i.e. cable channels and internet, 
the government has not made any effort to enlarge the scope of 
the Act, so as to include these two new modes of 
communications within its ambit.  
It would not be out of place to mention here that the Press 
Council has no punitive powers and therefore sometimes it is 
not taken seriously, as the strictures passed by it have little 
bearing on the editor, reporter, printer and publisher of the 
newspaper. One feels it is an exercise in futility.  
 
 
Government attempts to restrict the operation of 
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independent media, and in some cases to silence them 
entirely.  
For example, in Turkey, dozens of writers and journalists still 
face criminal charges for writing on topics regarded as off-limit. 
In Russia, “spy-mania” continues, leaving researchers 
incarcerated for treason charges following unfair trials. In 
Andijan, Uzbekistan, a climate of pervasive surveillance reigns 
in the region and people, who still dare to speak out about the 
13 May massacre, risk arrest, torture and persecution. In India, 
there was a censorship during 1975-1977 and Internal 
Emergency was declared by the central government ruled by 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi imposing strict observation and checks on 
print media including newspapers, magazines and other 
periodicals as well as books. At that time and even today the 
radio stations were owned by the government and there was no 
television available except in the capital and that too was owned 
by the government. 
In India, Gujarat State, after the riots and killing of thousands 
of Muslim minorities, the state government could not impose 
censorship but it systematically and strategically applied 
measures which propagated that English newspapers and TV 
channels were having anti-Gujarat policies. The measures 
applied by the Gujarat government were a kind of suppressing 
the voice of journalism. Newspapers might have been neglected 
for state advertisements that compelled them to withdraw their 
strict adherence to openly criticize the state government and 
have liberal attitude towards state unfair actions.   
It was indeed a great achievement that most of the English as 
well as Gujarati national and regional newspapers did not bow 
down to the state government strategies and continued their 
efforts in the right direction publishing the misdeed of the 
administration with the loss in advertising revenue. 
As a researcher, I would appreciate the tough stand taken by 
the print media to continue to reveal the truth and criticize the 
government misadministration at various occasions and this 
tempo should be maintained consistently in future without 
declining to the wish of authorities. In the real sense, it should 
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be working as the ‘watchdog’ attempting to bring out facts in 
case of government’s inefficiency, inefficacy, irrationality and 
intentional wrong deeds. 
 
The maiden instance of human rights violation reporting 
In early eighties, a revelation made by Sunday magazine 
published by Anand Bazar Patrika from Kolkata with a front 
page story of the blinding of prisoners in Bhagalpur Jail had 
virtually rocked the entire nation when copies were waved in 
parliament. This was the first major case of human rights 
violations ever to have been reported in the media, and which 
threw light on the alarming state of affairs in the jail. 
Thereafter in mid eighties, Sheela Barse’s investigative story on 
the condition of exploitation and abuse of female inmates of 
Arthur Road Jail in Mumbai, also in Sunday, resulted in an 
enquiry into the condition of prisons all over Maharashtra. 
The printed media has played a significant role during the last 
twenty-five years or so in reporting the violation of human 
rights. However, of late the printed media has been receiving 
stiff competition from television with the advent of news 
channels such as Star News, Zee TV and Aaj Tak were thrown to 
air.  
This healthy competition between print and electronic media has 
compelled them to carve out a new kind of readership and/or 
viewer ship in other areas such as fashion, cuisine, health care, 
real estate, environment, sports etc. While defending the latest 
trends, the media say, “We cater for the demands of our 
readers and viewers”. 
 
Need of legal and human rights knowledge for reporters 
 
It is regrettable to note that very few of the educational 
institutes, colleges or universities in which journalism courses 
are conducted do topics like the Indian Constitution or human 
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rights find any place. The apathy of these institutes towards 
these issues is to be deplored. A journalism student, aiming to 
become a reporter or a correspondent with a newspaper or a 
cable TV news network, must know precisely that it is 
‘Freedom of Expression’ under Article 19 of the Constitution 
of India which empowers him to express his views without any 
fear or favour according to his conscience. 
Although the concept of fundamental rights under our 
constitution and human rights are quite synonymous, the 
reporting on the violation of human rights is a little difficult. A 
bare minimum knowledge of criminal justice system is essential 
to a reporter, if he or she wishes to report on human rights. 
 
Need for qualified reporters 
At present, very few newspapers have reporters, who are 
exclusively covering the legal news stories. Frequently, the 
crime reporter who interacts with the police department is 
asked to cover the court reporting as well. Here again, there is a 
catch. Very few, indeed no, crime reporters are law graduates. 
Law graduates can earn more money by entering the legal 
profession. 
It is a common belief that the violation of human rights takes 
place only at police stations or in prison. This is true to some 
extent. But there are other areas too, like railways, 
environment, health care, education, development, 
employment, various government offices, etc., where the 
violations of human rights do take place, but it is seldom 
reported. 
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Need for Human Rights Training -  Right from Schools   
The violation of human rights, no matter in which sphere of life 
they occur, essentially takes place because ‘human values’ are 
not recognized in the first place. The importance of the human 
rights needs to be taught from the primary level in schools, 
when children are the right age to absorb them. 
Police are often accused of violating human rights, but sadly, no 
effort is made by the home department to include the subject in 
the curriculum of police training academies. Here lies an 
opportunity to train policemen about the importance of 
respecting and observing human rights and the consequences of 
breaching them. 
 
Media – an Opinion Builder 
The media can play a pivotal role by way of building up public 
opinion, and also by impressing on the government the need to 
incorporate the subject of human rights, both in schools and 
also in police training academies, and also in the training 
institutes for municipal councils, corporations and other revenue 
departments.  
It is suggested that media can definitely influence the 
government authorities with the help of leading citizens and 
human rights activists to initiate human rights curriculum from 
the elementary standards to university level nationwide. Media 
also can start columns with human rights success stories in case 
of violations and encourage the story or article contributor. This 
would spread not only to readers, but also to their friends and 
relatives.  Sort of elocution competition on human rights subject 
or article write-up may help in expanding the idea of civil rights 
and awareness in them. 
 
Green Zone and Pure Drinking Water 
It is the duty of the government to provide its citizens with 
unpolluted air. But, if the local authority is going to give building 
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construction permission in a ‘green zone’ or for the construction 
of a chemical plant in the area nearby to residential locality, 
then it would with utter disregard to the human rights, but it is 
seldom reported in definitely be a violation of human rights. The 
de-reservation of plots for housing projects in metropolis is a 
huge scam, taking place the media. 
People are running vast distances to get unpolluted, drinking 
water in rural as well as urban areas. There are instances that 
people in villages consume coloured water, which is 
contaminated and mixed with chemicals released from industrial 
units. It is a minimum expectation from the government to 
provide with potable water to citizens. 
 
Ad-revenue, the priority of the Press 
It is a common experience, at least in the big cities like Mumbai 
and Pune, that matters relating to de-reservation of plots by the 
builders, or the violation of environmental norms by the 
companies are rarely reported, as the reporting about their 
misdemeanors might deprive the newspapers of potential 
advertisements. Mass media has certain obligations and 
responsibilities. They run for the purpose of earning profit from 
their business. In order to fulfill their requirements these media 
have limitation to reporting every fact under the compelling 
factor of loosing their advertisements revenues.   
The print media these days is undergoing lots of changes, 
thanks to the challenges thrown up by the electronic media. 
Time was when the editor was ‘The Boss’ of the newspaper and 
it was he who used to call the shots with the management. Now 
a newspaper is treated like any other manufacturing product, 
with the marketing (also known as ‘Response’) department at 
the helm of affairs. The editor is being reduced to a ‘hired 
labourer’, working purely on a contract basis. In last few years 
many newspapers are run by managers and not editors. 
Such a sea change in the attitude of the management of some 
of the newspapers means that they are unlikely to antagonize 
the government by reporting stories relating to the violation of 
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human rights, lest these stories rob them of the advertisements 
issued by the Directorate of Audio and Visual Publicity (DAVP). 
This is a dangerous trend from the human rights activists’ point 
of view. 
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Chapter X 
 
Achievement from the Research 
 
Torture and Human Rights in Our Society
Hundreds of critics and opponents of the government, in 
particular, members and supporters of opposition political 
parties, journalists, human rights activists and students, have 
been harassed and assaulted, arrested and imprisoned. Torture 
and ill-treatment by the security forces of both political 
detainees and common-law prisoners is routine. Some victims 
have died as a result of injuries inflicted while in custody. 
Others have been killed when the security forces used what 
appeared to be excessive lethal force. Conditions in prisons 
amount to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and it result 
in a high mortality rate. Use of ‘third degree treatment’ in police 
custody is a serious violation of human rights, where the 
detainees are tortured, ill-treated and victims of inhuman 
behaviour. More than one hundred prisoners are reported to be 
under sentence of death; the first execution since 1988 was 
reported to have taken place in January 1997. 
 
Misuse of allowing administrative detention 
Detainees are often held beyond the legal limit allowed by law 
before being brought in front of a judicial authority to be either 
charged or released. In other cases legislation allowing 
administrative detention has been used to detain critics and 
opponents of the government without charge or trial and 
without the right to challenge their detention before a court. 
Where the courts have ordered the release of political 
detainees, the administrative authorities have in some cases 
refused to comply with the court’s ruling. Often there are 
serious irregularities in judicial procedures in cases brought 
against government opponents.  
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A revised Constitution which was signed into Law in January 
1996 did little to strengthen the independence of the judiciary. 
 
The world’s great Religions generally accept the Golden 
Rule: ‘Do unto others what you would have others do to 
you’ 
When we expect others to behave nicely with us, it is obvious 
that we too must behave the same way what we expect from 
others. This could be the basis of human rights. If everyone in 
this world would follow the above golden rule, the researcher 
succinctly believes that it would lead to long lasting peace if not 
everlasting. At the same time awareness and education 
regarding human rights is of utmost importance. 
 
Human Rights Education is Desperately an Urgent Priority 
It is our duty to get ourselves informed about what is happening 
around us, in our own country, and in the world. Thus, by 
getting ourselves informed, we will be in a position to lend our 
support to human rights activists in our country, to make our 
own contribution towards the triumph of justice, to express our 
solidarity with the victims of human rights abuses and with their 
families, and to support those national and international 
humanitarian organisations which are struggling in order that 
the rule of law may be upheld everywhere. We need to be 
educated, too, about how to seek redress when human rights 
are violated, either in our country or abroad. 
In order that human rights may be effectively protected and 
promoted, and in order that every citizen may be able to enjoy 
these rights without let or hindrance, all of us need to be 
educated about them. Every one of us needs to become 
personally aware about the gravity and seriousness of this 
whole issue, about what is at stake, so as to keep alive our firm 
convictions concerning the values that we need to defend 
without compromise, to uphold, to promote, and to foster. 
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Lack of education on human rights on the part of some 
members of law enforcement personnel can result in some 
rather bizarre situations. Therefore, more education and training 
on human rights subjects leads to awareness among people. 
 
“Ram Rajya” 
Training to government officials including military forces, police 
department and the members of law enforcement personnel 
with the honest desire of implementation and enforcement of 
human rights regulations would make a much better 
environment in the society and the country.  
This would result in a better quality of life of every individual. It 
would also provide more equality among citizens of a nation and 
a life with dignity.  More freedom to a citizen of a nation would 
make possibly a more responsible, accountable citizen towards 
a better nation with a goal of becoming a “Ram Rajya” in a true 
sense. 
 
Human Rights– Below Standards in a Democratic Nation 
This study makes us to achieve, understand and confirm that 
human rights conditions in India are well below the minimum 
standards required for a democratic country. There is a wide 
scope of improvement in the field of human rights in regards to 
educating people and training them, make them to understand 
their rights and how to demand them from the government, if 
not fulfilled how to protest against the government. 
Just having a declared democracy and incorporation of 
fundamental rights in the constitution does not ensure 
observing of human rights of citizens and full protection to 
them. What is really needed is a firm commitment by the 
government and people of India together to work collectively 
towards the right direction in order to promote and protect 
human rights in the entire country. The efforts by all should be 
sincere and honest to achieve the desired objective. Actually, 
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this is in the interest of every nation globally. What is required 
is a firm commitment towards protecting them. 
 
We can learn from other nations 
The way, we learn new technologies on computers, new system 
of agriculture, medicine, space, etc., we need to learn how 
developed nations have achieved a better implementation of 
human rights. 
A developed nation usually exhibits a better quality of life, 
economically and in regards to a dignified living. A developing 
nation like India needs to put in more efforts and attention for 
human rights activities. These include education on the subject 
right from the school, college to university and strict 
observation on how other developed countries have achieved 
better performance and implement them in Indian perspective 
in India. 
Promotion of Human Rights nationwide would result in a more 
matured society. It would also decrease overall crime rate, 
hatred among people and would add to more discipline, honesty 
and matured dealings in everyday life with more and mutual 
respect to each other. 
 
Time to unite for all political parties on the issue 
This is the time that various political parties with different views 
and opinions must forget their differences and unite on the issue 
of Human Rights enforcement in every walk of life. Parties 
should unite on this issue and make a firm commitment to 
implement training programmes including themselves, entire 
government administration, each and every department, every 
school, college and universities. Social clubs should be 
encouraged to learn rights awareness and arrange educational 
programmes for people. 
More awareness among people and more knowledge of their 
rights and duties will form a new world with people living a 
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much better quality of life, better relationship, mutual 
understanding between each other and positively a life with 
higher standards and dignity. These would eradicate vast 
corruption practices in every sphere of our country and would 
make a society with humans having improved standards in 
discipline, work ethics and honesty. 
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